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Abstract

Scenarios have emerged as valuable tools in managing complex human-natural systems, but the traditional approach of limiting

focus on a small number of predetermined scenarios can inadvertently miss consequential dynamics, extremes, and diverse

stakeholder impacts. Exploratory modeling approaches have been developed to address these issues by exploring a wide range

of possible futures and identifying those that yield consequential vulnerabilities. However, vulnerabilities are typically identified

based on aggregate robustness measures that do not take full advantage of the richness of the underlying dynamics in the

large ensembles of model simulations and can make it hard to identify key dynamics and/or narrative storylines that can guide

planning or further analyses. This study introduces the FRamework for Narrative Scenarios and Impact Classification (FRN-

SIC; pronounced “forensic’): a scenario discovery framework that addresses these challenges by organizing and investigating

consequential scenarios using hierarchical classification of diverse outcomes across actors, sectors, and scales, while also aiding

in the selection of narrative storylines, based on system dynamics that drive consequential outcomes. We present an application

of this framework to the Upper Colorado River Basin, focusing on decadal droughts and their water scarcity implications for

the basin’s diverse users and its obligations to downstream states through Lake Powell. We show how FRNSIC can explore

alternative sets of impact metrics and drought dynamics and use them to identify narrative drought storylines, that can be

used to inform future adaptation planning.
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Abstract17

Scenarios have emerged as valuable tools in managing complex human-natural systems, but the18

traditional approach of limiting focus on a small number of predetermined scenarios can inad-19

vertently miss consequential dynamics, extremes, and diverse stakeholder impacts. Exploratory20

modeling approaches have been developed to address these issues by exploring a wide range of21

possible futures and identifying those that yield consequential vulnerabilities. However, vulner-22

abilities are typically identified based on aggregate robustness measures that do not take full ad-23

vantage of the richness of the underlying dynamics in the large ensembles of model simulations24

and can make it hard to identify key dynamics and/or narrative storylines that can guide planning25

or further analyses. This study introduces the FRamework for Narrative Scenarios and Impact26

Classification (FRNSIC; pronounced “forensic”): a scenario discovery framework that addresses27

these challenges by organizing and investigating consequential scenarios using hierarchical clas-28

sification of diverse outcomes across actors, sectors, and scales, while also aiding in the selec-29

tion of narrative storylines, based on system dynamics that drive consequential outcomes. We30

present an application of this framework to the Upper Colorado River Basin, focusing on decadal31

droughts and their water scarcity implications for the basin’s diverse users and its obligations to32

downstream states through Lake Powell. We show how FRNSIC can explore alternative sets of33

impact metrics and drought dynamics and use them to identify narrative drought storylines, that34

can be used to inform future adaptation planning.35

Plain Language Summary36

Scenario analysis is a useful tool for assessing the impacts of future conditions or alterna-37

tive strategies. Focusing on a small number of predetermined scenarios can, however, limit our38

understanding of key uncertainties, and fail to represent diverse stakeholder impacts. Approaches39

such as exploratory modeling have been developed to address these issues by exploring a wide40

range of possible futures and system perspectives. These approaches often involve large simu-41

lation experiments with their own interpretability challenges. So, on one hand, we recognize the42

need to utilize large ensembles of hypothesized changes, but on the other hand, each additional43

dimension considered makes it more difficult to convey actionable insights. We introduce the FRame-44

work for Narrative Scenarios and Impact Classification (FRNSIC; pronounced “forensic”), a sce-45

nario discovery framework that helps users identify narrative scenarios that capture key system46

dynamics and as well as important outcomes. We demonstrate its application to the Upper Col-47

orado River Basin, focusing on decadal droughts and their water scarcity implications for the basin’s48

diverse users and its obligations to downstream states through Lake Powell. We explore alterna-49

tive impact metrics and dynamics, identifying narrative storylines with significant impacts, which50

can be used in future planning efforts to adapt to these stressed conditions.51

1 Introduction52

Understanding and managing human-natural systems confronting change remains an open53

challenge, as they are highly complex systems with deep uncertainties shaping their candidate54

futures (Elsawah et al., 2020; Reed, Hadjimichael, Moss, et al., 2022; Schlüter et al., 2012). The55

interactions and feedbacks between human and natural components, resources, actors, and in-56

stitutions create nested systems-of-systems that operate at and across multiple scales (Iwanaga57

et al., 2021). Holistically attending to such complexity and advancing our understanding of such58

systems requires approaches that transcend disciplinary framings and traditional approaches (Wyborn59

et al., 2019). Pervasive deep uncertainties are also present in these systems, due to incomplete60

or contested expert knowledge on system boundaries or key system processes and drivers (Marchau61

et al., 2019; Moallemi, Zare, et al., 2020). Finally, the multiple and often conflicting objectives62

of various stakeholders in these systems further complicate the identification of relevant knowl-63

edge that engages diverse worldviews to inform their management (Kasprzyk et al., 2013).64

Scenario analysis has become increasingly important in understanding and planning for human-65

natural systems, as scenarios present useful tools in dealing with some of these challenges (Groves66
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& Lempert, 2007; Moss et al., 2010; O’Neill et al., 2014; Pedersen et al., 2022; Van Ruĳven et67

al., 2023). Scenarios help us assess and communicate the potential severity of hypothesized con-68

ditions and deep uncertainties, for example the impacts of a changing climate on local systems69

(e.g., Vahmani et al. (2022)). They can also act as reference cases for comparison and negotia-70

tion of alternative strategies to follow, for example quantifying deviations from historical con-71

ditions as a result of different stressors and human actions (e.g., Cohen et al. (2022)). Or they can72

help capture system complexity in narrative aggregate storylines, for example as they are used73

by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change to communicate the impacts of alternative74

emissions pathways (e.g., IPCC (2023)).75

An important challenge surrounding the use of scenarios is the number of candidate future76

states considered, as well as the conditions used to establish their relevance. Using a small num-77

ber of deterministic future states has well-documented limitations, especially arising from the pres-78

ence of internal variability (Hawkins & Sutton, 2009; Lehner & Deser, 2023), deep uncertainty79

about the future (Lempert et al., 2006; Quinn et al., 2020), and the adaptive complexity of human-80

natural systems (Markolf et al., 2018; Reed, Hadjimichael, Moss, et al., 2022; Simpson et al., 2021).81

Focusing only on the interests of, or the impacts to, a small number of actors carries its own chal-82

lenges that undermine successfully engaging with the diverse perspectives of affected stakehold-83

ers. Groves and Lempert (2007) point out that a priori specification of a small set of “interest-84

ing” scenarios to aid narrative clarity, in absence of broader exploratory analysis, might inappro-85

priately narrow the focus to the concerns and values of those involved in crafting them. They might86

not necessarily be salient with the diverse stakeholders affected, who might view the particular87

set of selected scenarios as biased or arbitrary. Moreover, the broad array of human as well as88

natural uncertainties that could shape consequential future outcomes increases the risk that a lim-89

ited focus on a few specified scenarios would miss key insights (Moallemi, Kwakkel, et al., 2020).90

Recognizing the myopic nature of a limited set of pre-specified scenarios or futures, there91

have been significant advancements in the domain of exploratory modeling (Bankes, 1993) and92

scenario discovery (Bryant & Lempert, 2010; Groves & Lempert, 2007). As reviewed by Moallemi,93

Kwakkel, et al. (2020) these approaches focus on the exploration of large ensembles of possible94

futures and the a posteriori identification of consequential scenarios. These approaches have largely95

been articulated in support of decision making under deep uncertainty methods, such as Robust96

Decision Making (RDM; Lempert et al. (2003)) and its Many-Objective extension (MORDM;97

Kasprzyk et al. (2013)), Dynamic Adaptive Policy Pathways (Haasnoot et al., 2013; Schlumberger98

et al., 2022), Info-Gap (Ben-Haim, 2006), and Decision Scaling (Brown et al., 2012). They struc-99

ture large exploratory ensemble experiments to investigate diverse hypothesized drivers of change100

and classify the resulting “states of the world” (SOWs) based on whether they have consequen-101

tial outcomes for the system’s stakeholders. This process of ensemble classification and identi-102

fication of a subset of consequential SOWs is termed scenario discovery (Bryant & Lempert, 2010;103

Groves & Lempert, 2007; Steinmann et al., 2020). As such, these exploratory modeling frame-104

works introduce more quantitative rigor by examining the space of possible future uncertainty105

and associated consequences more fully (Lempert et al., 2006). Put simply, a broader array of106

“what if” questions are engaged before selecting scenarios.107

Past studies have reviewed and offered taxonomies of these frameworks (Herman et al., 2015;108

Kwakkel & Haasnoot, 2019; Moallemi, Zare, et al., 2020); at their core they all encompass the109

following central elements: elucidation or generation of alternative management or planning ac-110

tions, exploration of alternative SOWs (potential futures or uncertainties), quantification of per-111

formance (typically a measure of “robustness”), and vulnerability or tradeoff analysis, where con-112

sequential scenarios are identified and strategies are selected, according to the quantified perfor-113

mance. Robustness metrics are used to rank how well systems perform based on their expected114

value (Wald, 1950), regret (Savage, 1951), or satisficing criteria (Simon, 1956), as extensively115

reviewed by McPhail et al. (2018). There is an expansive body of literature on scenario discov-116

ery that has compared the value and effects of using robustness metrics across a variety of prob-117

lems and case studies to demonstrate that the choice of metric can have critical implications for118

which SOWs are deduced as consequential (i.e., which scenarios are selected for further inspec-119
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tion; Herman et al. (2015); Maier et al. (2016); McPhail et al. (2018); Sunkara et al. (2023)). Hadjimichael,120

Quinn, Wilson, et al. (2020) show that systems with diverse stakeholders introduce additional chal-121

lenges to defining the appropriate metric to classify consequential SOWs and select a subset of122

ensemble members that warrant follow-on analysis given their consequential outcomes or chal-123

lenging dynamics. In systems with many actors, the choice of a singular aggregated metric can124

ignore asymmetries in stakeholder values and agency (Franssen, 2005), and implicitly suppress125

the diverse scenario impacts on different users from more explicit consideration in planning (Fletcher126

et al., 2022). Recognizing this limitation, some studies have looked at multi-actor robustness trade-127

offs, by applying the same criterion to the performance of different actors (Gold et al., 2019; Her-128

man et al., 2014; Trindade et al., 2017). Others have applied gradients of a threshold or criterion129

as a way of capturing different levels of acceptability or relation to past experience to different130

stakeholders (Bonham et al., 2022; Hadjimichael, Quinn, & Reed, 2020; Hadjimichael, Quinn,131

Wilson, et al., 2020; Quinn et al., 2020).132

A related challenge that arises from aggregation when defining robustness criteria for tar-133

get levels of system performance is that they can collapse the temporal or spatial dynamics of a134

scenario into a single outcome by which each scenario is to be classified. For example, there could135

be a case were two scenarios produce the same average supply of a resource, but one shows sub-136

stantial temporal variation whereas the other hovers around its mean. One could make the case137

that we can simply include an additional metric of variance to further disaggregate, but we might138

be interested in the overall dynamic behavior of the system or other qualitative information, for139

example common oscillation patterns of different scenarios, the presence of stable equilibria or140

tipping points. Using metrics that temporally aggregate these dynamics limits the use of this in-141

formation (Hadjimichael, Reed, & Quinn, 2020). As a result, authors have proposed methods that142

can temporally classify the simulation dynamics themselves, instead of some aggregated outcome143

(e.g., Steinmann et al., 2020).144

A final important consideration surrounding the development and use of scenarios relates145

to conveying actionable information. We face challenges in maintaining their narrative capac-146

ities (Krauß, 2020; Krauß & Bremer, 2020), encouraging the usability of climate impact findings147

(Lemos & Morehouse, 2005; Lemos et al., 2012), and producing consequential insights that hold148

direct beneficial value to the dependent human and environmental systems. Literature on co-production149

and cognitive research highlights that the way information is presented to and processed by its150

users is important to how they understand and choose to use it (Calvo et al., 2022; S. Lorenz et151

al., 2015). Lemos et al. (2012), for example, point out that relating new findings (e.g., potential152

future impacts on one’s crop) to past experiences and memories (e.g., impacts of a past signif-153

icant drought to one’s crop) can help connect that information to their analytical and experien-154

tial processing abilities. Highlighting connections to relevant personal experiences also fosters155

the usability of the new findings. Literature on narrative scenarios highlights that the use of lo-156

cal narratives can give meaning to abstract scientific information and is central to making sense157

of what it means to live within a changing climate (Krauß & Bremer, 2020).158

As such, tools like storylines and narrative scenarios can aid in making connections between159

new scientific findings and past relevant experiences, as well as form the basis of new analysis160

iterations (Cork et al., 2006; Krauß, 2020; Lempert et al., 2006; Shepherd et al., 2018). Narra-161

tive scenarios can indeed be derived from a RDM analysis (Lempert, 2019). For example, an-162

alysts, stakeholders and decision makers can use the discovered scenarios to more closely inves-163

tigate system processes and dynamics, such as key reasons that lead to failure (e.g., Popper et al.164

(2009)), or use them as a basis for reiteration and evaluation of new strategies or stressors of in-165

terest (e.g., Groves (2005); Lempert and Groves (2010)). Such facilitated reiteration, however,166

is difficult to achieve with the large and complex ensembles of SOWs that modern state-of-the-167

art exploratory modeling analyses rely on. For example, in recent past work we generated 10,000168

SOWs, within each of which we computed thousands of performance metrics for different stake-169

holders and different criteria (Hadjimichael, Quinn, Wilson, et al., 2020). Similarly, Gold et al.170

(2022); Shi et al. (2023); Trindade et al. (2020) and others all use ensemble sizes of thousands171

to millions of scenarios. As already mentioned, the size of these experiments is an attempt to bet-172
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ter capture the space of possible futures and consider relevant uncertainties, recognizing the com-173

binatorial scale of significant factors in highly complex coupled human-natural systems and to174

better guide a more holistic understanding of highly consequential decision-relevant outcomes.175

Large ensemble exploratory modeling therefore creates a tension: on one hand, we under-176

stand that there is a large number of interacting processes, candidate futures and alternative fram-177

ings we should explore, and we thus need to create large ensembles of these hypothesized changes178

to investigate with our models. On the other hand, each additional dimension considered makes179

the results of the analysis more intricate and more difficult to convey actionable insights1. We180

argue that making large ensemble experiments more actionable is indeed possible, but requires181

innovations in how the resulting outcomes and their driving dynamics are organized, investigated,182

and communicated. This can be complemented with new data visualizations that allow users to183

navigate hierarchical levels of classification of ensemble outputs, and to zoom in on specific nar-184

rative scenarios of interest and investigate their dynamics.185

The present study addresses the challenges and needs for large ensemble exploratory mod-186

eling discussed above by contributing a new scenario discovery framework: the FRamework for187

Narrative Scenarios and Impact Classification (FRNSIC)—pronounced “forensic”. FRNSIC aims188

to provide actionable narrative clarity without sacrificing the quantitative rigor of large ensem-189

ble experiments. It aids the identification of consequential scenarios through the application of190

nested criteria that capture hierarchical relationships between sectors, actors, and/or scales, each191

reflective of different relevant impacts for the stakeholders concerned. We can explore multiple192

influential system states and hierarchically support the discovery of the diverse conditions that193

control stakeholder-relevant impacts. The emerging narrative scenarios are clustered not only on194

their resulting impacts but also on the underlying dynamic scenarios that drive them. As a result,195

we aid decision makers in discovering smaller sets of narrative scenarios, or dynamic storylines,196

that represent both complex mappings between a large space of input uncertainty and the large197

space of resulting outcomes. At the same time, these storylines also maintain a locally-embedded198

meaning, as well as the potentially critical temporal dynamics that lead to consequential outcomes.199

The remaining sections are organized as follows. Section 2 presents the FRNSIC scenario200

discovery framework and provides an overview of the main component stages of its application.201

Section 3 details our application of the framework within the Upper Colorado River Basin, with202

a particular focus on the issue of better understanding plausible drought extremes and their sys-203

tem impacts. Finally, Section 4 presents the outcomes of the application of FRNSIC, and Sec-204

tion 5 provides conclusions as well as opportunities for future extensions.205

2 Methodological Framework206

Exploratory modeling and its connection to robustness frameworks has been extensively207

reviewed in several past studies (Herman et al., 2015; Kwakkel & Haasnoot, 2019; Moallemi, Zare,208

et al., 2020). We refer readers to these publications for a comprehensive introduction to the back-209

ground literature in this area. Following the terminology established by these authors, this pa-210

per introduces a new scenario discovery framework in support of robustness analysis, FRNSIC,211

begins by following the same broad steps that are common across all exploratory modeling and212

robustness approaches (framing, system evaluation across many states, quantification of perfor-213

mance, and scenario discovery), and then adds new steps for multi-trait classification and story-214

line discovery (see Fig. 1).215

The Problem Framing Stage (I) is critical across all exploratory modeling and robustness216

frameworks to ensure the decision relevance of their results. During this phase, analysts and stake-217

1 In Aesop’s fable about The Fox and the Cat, the fox boasts of hundreds of ways of escaping its enemies, while the cat
only has one. When they hear a pack of the hounds approaching, the cat scampers up a tree and hides, while the fox in its
confusion gets caught up by the hounds. The moral of the fable is that it is “Better [to have] one safe way than a hundred on
which you cannot reckon”.
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Figure 1. The four stages of the multi-state, multi-impact framework for narrative scenario discovery,
FRNSIC.

holders define the key factors in the analysis: system goals (sometimes articulated as objectives)218

and metrics of performance toward these goals; alternative actions or system configurations that219

can be taken to affect said metrics; the uncertainties that may affect the connection between ac-220

tions and metrics; and the relationships (which often take the form of simulation models) between221

actions, uncertainties, and metrics (Lempert, 2019). Procedures for eliciting these elements have222

been articulated based on the ‘XLRM’ matrix (Lempert et al., 2003): exogenous uncertainties223

(‘X’), policy levers (‘L’), relationships (‘R’), and metrics (‘M’). Here, we adopt the same inten-224

tion behind the problem framing stage. Presenting framing as a distinct stage in these frameworks225

is intentional; framing choices made during this stage should be transparently articulated, espe-226

cially as they shape subsequent stages of analysis. The framing could also be updated as perfor-227

mance across states is quantified and consequential conditions are uncovered. In the Upper Col-228

orado River Basin case study, presented in the following section, this stage is used to investigate229

the water scarcity context of the system and frame how SOWs should be appropriately generated,230

the dynamic states of consequence (e.g., decadal droughts), and impact metrics.231

Exploratory modeling is a central focus of Stage II of FRNSIC (Evaluation across many232

states of the world), evaluating the system, via a simulation model, across alternative actions or233

policies or system configurations, and across alternative SOWs. Moallemi, Zare, et al. (2020) term234

these steps “generation of decisions” and “generation of scenarios”, respectively. The same au-235

thors, as well as others, have also broadly drawn a distinction here between two alternative strate-236

gies: exploration and search. Methods that rely on exploration systematically sample points across237

both the decision space and the SOWs and evaluate their consequences. As such, they rely on the238

careful designs of experiments which are used to set up simulation frameworks with the mini-239

mum computational cost to answer specific questions (Reed, Hadjimichael, Malek, et al., 2022).240

Exploration techniques produce insights about the global properties of the decision and the un-241
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certainty space (plausible SOWs), such as how much increase in water demand would result in242

increased supply shortages (e.g., Hadjimichael, Quinn, Wilson, et al. (2020)).243

Methodologies that rely on search, in contrast, draw on optimization-based tools to actively244

identify points with particular properties, such as “how much should we invest in infrastructure245

to maximize profits?” (searching for high-performing actions) or “how much more warming would246

cause insufferable heatwaves in our city?” (searching for a subset of consequential SOWs). These247

approaches typically rely on multi- or many-objective optimization algorithms (Kasprzyk et al.,248

2013; Kwakkel, 2019). FRNSIC remains agnostic to which of the two strategies is employed at249

this stage, as both allow us to analyze a system over many of its potential states, and use those250

states to classify and discover narrative scenarios of interest. If optimization methods were to be251

used in this case, one would have to ensure that the temporal dynamics of each simulation are252

carefully maintained, for subsequent analysis in the following stages. In the Upper Colorado River253

Basin case study, we are using exploration methods.254

The core novel contributions of FRNSIC lie in Stages III and IV, where performance is quan-255

tified (III Multi-trait classification) and consequential scenarios are discovered (IV Multi-trait256

storyline discovery). To clarify these contributions, let us first briefly overview how performance257

quantification and scenario discovery are traditionally performed. In virtually all applications (see258

reviews from Marchau et al. (2019); Moallemi, Kwakkel, et al. (2020); Moallemi, Zare, et al. (2020)),259

the analysts establish one or a set of criteria against which they compare or rank order the per-260

formance of different policies or actors across SOWs (i.e., one or more robustness performance261

metrics). To address some of the challenges brought about by multi-actor systems discussed in262

Section 1, a variety of robustness metrics or different performance thresholds might also be used263

(e.g., Hadjimichael, Quinn, Wilson, et al. (2020)). A SOW is then classified as being consequen-264

tial subject to meeting or failing to meet the specific requirements tied to the robustness metric(s)265

specified. A tacit effect of using the most commonly employed robustness metrics (e.g., satis-266

ficing or regret metrics; see discussions in Herman et al. (2015); McPhail et al. (2018)) is that267

the temporal dynamics of the underlying sampled SOWs are ignored, and in their place, the anal-268

ysis is focused on the classification of SOWs as being consequential or not based on a summa-269

rizing statistic of those dynamics. A benefit of this approach is that a single quantitative value270

is much more easily communicated than a vector of them across the duration of the realization.271

A shortfall of it is that policies or actors achieving similar performance on a particular robust-272

ness metric may do so through a diversity of temporal dynamics that lead to tradeoffs on other273

metrics. Consequently, the temporal dynamics are critical drivers that shape whether or not spec-274

ified performance metrics are met, and are therefore critical to understanding robustness trade-275

offs. The importance of temporal dynamics and their properties is strongly emphasized in the socio-276

ecological systems and system dynamics bodies of literature (e.g., Gotts et al. (2019); Schlüter277

et al. (2012)), the data science literature (e.g., Aghabozorgi et al. (2015)), and more recently em-278

phasized in both the exploratory modeling (Steinmann et al., 2020) and the climate risk (de Ruiter279

& Van Loon, 2022) literature.280

In Stage III of FRNSIC (Fig. 1), we use simple set theory to explore the dynamic proper-281

ties of the sampled SOWs, not restricting focus solely on robustness performance measures (which282

we also classify, as discussed below). This creates collections of SOWs that exhibit certain dy-283

namic properties (e.g., significant variability, particular equilibria or oscillation patterns) irre-284

spective of the performance outcomes they generate (e.g., impacts to system users). In other words,285

we create collections of SOWs that specifically focus on the dynamic processes of the system and286

their defining characteristics, as separate defining properties from the performance in each SOW.287

The reason this distinction is important is that the same dynamic properties do not always result288

in the same system impacts, and vice versa. For example, two droughts of the same severity might289

occur, but have different water scarcity impacts. On the other hand, two SOWs might result in290

similar outcomes (e.g., 20% of water demands cannot be met), but the underlying dynamics that291

produce them are different.292

These dynamic properties can be identified in several ways. They might be specified a pri-293

ori; for example, if the computational design of experiments is set up to specifically generate them.294
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Such is the case for some of our prior work evaluating water scarcity, where we used paramet-295

ric approaches to synthetically generate hydrologic conditions and those conditions were sam-296

pled so as to specifically exhibit certain properties (e.g., larger variability; Hadjimichael, Quinn,297

Wilson, et al. (2020); Quinn et al. (2020)). Dynamic properties can also be discovered a poste-298

riori. For example, Steinmann et al. (2020) applied time series clustering to identify collections299

of SOWs that exhibit similar temporal behaviors. Lastly, dynamic properties can also be analyt-300

ically or numerically calculated. For example, Hadjimichael, Reed, and Quinn (2020) analyti-301

cally derived behavioral properties of each SOW that pertained to the system’s stability and num-302

ber of equilibria, and used said properties to create semantically meaningful collections of SOWs303

that described certain behavior modes. Clarifying the diversity of temporal dynamics that un-304

derlie a large ensemble of exploratory modeling simulations using a small number of semanti-305

cally meaningful sets can facilitate their narrative application later on, when the scenario discov-306

ery process identifies consequential SOWs. Utilizing these behavioral properties to discover nar-307

rative scenarios in conjunction with using performance criteria to discover impactful scenarios308

can help analysts illuminate the root causes of vulnerability in a system (Steinmann et al., 2020).309

Beyond using set theory to order and better understand the underlying dynamics in sam-310

pled SOWs, Stage III of FRNSIC also hierarchically classifies diverse robustness performance311

measures that can be defined across different actors, scales, and sectors. Hierarchy, as used here,312

refers to the addition of new criteria (e.g., “𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 ≥ 90%” AND “𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 ≤ $100”), not313

the preferential weighting of one criterion over another. Even though it is not typically discussed314

in terms of set theory, classifying sampled SOWs in terms of whether they meet a certain crite-315

rion in effect partitions them into specific subsets (or collections) of the broader set of all SOWs,316

such that for every criterion there exists a conditional set of SOWs for which the condition holds317

and a complement set for which it does not. For multiple performance criteria, we can therefore318

create multiple such subsets to denote whether an impact criterion is met, as well as look at the319

intersections of the conditional sets for the combinations of SOWs where multiple criteria are320

met simultaneously. This type of algebraic structure is formally referred to as a Boolean alge-321

bra or a Boolean lattice and describes relationships between the partitioned subsets of an over-322

all set that result from applying binary classification operations (Drapeau et al., 2016; Priss, 2021).323

In essence, we can use these binary operations to identify increasingly nested subsets of conse-324

quential SOWs that meet or fail to meet additional performance criteria. For complex human-325

natural systems confronting change that impact a large suite of scales, sectors and stakeholders,326

FRNSIC’s hierarchical classification greatly broadens the diversity of interests and performance327

concerns that shape our inferences on robustness.328

Finally, in Stage IV of FRNSIC (Multi-trait storyline discovery), these two sets-of-sets—one329

created to describe fundamental dynamics and one created to classify the decision-relevant out-330

comes from hierarchical performance criteria—are combined to guide the discovery of conse-331

quential storyline narrative scenarios that can be used to structure further dialogues for the di-332

verse ways a system may confront change. As emphasized in Section 1, achieving narrative mean-333

ing in the context of high dimensionality and complexity requires advances in how the informa-334

tion is organized (in our case with hierarchical sets) and presented. For the latter, we contribute335

a modified version of the stacked hive plot (Krzywinski et al., 2012), which allows us to visual-336

ize the resulting sets-of-sets in a single panel figure. Hive plots adapt parallel coordinate plots337

(Inselberg, 2009; Wegman, 1990) to a radial arrangement, compacting the layout and making the338

connections easier to follow. Hive plots typically rely on a three-axis model, with the total cir-339

cle area being uniformly divided between all segments (the areas between two axes). As demon-340

strated in this study, the three axes we utilize reflect three dynamic properties of the SOWs gen-341

erated. More than three dimensions can be used, but by having only three axes, hive plots accom-342

modate connections (lines) between each axis pair, without having to cross the axes themselves.343

With more than three axes this can only be achieved if connections are only drawn between neigh-344

boring axes, or if axes are duplicated at multiple positions. This negatively impacts the interpretabil-345

ity of the figure, which defies the aim of creating meaningful and salient narratives, central to our346

framework. The originators of the figure indeed discourage its use with more than three axes (Krzywinski347

et al., 2012), and most common applications in network science (e.g., Engle and Whalen (2012))348
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and gene sequencing (e.g., Yang et al. (2017)) also only use three axes. Furthermore, the com-349

pactness of this figure allows us to generate multiple panels reflecting alternative dynamic prop-350

erties or robustness performance measures, in a “small multiples” visualization (Tufte, 1990). Com-351

bining many small visualizations simultaneously allows the reader to compare the separate pan-352

els and look for patterns or outliers in the matrix of visuals, and facilitates presentation and sto-353

rytelling of large amounts of data in a single figure (van den Elzen & van Wĳk, 2013).354

In the following sections, we present an example application of the key stages of FRNSIC355

on a multi-actor, institutionally complex human-natural system: the Upper Colorado River Basin356

within the state of Colorado (henceforth abbreviated to UCRB). Section 3.1 introduces the study357

area and model utilized. Section 3.2 presents an overview of the problem (FRNSIC Stage I - Prob-358

lem Framing) and articulates the main challenges surrounding the characterization of drought359

extremes and investigation of their impacts. Section 3.3 details the generation of hydroclimatic360

SOWs (FRNSIC Stage II - Evaluation Across Many States of the World) through the use of ex-361

ploratory modeling, allowing us to account for said challenges. Section 3.4 (FRNSIC Stage III362

- Multi-trait Classification of States of the World) details how the drought dynamics of the hy-363

droclimatic SOWs are classified into sets of dynamic properties, as illustrated in Fig. 5, as well364

as how the impacts generated by the SOWs are classified into impact sets, as illustrated in Fig.365

7. Finally, Section 3.5 (FRNSIC Stage IV - Multi-trait storyline discovery) describes how the two366

sets-of-sets come together through the use of hive plots to enable the exploration of narrative drought367

storylines that summarize both consequential impacts and key drought dynamics.368

3 The Upper Colorado River Basin case study implementation369

3.1 Study Area and Model370

Most of the aforementioned innovations and developments in the domain of exploratory371

modeling and scenario discovery have been in the area of water resources. Water resources sys-372

tems are archetypal of the types of challenges we face around understanding and planning in cou-373

pled human-natural systems: environmental, social, infrastructural, and institutional complex-374

ity; contested views and objectives over how resources should be allocated; increasing stress and375

deep uncertainty about future stressors. Western river basins in the United States in particular,376

and the Colorado River more specifically, are under significant hydrologic stress, following decades377

of aridification (Smith et al., 2022; State of Colorado, 2015; McCoy et al., 2022; Whitney et al.,378

2023). The Colorado River basin is institutionally complex, with a nested set of compacts, laws,379

and regulations that dictate water allocation for over 40 million people and 22,000 𝑘𝑚2 of agri-380

cultural land (Bureau of Reclamation, 2012). The River has been experiencing prolonged wa-381

ter scarcity and aridification for the past two decades, accumulating to a “crisis” in recent years382

(Gerlak & Heikkila, 2023). A megadrought that started in 1999 (Overpeck & Udall, 2020), and383

continues as of the time of writing, has caused major reservoirs on the river to decline to danger-384

ously low levels, prompting the U.S. Department of Interior to call for unprecedented cuts in wa-385

ter usage among the states that depend on it (Flavelle & Rojanasakul, 2023).386

Understanding plausible future drought hazards and planning for their impacts in these human-387

natural systems presents several challenges. First, internal hydroclimatic variability and non-stationarity388

challenge how we identify extreme events, such as decadal-scale or longer drought hazards (AghaKouchak389

et al., 2022; Hoylman et al., 2022; Lehner & Deser, 2023; Stevenson et al., 2022). Internal vari-390

ability, arising from interactions across non-linear processes intrinsic to the hydroclimate, means391

that any given process has inherent irreducible uncertainty in its manifestation and that our his-392

torical observations are only one limited sample of the diverse dynamics that could occur. In the393

context of hydroclimatic dynamics, internal variability is a fundamentally stochastic process that394

has been shown to produce magnitudes of variation in flood and drought extremes that exceed395

historical experiences (Fischer et al., 2021) or that are comparable to anthropogenic climate change396

at the decadal scale (Deser et al., 2016). Even in regions of the world with long observational records,397

the full extent of internal variability cannot be estimated from the single realization of the stochas-398

tic hydroclimatic process represented by the observed record that exists (Woodhouse & Overpeck,399
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1998; Woodhouse et al., 2006). Extending the record with reconstructed paleoclimate informa-400

tion can improve on this representation, but has its own methodological limitations, such as un-401

derestimating the variance in the data (Quinn et al., 2020), and reducing interpretability (Ault et402

al., 2014). Lastly, the stochastic nature of internal variability poses important communication chal-403

lenges, as it necessitates the use of probabilistic descriptions of the occurrence of critical events,404

instead of simple deterministic predictions of them (Lehner & Deser, 2023).405

Non-stationarity in time and space is another a well-recognized challenge. Non-stationarity406

reflects conditions where the statistical properties of a variable (e.g., its distribution and corre-407

lation with other variables) may change over time (Slater et al., 2021). It is especially consequen-408

tial in how it transforms the occurrence of extreme events like floods, droughts, and heatwaves409

(AghaKouchak et al., 2022; Berghuĳs et al., 2019; R. Lorenz et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2021). Yet,410

until the recent decade, non-stationarity has not been accounted for in conventional planning for411

water resources or extreme events. Instead, planners have relied on observed historical time se-412

ries of streamflow or other hydroclimatic variables for future planning (Yang et al., 2021). In fact,413

even current drought monitoring products such as the United States Drought Monitor rely on his-414

torical distributions of these events to establish their classification (Hoylman et al., 2022), as do415

the flood maps generated by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (Hobbins et al., 2021).416

This is largely due to large epistemic uncertainties around the form of future non-stationarity. Even417

under stationary conditions, when complex systems are concerned, it is often impossible to be418

in full knowledge of the true model of the system under consideration (Beven, 1993). In the case419

of non-stationary systems and the development of models for them, the problem is even more chal-420

lenging because of the larger number of parameters involved (i.e., both the base statistics and also421

how they are changing) and large number of alternative ways non-stationarity can be included422

in the analysis (Salas et al., 2018).423

Lastly, the complexity of human systems further compounds the challenges in understand-424

ing and planning for the potential impacts of droughts. In systems like the Colorado River, in-425

stitutions, engineered infrastructure, and large numbers of actors come together to shape who gets426

water, how much, and when, as well as who has to get shorted when conditions are dry. Our un-427

derstanding of drought-induced water scarcity has evolved to recognize the importance of the feed-428

backs between anthropogenic and natural system processes, which shape the production and dis-429

tribution of drought effects and their implications for humans and the environment (AghaKouchak430

et al., 2023; Lukat et al., 2023; Savelli et al., 2022). Human-natural systems around the world,431

and especially systems that are heavily managed, have developed strategies to reduce their ex-432

posure and vulnerability to drought hazards (Kreibich et al., 2022; Smith et al., 2022). For ex-433

ample, the states that depend on Colorado River water develop and regularly update drought pre-434

paredness plans that help them project their water availability and needs, and adjust their oper-435

ations accordingly (e.g., Arizona Department of Water Resources, 2022; California Natural Re-436

sources Agency, 2022; Colorado Water Conservation Board & Department of Natural Resources,437

2018). These efforts at higher levels of governance, as well as less-coordinated state or local plan-438

ning efforts, all must consider the institutional water rights context of the Prior Appropriation Doc-439

trine (Kenney, 2005). Water rights create a complex hierarchy for managing scarcity and strongly440

shape how a regional drought may differentially affect each water right holder in the river (Hadjimichael,441

Quinn, Wilson, et al., 2020).442

The particular implementation of Prior Appropriation in each state, as well as other local443

characteristics and needs of each watershed, have prompted states like Colorado to develop wa-444

ter planning and management processes at different scales: at the state-wide scale (i.e., the state445

of Colorado’s Water Plan; State of Colorado (2023)), and the local river basin scale (i.e., the Basin446

Implementation Plans developed by a local Basin Roundtable for each of the nine basins within447

the state, e.g., CWCB and CDWR (2022)). To facilitate communication and comparisons, the Col-448

orado Water Plan and the local Basin Implementation Plans all utilize a set of five future scenar-449

ios of water scarcity in the state (State of Colorado, 2023), each being a narrative summary of450

how different drivers of scarcity might evolve in the future (e.g., increased agricultural needs, re-451

duced supply). These five scenarios carry the same challenges discussed in Section 1, but they452
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are not necessarily consequential or relevant at the local level. In other words, each local basin453

might not necessarily be equally sensitive to the key drivers each scenario assumes, nor have im-454

pacts at the same magnitudes. So even though the local impacts of these five scenarios are eval-455

uated in the Basin Implementation Plans, the analysis might inadvertently miss other locally con-456

sequential scenarios, that are still plausible but not part of the set of five.457

Within this context, we demonstrate how the FRNSIC scenario discovery framework could458

be utilized by the local Basin Roundtable responsible for water resources planning for the UCRB.459

The Colorado Basin Roundtable2 was established in 2005 by Colorado state legislature and is charged460

with water planning for the UCRB and with implementing the state-wide Water Plan locally. Its461

members include not only state representatives, like from the Colorado Division of Water Re-462

sources and the Colorado Water Conservation Board, but also representatives from the agricul-463

tural sector, the industrial sector, domestic water suppliers, environmental and recreation enti-464

ties, as well as other interested citizens. Besides planning, the Colorado Basin Roundtable also465

plays a significant role in allocating state funds to enact its water priorities within the UCRB. The466

diversity of representative members of the Colorado Basin Roundtable is crucial to its ability to467

address the diverse goals and challenges the UCRB faces.468

The UCRB contains the headwaters of the Colorado River with its outflow moving into Utah469

to deliver water to Lake Powell. As with all western basins in the state, it is bound by the Col-470

orado River Compact, which allocates 9.3 𝑘𝑚3 (7.5 million acre-feet) per year to the Upper Basin471

states (Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming)—the state of Colorado is allotted 51.75%472

of that amount. Another 9.3 𝑘𝑚3 is divided among the Lower Basin states (California, Arizona,473

and Nevada), and Upper Basin states have to deliver water to Lake Powell to meet that require-474

ment. Increasingly frequent and more persistent severe drought conditions inhibit the ability of475

Upper Basin states and subbasins like the UCRB to make these deliveries. Quantifying the po-476

tential effects of future water scarcity and drought on UCRB deliveries to Lake Powell is there-477

fore a key concern for the Colorado Basin Roundtable, as outlined in their Basin Implementa-478

tion Plan (CWCB & CDWR, 2022). Within the UCRB, several thousand water rights support di-479

versions for agriculture, municipal water supply, industrial production, power generation, as well480

as recreational uses (Fig. 2). While most of the consumptive use of water within the basin sup-481

ports agricultural production, large exports of water leave the basin to support urban centers on482

the east slope, where most of Colorado’s population resides. Water to all these users is allocated483

through the Prior Appropriation Doctrine, which prioritizes users in terms of seniority and lim-484

its the received amount of water for each user to their decreed “beneficial use” (Kenney, 2005).485

Along with the water availability itself, this institutional hierarchical network plays the most fun-486

damental role in shaping the dynamics of water scarcity vulnerabilities across the water rights487

holders. Given the central importance of the agricultural sector in this basin, quantifying impacts488

to local agricultural water users is another critical concern highlighted in the Basin Implemen-489

tation Plan (CWCB & CDWR, 2022).490

All these key aspects are captured in Colorado’s Decision Support System (CDSS), a col-491

lection of databases, data management tools, and models, created to support water resources plan-492

ning in Colorado’s major water basins, including the UCRB (Malers et al., 2001). The princi-493

pal modeling tool of the CDSS is the State of Colorado’s Stream Simulation Model (StateMod),494

a generic network-based water system model for water accounting and allocation. StateMod was495

developed to support comprehensive assessments of water demand and supply, as well as reser-496

voir operations, in all the major subbasins within the state of Colorado (Parsons & Bennett, 2006;497

CWCB, 2012). The model replicates each basin’s unique application of the Prior Appropriation498

doctrine and accounts for all of the consumptive uses of water within each basin. To achieve this,499

StateMod utilizes detailed historic demand and operation records, which include water right in-500

formation for all consumptive water diversions, water structures (i.e., wells, ditches, reservoirs,501

and tunnels), as well as streamflow and other hydroclimatic information. The model also includes502

estimates of agricultural water consumption based on soil moisture, crop type, irrigated acreage,503

2 https://www.coloradobasinroundtable.org/
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Figure 2. The Upper Colorado River Basin within the state of Colorado (UCRB). The points indicate
all modeled diversion points in StateMod (primarily irrigation). The numbered areas indicate water districts.

and conveyance and application efficiencies for each individual irrigation unit in the region. Us-504

ing these highly-resolved inputs, StateMod accounts for the water consumption of all users in each505

basin, through their water right allocation. It therefore allows us to simulate and assess the im-506

pacts of potential future changes in hydrology, water demands, or operations on all the represented507

water users in each basin. For the purposes of this study, we focus on the specific StateMod im-508

plementation for the UCRB.509

The remainder of this section outlines a demonstrative use of FRNSIC that could support510

the types of coordinated planning studies overseen by groups like the Colorado Basin Roundtable511

to explore and discover locally consequential and plausible scenarios for their basin. The UCRB512

system is an ideal testbed to make generalizable advances in exploratory modeling literature, par-513

ticularly with regard to addressing the dimensionality introduced by multi-actor systems, the im-514

portance of capturing behavioral dynamics, and the challenge of providing clarity when select-515

ing consequential drought storyline narratives for further consideration in planning efforts, as dis-516

cussed in Section 1. The planning application demonstrated here is hypothetical, but stays close517

to the key water planning concerns articulated in the Basin Implementation Plan, as well as other518

literature on drought-induced water scarcity in the region, as elaborated below.519

3.2 Stage I - Problem Framing520

Throughout this study, we classify hydrologic drought conditions as occurring when there521

is a half a standard deviation departure from the historical average streamflow at the Colorado-522

Utah state line over the period 1909-2013 (i.e., 𝜇−0.5𝜎), following the examples of Ault et al.523

(2014, 2016); Diffenbaugh et al. (2015); Naumann et al. (2018). We apply this classification on524

naturalized streamflow and identify decadal-scale droughts using an 11-year rolling mean (more525

details on how the classification is performed are provided in Section 3.4.1). Multidecadal droughts526

can similarly be identified using longer windows, such as 25 years (Meko et al., 2007) or 35 years527

(Ault et al., 2014). Applying this classification to the historical streamflow observations for the528
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UCRB, we see two decadal-scale droughts: one in the 1960s and one starting in the early 2000s529

(Fig. 3 (a)). This estimate is consistent with other literature sources that classify decadal droughts530

in the reconstructed paleo record in this region (i.e., one or two instances of decadal drought per531

century; see Ault et al. (2014); Woodhouse and Overpeck (1998)). The identification of plausi-532

ble decadal-scale drought hazards is confounded by the presence of: (a) irreducible, internal vari-533

ability, (b) non-stationarity, and (c) deeply uncertain past and future streamflow dynamics beyond534

the currently available gauged record (i.e., paleo conditions or future climate change).535

Figure 3. Hydrologic drought identification for the UCRB (a) Decadal-scale droughts identified using
historic observations; (b-c) Decadal-scale droughts identified using synthetically generated streamflow. We
note that the mean and standard deviation of the distribution remain the same, so does the average annual
volumetric drought threshold, at 5, 884𝑀𝑚3, computed over the full 105-year record length.

Internal variability complicates the identification of droughts, even in a stationary context536

(Cook et al., 2022). For example, even if we establish that the moments of the historical stream-537

flow distribution stay the same in the future and use those distributions to inform planning, we538

might underestimate the true frequency of drought events (i.e., the events that cross the drought539

threshold in this case). Fig. 3 demonstrates this effect. Here, we compare the drought classifi-540

cation applied to the historic observations of streamflows (Fig. 3 (a)) and the same classification541

applied to synthetically generated streamflows that have the same base statistical properties as542

the last century’s historical observations (Fig. 3 (b-c)). The synthetic streamflows are created us-543

ing a synthetic streamflow generator so as to exhibit the same distributional moments for the oc-544

currence of wet years and dry years, as well the probability of transitioning between the two states,545

through the use of a Hidden Markov Model (see more details in Section 3.3). We see that even546

though only two decadal droughts are identified in the historical record (using a drought thresh-547

old of 5, 884𝑀𝑚3), simulating alternative plausible synthetic realizations from the same distri-548

butions can give rise to more decades of drought. This undermines the validity of using the his-549

torical streamflow observations to deterministically to infer expectations for the frequency of ex-550

treme drought conditions (e.g., that only one or two decadal droughts are to be expected in a cen-551

tury), when in fact the same process can give rise to conditions that are much worse.552

Non-stationarity makes it challenging to establish appropriate reference conditions (e.g.,553

the drought threshold used above) when seeking to identify decadal drought hazards for a hydro-554

climatic system with evolving wet and dry regimes (Mondal & Mujumdar, 2015; Slater et al., 2021).555

The solution often recommended is to use rolling windows of time and establish moving base-556

line thresholds (Hoylman et al., 2022). Fig. 4 demonstrates this idea and highlights the poten-557

tial variability of drought thresholds when looking across 60-year rolling windows of streamflows.558

For reference, the average annual volumetric drought threshold calculated using the entire pe-559

riod of data (105 years) is 5, 884𝑀𝑚3 (indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 4 (b)). Starting with560
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the early 1900s, conditions were very wet (top density plot in Fig. 4 (a)) and so the drought thresh-561

old established using that early 20th century 60-year window is at a much larger annual average562

volume (top right point in Fig. 4 (b)). As a result, 30 years in the record since that initial 60-year563

window would fall below the drought threshold established in this period (Fig. S1). We note that564

these 30 years are identified in decadal periods, they therefore reflect three decadal droughts, not565

30 drought years dispersed throughout the 105-year period. The early 1900s were also the pe-566

riod during which the Colorado River Compact was signed. Moving across time (downward in567

the figure), we see that the changing streamflow statistics substantially shift the drought thresh-568

olds one would establish, down to ≈ 5,540 M 𝑚3 in the most recent window. Using these drier-569

period thresholds that are substantially lower than that of the entire period (i.e., all points to the570

left of the dashed line in Fig. 4 (b)) would result in no years classified as droughts (Fig. S1). 3571

Figure 4. Drought thresholds established using rolling windows (a) Distribution of annual streamflow
per 60-year rolling window; (b) Drought threshold established using distribution moments of each 60-year
rolling window. The vertical dashed line represents the threshold established using the entire record (same as
the threshold in Fig. 3, i.e., 5, 884𝑀𝑚3.)

The final type of uncertainty that impacts our understanding of plausible extreme droughts572

is the inherent deep uncertainty associated with evolving wet and dry dynamic regimes that are573

beyond the scope of gauged historical streamflow observations. These deeply uncertain regimes574

can encompass both ungauged historical conditions (e.g., paleo records) and future projections575

of how the complex human-natural systems may change. Deep uncertainty refers to a lack of con-576

sensus over how future events may unfold as well as their associated likelihoods or consequences577

(Marchau et al., 2019; Walker et al., 2003). Literature focusing on deep uncertainty emphasizes578

the use of exploratory modeling—the use of intentionally broad hypotheses about future system579

conditions and the assessment of system outcomes. This allows us to investigate a broader en-580

semble of states so as to be able to understand system response and inform planning in spite of581

the presence of these three uncertainty types. Here, we place an explicit focus on exploratory mod-582

eling of hydroclimatic factors and their implications for key basin outcomes. As discussed above,583

increasingly frequent and more persistent severe drought conditions inhibit the ability of basins584

like the UCRB to meet their obligations to Lower Colorado Basin states through deliveries to Lake585

3 In fact, some have argued the current megadrought should not actually be considered a drought, but a new normal
brought about by aridification (Robbins, 2019).
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Powell. At the same time, given the central importance of the agricultural sector in the UCRB,586

quantifying impacts to local agricultural water users is another critical concern. Both these is-587

sues are highlighted in the Basin Implementation Plan as key concerns for the Colorado Basin588

Roundtable (CWCB & CDWR, 2022). Through combinations of hydroclimatic states and these589

basin impacts, we identify consequential drought storylines that represent complex mappings be-590

tween the large space of input uncertainty (ensemble of hydroclimatic conditions) and the large591

space of resulting outcomes for the basin’s stakeholders.592

3.3 Stage II - Evaluation Across Many States of the World593

The system is evaluated under an ensemble of hydrologic SOWs, synthetically generated594

to reflect different assumptions about future hydroclimatic changes in the region, as well as to595

explore their internal variability (Fig. 1). Our ensemble of SOWs relies on the Gaussian Hidden596

Markov Model (HMM) synthetic streamflow generator developed by Quinn et al. (2020). The597

use of HMMs for the synthetic generation of streamflows has advantages in capturing complex598

wet-dry hydroclimatic regime dynamics as well as their persistence in Western US drought ex-599

tremes (Bracken et al., 2014, 2016). We refer the reader to Quinn et al. (2020) for the full details600

of how the synthetic streamflow ensemble was generated; we summarize key information here.601

The HMM used comprises two states: one representing wet and the other dry conditions (i.e.,602

higher and lower streamflows). The two states are referred to as ‘hidden’ because they are not di-603

rectly observed; rather they are inferred from a time series of continuous flow values, assumed604

to come from one of two log-normal distributions (one for the distribution of wet years and one605

for dry years). Fitting an HMM with these characteristics requires the estimation of six param-606

eters: the mean and standard deviation of the dry-state and wet-state Gaussian distributions (𝜇𝑑607

and 𝜎𝑑, and 𝜇𝑤 and 𝜎𝑤, respectively), as well as the probabilities of transitioning from a dry state608

in year 𝑡 to a dry state in year 𝑡+1 (𝑝𝑑𝑑), and from a wet state in year 𝑡 to a wet state in year 𝑡+609 1 (𝑝𝑤𝑤). The generator then uses these distributions and the estimated transition probabilities610

to create synthetic time series of streamflows. Two examples of synthetically generated stream-611

flows using the HMM are shown in Fig. 3 (b-c).612

To generate the ensemble, Quinn et al. (2020) fit the HMM to historical observations and613

then modified its parameters according to several experimental designs, each reflecting different614

assumptions about how future hydrologic conditions in the basin could change. These different615

assumptions can all be considered plausible ‘rival framings’ of future wet-dry regimes. These616

rival framings were that: (i) streamflow parameters in the future could independently deviate from617

their stationary historical behavior to a moderate degree, (ii) they could move toward values seen618

in the past, as inferred from reconstructed paleo data, (iii) they could reflect downscaled climate619

change projections for the UCRB region, or (iv) they could move toward values generated un-620

der any of these assumptions (i.e., the ‘all-encompassing’ ensemble of candidate futures, which621

parametrically envelopes all other rival framings of the UCRB’s hydroclimate).622

In this study, we utilize the all-encompassing experiment. Within the all-encompassing ex-623

periment, possible future scenarios consist of multipliers on the dry-state and wet-state means624

and standard deviations, and delta shifts on the dry-dry and wet-wet transition probabilities. The625

sets of all scaling factors and the respective ranges for each HMM parameter are given in Eq. 1,626

which were chosen by Quinn et al. (2020) to span the ranges experienced across all other rival627

framings. Using these parameter ranges, 100 parameter combinations were generated using Latin628

hypercube sampling (McKay et al., 1979). The 100-member ensemble size was verified by Quinn629

et al. (2020) to yield results that are consistent with the results obtained using a larger ensemble630
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of 1,000 parameter combinations.631 𝜇𝑑 = {0.90 ≤ 𝜇𝑑𝑖 ≤ 1.03|𝑖 ∈ 𝐼}𝜇𝑤 = {0.97 ≤ 𝜇𝑤𝑖 ≤ 1.03|𝑖 ∈ 𝐼}𝜎𝑑 = {0.75 ≤ 𝜎𝑑𝑖 ≤ 2.63|𝑖 ∈ 𝐼}𝜎𝑤 = {0.39 ≤ 𝜎𝑤𝑖 ≤ 1.25|𝑖 ∈ 𝐼}𝑝𝑑𝑑 = {−0.65 ≤ 𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑖 ≤ 0.30|𝑖 ∈ 𝐼} and 𝑝𝑑𝑤 = {1 − 𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑖 |𝑖 ∈ 𝐼}𝑝𝑤𝑤 = {−0.33 ≤ 𝑝𝑤𝑤𝑖 ≤ 0.33|𝑖 ∈ 𝐼} and 𝑝𝑤𝑑 = {1 − 𝑝𝑤𝑤𝑖 |𝑖 ∈ 𝐼}
(1)

Figure 5. Applying stages II and III of FRNSIC to the UCRB case study. Steps 1-2 illustrate the gener-
ation and simulation of the hydroclimatic SOWs (Stage II). Steps 3-5 illustrate the classification of behavioral
dynamics (Stage III). Sets of dynamic properties are defined as 𝑉𝑆 ∩ 𝑀𝑆: Exhibiting the same variability and
average annual dry flows; 𝑀𝑆 ∩ 𝐷𝑆: Exhibiting the same average dry flows and number of decadal drought
years; and 𝑉𝑆∩𝐷𝑆: Exhibiting the same variability of annual dry flows and number of decadal drought years.

For each parameter combination 𝑖 (i.e., for each combination of 𝜇𝑑𝑖 , 𝜇𝑤𝑖 , 𝜎𝑑𝑖 , 𝜎𝑤𝑖 , 𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑖 , 𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑖 ),632

we generated 10 realizations of 105 years of streamflow, 𝑠𝑖,𝑗 , such that there exists a set of all stream-633

flow SOWs 𝑆 = {𝑠𝑖,𝑗|𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 ∧ 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽} and 𝐽 = [1, 2, ..., 10]. Each SOW 𝑠𝑖,𝑗 represents a se-634

quence [𝑞1, 𝑞2, ..., 𝑞105], where 𝑞𝑚 is the streamflow at year 𝑚. In other words, 10 realizations635
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of 105-year-long times series of annual streamflows are created for each of the 100 sampled HMM636

parameterizations, resulting in a total of 105,000 synthetic years (Fig. 5 Step 2). The annual stream-637

flows are generated in log space for the last node represented in the system model (at the Colorado-638

Utah state line) and then converted to real space and downscaled to monthly streamflows using639

a modified version of the proportional scaling method used by Nowak et al. (2010). The same640

method is also used to identify contributing proportions from all upstream model nodes, as de-641

tailed in Hadjimichael, Quinn, Wilson, et al. (2020). We note here that these streamflows are nat-642

uralized as required to serve as model input for StateMod water allocation model. The ensem-643

ble of streamflows from this all-encompassing experiment span those from all other sets (histor-644

ical observations, paleo reconstructions, and projections), with values that exceed both sides of645

the distribution (Fig. S2).646

3.4 Stage III - Multi-trait Classification of States of the World647

3.4.1 Classification of dynamics648

As noted in Section 2, one of the key contributions of our proposed framework is the clas-649

sification of the dynamic properties of each sampled SOW within an exploratory modeling en-650

semble, irrespective of its performance on specific impact criteria (Fig. 1). The motivation in cap-651

turing these dynamics is largely to help illuminate the behavioral processes that lead to the con-652

sequential impacts, something that is often lost when scenario discovery is performed by clas-653

sifying based on aggregate robustness performance measures. These dynamic properties can be654

specified a priori, if they are part of the design of experiments, or they can be discovered or es-655

timated after each SOW simulation is performed. In our case, we utilize both approaches to cap-656

ture three dynamic properties of our SOWs: the variability of dry year streamflows, the central657

tendency (average) of dry year streamflows, and the occurrence of decadal hydrologic drought658

conditions. With regard to the average and variance of dry years, (𝜇𝑑 and 𝜎𝑑, respectively) these659

properties are part of the sampled HMM parameters used to create each synthetic SOW and are660

therefore known without additional calculations for each model simulation. We choose to focus661

on these two properties of the synthetically generated SOWs (as opposed to properties of the wet662

states of each SOW) to better understand how dry flow dynamics contribute to water scarcity im-663

pacts, but any other behavioral property (statistical or otherwise) could also be used, as relevant664

to the problem under study. We emphasize here that even though these dynamic properties strongly665

influence impacts (which are classified in Section 3.4.2) the mappings between them are not nec-666

essarily known a priori, nor are they straightforward to infer. For example, one might intuit that667

decreasing the average annual streamflow during dry years (i.e., 𝜇𝑑) will result in more water user668

impacts, but exactly how much change or how it interacts with other factors to shape impacts are669

not immediately apparent.670

The occurrence of decadal hydrologic drought conditions is identified after the simulations671

are performed for each of the synthetically generated 105-year streamflow sequences (Fig. 5 Step672

3). To do so, we follow Ault et al. (2014) and establish a drought threshold, 𝑇, as half a standard673

deviation from the period average (i.e., 𝜇−0.5𝜎). For example, in Fig. 3 for the entire period674

of historical streamflow observations (105 years), we use the threshold 𝑇 = 5, 884𝑀𝑚3. When675

a moving average of annual streamflow (𝑞𝑚) over 11 years falls below this threshold, we iden-676

tify the period as a decadal-scale drought. Longer windows (e.g., 35 years) can be used to iden-677

tify multi-decadal droughts, depending on the specific extreme drought application focus. For-678

mally, for each SOW 𝑠𝑖,𝑗 , the total number of decadal drought years 𝑑𝑖,𝑗 (Fig. 5 Step 3) is given679

by:680 Φ(𝑠𝑖,𝑗) = ∑𝑀𝐴𝑚<𝑇,𝑚∈[1,105−𝑤] 1, (2)

where 𝑀𝐴𝑚 is the moving average of annual streamflows at year 𝑚 given by:681

𝑀𝐴𝑚 = 1𝑤 𝑚+𝑤∑𝑚,𝑚∈[1,105−𝑤] 𝑞𝑚, (3)
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and 𝑤 is the length of the rolling window (11 years in our case). The set of all drought year du-682

rations for all SOWs is then defined by:683 𝐷 = {𝑑𝑖,𝑗|𝑑𝑖,𝑗 = Φ(𝑠𝑖,𝑗)∀[𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 ∧ 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽]}. (4)

We also denote 𝐷𝑌𝑖,𝑗 as the drought years of SOW 𝑠𝑖,𝑗 , given by:684 𝐷𝑌𝑖,𝑗 = {𝑚|𝑀𝐴𝑚 < 𝑇,𝑚 ∈ [1, 105 − 𝑤]} (5)

We therefore use three dynamic properties of each SOW 𝑠𝑖,𝑗 to classify the dynamics of our685

SOW ensemble: the variability of dry year streamflows 𝜎𝑑𝑖 , the average of dry year streamflows686 𝜇𝑑𝑖 , and the number of decadal drought years 𝑑𝑖,𝑗 . There is a variety of ways one might choose687

to classify SOW sets using these properties, depending on the specific analysis questions and as688

informed by the Problem Framing stage. We note in Section 1, that insights from co-production689

literature highlight that the manner with which information is presented to its users is critical to690

how they understand and choose to utilize it (Calvo et al., 2022). More specifically, and as it re-691

lates to the classification of dynamic properties, Lemos et al. (2012) stress that relating new find-692

ings to past experiences can help connect that information to stakeholder analytical and experi-693

ential processing abilities, as well as foster the usability of the new findings.694

Based on these recommendations, we classify the dynamic properties of the SOWs based695

on how they relate to the historical experience of basin water users. For example, one might be696

interested in investigating the impacts of SOWs under the assumption that the future will be sim-697

ilar to the experienced past. In such a case, conditional criteria can be used to separate the SOWs698

that fall within the bounds of past experiences from the ones that do not. We demonstrate this699

by focusing on what we will be referring to as “historically-informed” SOWs: synthetic SOWs700

that exhibit properties within the range of dry year streamflow average and variance values as they701

appear in 60-year rolling windows of the record of gauged observations, as well as the past drought702

conditions resulting from said observed streamflow. These history-informed synthetic SOWs of703

hydrology reflect the assumption that the future will behave like the observed past and can be used704

to establish plausible stakeholder-relevant impacts that might be unlike those previously expe-705

rienced. Corollary to this classification, we can identify SOWs that do not meet these criteria (e.g.,706

by exhibiting more dry year streamflow variance relative to what has occurred in the available707

observed record) as SOWs reflecting a changing system.708

To identify historically-informed thresholds for the variability and persistence of dry con-709

ditions we utilize the 60-year rolling windows of streamflow, shown in Fig. 4 (a). For each win-710

dow, we estimate its respective 𝜇𝑑 and 𝜎𝑑 and use those estimates to select subsets of our SOW711

ensemble in which 𝜇𝑑 and 𝜎𝑑 fall within the range of values observed across historical 60-year712

windows (Fig. S3). The set of SOWs that exhibit dry-flow variability within the bounds of his-713

tory is therefore defined as:714 𝑉𝑆 = {𝑠𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝑆|0.76 ≤ 𝜎𝑑𝑖 ≤ 1.38}. (6)

Similarly, the set of SOWs that exhibit dry-flow average values within the bounds of history is715

defined as:716 𝑀𝑆 = {𝑠𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝑆|0.99 ≤ 𝜇𝑑 ≤ 1.01} (7)

For a history-informed decadal drought occurrence threshold, we use the same 60-year rolling717

windows and calculate the number of historical decadal drought years using the drought thresh-718

old (𝑇) as defined by the properties of each window (shown in Fig. 4 (b)). Given the varying val-719

ues of these thresholds (5, 540 ≤ 𝑇 ≤ 5, 988), the number of historical hydrologic years out720

of 105 that are classified as decadal drought years could be as low as zero and as high as 30 (Fig.721

S1). Assuming that this range of values reflects the range of historical experience of drought, we722

can use these values as a way to select the SOWs that produce numbers of decadal drought years723

that fall within the historical experience. The variation in decadal drought years from zero to 30724

in this case reflects how drought experience in the basin has historically varied, depending on the725
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different windows of time one may use as reference. To define the set of SOWs exhibiting num-726

bers of decadal drought years within the bounds of historical experience, we therefore use these727

numbers as the bounds:728 𝐷𝑆 = {𝑠𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝑆|𝑑𝑖,𝑗 ≤ 30}. (8)

In other words, by looking at 60-year rolling windows of historical hydrologic observations729

(Fig. 4), we are able to deduce a range of values for these dynamic properties as experienced his-730

torically. Using these ranges we create three sets of SOWs, each exhibiting these historically-bounded731

properties. These three sets therefore represent three different dynamic properties of the ensem-732

ble of SOWs used in this experiment: 𝑉𝑆 contains SOWs that fall within the range of the histor-733

ical variability of dry conditions, 𝑀𝑆 contains SOWs that fall within the range of the historical734

average of dry conditions, and 𝐷𝑆 contains SOWs that fall within the range of drought years ex-735

perienced in history (Fig. 5 Step 4). We note that these classifications are irrespective of the im-736

pacts these SOWs result in (discussed in the following section), and can be used to both uncover737

the dynamic properties that result in consequential impacts, as well as create narrative storylines738

of how said impacts come to be. Furthermore, several of our generated SOWs might meet more739

than one of these conditions. In other words, there exist intersecting sets 𝑉𝑆∩𝑀𝑆: Exhibiting740

the same variability and average annual dry flows; 𝑀𝑆∩𝐷𝑆: Exhibiting the same average an-741

nual dry flow and number of decadal drought years; and 𝑉𝑆 ∩ 𝐷𝑆: Exhibiting the same vari-742

ability in annual dry flows and number of decadal drought years, as shown in Fig. 5 Step 5. These743

are simply sets of SOWs where both respective set conditions are met, and might vary in size (dis-744

cussed in Section 4). All these sets, as well as their intersects, contain SOWs which reflect the745

hypothesis that the future hydroclimate in the region will be like the past 105 years of observed746

streamflow conditions. A set where all conditions are met may also exist, and can be further in-747

vestigated as needed. We do not do so in this current application, largely because the influence748

of the dynamic conditions is sufficiently demonstrated with the three pairs, and to maintain vi-749

sual and narrative simplicity.750

Corollary to the existence of these sets in our full ensemble of SOWs 𝑆, is that for each set751

of SOWs that meet each dynamic condition there exist complement sets 𝑉𝑆′, 𝑀𝑆′, and 𝐷𝑆′ for752

which each respective condition does not hold. Specifically: 𝑉𝑆′ contains SOWs that exhibit dry753

variability that exceeds the historically observed range, 𝑀𝑆′ contains SOWs that exhibit average754

dry values that exceed the historically observed range, and 𝐷𝑆′ contains SOWs with more drought755

years than the historically observed range. As such, these sets contain plausible SOWs which re-756

flect the hypothesis that the future hydroclimate in the region will be different from the observed757

conditions. These SOWs are part of the same ensemble and, even though they exceed historically758

observed conditions, they remain within plausible future ranges as informed by the extended in-759

ternal variability based on paleo reconstructed data and changing future conditions simulated un-760

der CMIP5 projections (see Section 3.3 and Quinn et al. (2020)). As a result, we create equiv-761

alent intersecting sets that capture these plausible, changing dynamic conditions 𝑉𝑆′∩𝑀𝑆′: Chang-762

ing average and variability in annual dry flows; 𝑉𝑆′∩𝐷𝑆′: Changing variability in annual dry763

flows and number of decadal drought years; and 𝑀𝑆′∩𝐷𝑆′: Changing average of annual dry764

flows and number of decadal drought years. It should be noted that the number of decadal drought765

years only increases relative to historical ranges in these sets (since the lower bound using the his-766

torical rolling windows is 0), whereas the average and variability in annual dry flows increases767

in some and decreases in others.768

3.4.2 Classification of impacts769

All synthetically generated 105-year timeseries are simulated through StateMod which al-770

locates water to users in the basin according to their rights allocation, the point of their diversion,771

and the availability of water at each given monthly time step and stream location (CWCB & CDWR,772

2016). StateMod allows us to thus assess how these synthetic conditions affect key impacts across773

all decision-making scales pertinent to the UCRB (Fig. 6). Specifically, the Colorado Basin Roundtable774

is concerned with meeting the UCRB’s obligations for deliveries downstream, as bound by the775

Colorado River Compact, as well as overall deliveries (or shortages) to the water rights’ hold-776
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ers within the basin. Both of these impacts are emphasized as key concerns in Colorado Basin777

Roundtable’s Basin Implementation Plan (CWCB & CDWR, 2022). Within the basin itself, wa-778

ter districts (WDs), are interested in how their own, largely agricultural, users might be affected779

by future hydroclimatic stress, and individual water rights’ holders are primarily concerned with780

impacts to their own supply.781

Figure 6. The multi-scale decision making context of the UCRB. Moving from left to right reflects a
more localized scale, from the broader multi-state Upper Colorado River Basin region, to the individual wa-
ter users in the UCRB. Focusing on smaller regions shifts the decision making context and the key metrics
of concern with regard to hydrologic drought. These key impacts are reflected in the impact classification
scheme (Fig. 7).

We assess these multi-scale impacts by looking at water demands and shortages (undeliv-782

ered water) to 338 users in the basin during the drought periods of each SOW, as well as basin783

deliveries downstream (water leaving the UCRB). Water demands per user are a StateMod out-784

put, defined here as 𝑊(𝑢, 𝑠𝑖,𝑗), the water demand for user 𝑢 during the drought periods of SOW785 𝑠𝑖,𝑗 . Equivalently, water shortage 𝐺(𝑢, 𝑠𝑖,𝑗) is the undelivered water to user 𝑢 during the drought786

periods of SOW 𝑠𝑖,𝑗 (Fig. 7 Step 6). Using this notation, we can calculate the percentage of shorted787

users during the drought period of each SOW 𝑠𝑖,𝑗 as:788 Ψ(𝑠𝑖,𝑗) = 100𝑛𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑠 ∑𝐺(𝑢,𝑠𝑖,𝑗)>0,𝑢∈[1,...,𝑛𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑠] 1 (9)

and the mean shortage across users—during the same drought period—as:789 𝑋(𝑠𝑖,𝑗) = 100 ∑𝑢∈[1,...,𝑛𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑠]
𝐺(𝑢, 𝑠𝑖,𝑗)𝑊(𝑢, 𝑠𝑖,𝑗) (10)

For both equations we use 𝑛𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑠 = 338 for all consumptive use water users in the basin.790

The third key impact metric we are tracking is how delivery obligations to Lake Powell are791

affected. There is a large number of moments, quantiles, or other distributional measurements792

we can track here. We are using the rolling 10-year sum of basin deliveries, consistent with how793

Upper Basin state obligations are typically accounted for (e.g., Bureau of Reclamation (2012);794

Woodhouse et al. (2021)). For each SOW, we calculate this 10-year rolling sum and estimate the795

10th percentile of all values to focus explicitly on the lowest 10-year cumulative deliveries. For-796

mally, we denote 𝑞𝑜𝑚 as the basin outflow in year 𝑚 for each SOW 𝑠𝑖,𝑗 , and 𝐵𝐷𝑖,𝑗 as the sequence797
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Figure 7. Applying stages III and IV of FRNSIC to the UCRB case study. Steps 6-9 calculation and
classification of user- and basin-level impacts (Stage III). Step 10 illustrates the combination of said impacts
with behavioral dynamics to identify narrative drought storylines for the UCRB (Stage IV).

of all cumulative 10-year sums:798 𝐵𝐷𝑖,𝑗 = (𝑏𝑑1, ..., 𝑏𝑑𝑚, ..., 𝑏𝑑95), (11)

where:799 𝑏𝑑𝑚 = 𝑚+10∑𝑚,𝑚∈[1,95] 𝑞𝑜𝑚 (12)
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is the cumulative 10-year sum of deliveries at year 𝑚, and 𝑃10(𝐵𝐷𝑖,𝑗) is the 10th percentile of all800

cumulative sums (Fig. 7 Step 7).801

Based on these metrics, we identify which of the synthetic SOWs are consequential to the802

Colorado Basin Roundtable and its stakeholders by quantifying their effects on water deliveries803

to basin users and downstream. In this manner, the scenarios identified are intrinsically tied to804

the consequential impacts they generate at the basin itself, overcoming the limitation presented805

by the limited set of five driver-defined scenarios used by the state (State of Colorado, 2023). Fur-806

ther, through the use of exploratory modeling, we more rigorously investigate the space of plau-807

sible future conditions, to then, a posteriori, discover the ones that truly matter locally. As overviewed808

earlier, this process of a posteriori scenario classification is formally referred to as scenario dis-809

covery (Bryant & Lempert, 2010; Kwakkel, 2019). Traditionally, scenario discovery is a clas-810

sification process, and categorizes hypothetical scenario conditions as either ‘successes’ or ‘fail-811

ures’ depending on whether they meet a criterion, or a combination of a small number of them.812

Classification in its simplest form is performed through separating the space using orthogonal813

subspaces, typically using algorithms such as the Patient Rule Induction Method (PRIM; Friedman814

and Fisher (1999)) or Classification and Regression Trees (CART; Breiman (1984)). Applying815

these methods to real complex systems has uncovered several challenges in both the criteria used816

to identify the scenarios of interest (i.e., what measure to use to select ‘failed’ SOWs), as well817

as in the computational methods used to do so, also known as rule induction or factor mapping818

(i.e., identifying what factors lead to failures). Respective advancements have been made to tackle819

these challenges. Challenges with regard to rule induction are primarily rooted in the orthogo-820

nality (Kwakkel, 2019), linearity (Pruett & Hester, 2016; Quinn et al., 2018), and convexity (Guivarch821

et al., 2016; Trindade et al., 2019, 2020)—and lack thereof—of the space being separated. We822

refer the reader to these studies for more information about methodological advancements in this823

space. The challenges surrounding identification, particularly with regard to complex multi-actor824

systems with a large number of relevant states, have been broadly articulated in Section 1. Here,825

we discuss how FRNSIC is addressing them for the UCRB case study.826

We utilize three metrics to capture overall impacts to the basin: percentage of shorted users827

(Ψ(𝑠𝑖,𝑗); Eq. 9), mean shortage (𝑋(𝑠𝑖,𝑗); Eq. 10) and the 10th percentile of cumulative basin de-828

liveries (𝑃10(𝐵𝐷𝑖,𝑗); Eq. 11), each relevant to the multi-scale decision making context of the UCRB829

(Fig. 6). As described in Section 2, we utilize a set theory perspective in SOW classification by830

creating conditional sets based on whether the SOWs meet each impact criterion. For multiple831

criteria we can also create multiple such subsets and look at the intersections of the conditional832

sets for combinations of multiple criteria. This mirrors how satisficing metrics are typically used833

in the robustness analysis stage of RDM or MORDM applications, where more than one perfor-834

mance metric might matter to whether a strategy is considered “robust” (McPhail et al., 2018).835

In those cases, multiple metrics are used together to assess robustness (e.g., “𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 ≥ 90%”836

AND “𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 ≤ $100”), but rarely are different subsets and combinations compared. FRNSIC837

presents an alternative approach, where the hierarchical combination of impact metrics allows838

for the discovery of robust strategies across all possible combinations of performance metrics.839

Fig. 7 Step 8 shows an example of this, using three subsets 𝐴, 𝐵, and 𝐶, each corresponding to840

an impact criterion. This partially ordered set is an algebraic structure formally referred to as a841

Boolean lattice, often visualized using a Hasse diagram (Priss, 2021), as shown in Step 8. Start-842

ing at the top of this graphic, 𝑆 denotes the entire set of SOWs in our ensemble, of which 𝐴, 𝐵,843

and 𝐶 are subsets. Moving downward, we combine these sets to their intersections indicating two844

of the conditions being met, with the subset in the very bottom indicating the set where all three845

conditions are met.846

In this application, we establish three criteria based on which conditional SOW sets are cre-847

ated, each using one of the key impact metrics (Fig. 6). Specifically, using the mean shortage ex-848

perienced during each SOW 𝑋(𝑠𝑖,𝑗) (Eq. 10), we can define a conditional subset of SOWs that849

exceed a decision-relevant threshold for water shortage, given by 𝑡ℎ𝜒 , such that:850

𝐴 = {𝑠𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝑆|𝑋(𝑠𝑖,𝑗) >= 𝑡ℎ𝜒}. (13)
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For example, using the nominal value of 𝑡ℎ𝜒 = 10% we select a subset of SOWs 𝐴 where the851

mean user shortage exceeds 10% (Fig. 7 Step 9). We can capture higher or lower degrees of risk852

tolerance in the basin (e.g., a mean shortage of 20% versus 5%) by utilizing shortage thresholds853

at various levels to establish a different set 𝐴 conditioned on the threshold used. For reference,854

the historical average shortage across all years and all basin users is 7%.855

Looking at the downstream basin deliveries in each SOW, we compare whether the 10th
856

percentile of cumulative 10-year streamflows of each SOW (𝑃10(𝐵𝐷𝑖,𝑗); Eq. 11) meets or sub-857

ceeds a critical threshold 𝑡ℎ𝑏𝑑. This second conditional set 𝐵 is given by:858 𝐵 = {𝑠𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝑆|𝑃10(𝐵𝐷𝑖,𝑗) <= 𝑡ℎ𝑏𝑑}. (14)

This set identifies SOWs that have their lowest 10% of cumulative deliveries fall below a criti-859

cal threshold. For instance, using the historical 10th percentile of cumulative deliveries (46,820860

M 𝑚3) as 𝑡ℎ𝑏𝑑, we select SOWs where the basin is delivering less than its historical 10% worst861

years.862

Lastly, using the percentage of shorted users Ψ(𝑠𝑖,𝑗) (Eq. 9), we can identify a conditional863

subset of SOWs that exceed a consequential threshold of shorted users, given by 𝑡ℎ𝜓, such that:864 𝐶 = {𝑠𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝑆|Ψ(𝑠𝑖,𝑗) >= 𝑡ℎ𝜓}. (15)

In the FRNSIC illustration in Fig. 7 Step 9, we create subset 𝐶 by using the nominal value 𝑡ℎ𝜓 =865 50% to select all SOWs where more than 50% of water users are shorted. For reference, histor-866

ically, an average of 30% of water users is shorted at any given year, with some years reaching867

up to 66%.868

We note that sets 𝐴, 𝐵, and 𝐶 are not mutually exclusive and there may exist SOWs in 𝑆869

that meet more than one or all three criteria (Fig. 7 Steps 8-9). By applying each threshold and870

identifying each conditional subset that meets the condition—including their intersections—we871

classify every SOW as belonging in either:872

∙ a set where none of the conditions are met (i.e., (𝐴∪𝐵∪𝐶)′, shown in light yellow ◆),873 ∙ three sets where only one of the conditions is met (i.e., set 𝐴 in light blue ◆ with larger874

shortages, set 𝐵 in yellow ◆ with lower deliveries, and set 𝐶 in lilac ◆ with more shorted875

users),876 ∙ three sets where two conditions are met (i.e., 𝐴∩𝐵 in blue ◆ with both larger shortages877

and lower deliveries, 𝐴∩𝐶 in light purple ◆ with both larger shortages and more shorted878

users, and 𝐵 ∩ 𝐶 in violet ◆ with both lower deliveries and more shorted users,879 ∙ and lastly, one set where all three of the conditions are met (i.e., set 𝐴∩𝐵 ∩𝐶) in dark880

purple ◆.881

These eight sets are all shown with regard to their partially-ordered relationships in Fig. 7 Step882

8 and in how they are applied for impact classification in Step 9. Using these impact sets, we cre-883

ate a hierarchical set-of-sets where impact criteria can be combined to reflect additional stake-884

holder impacts or conditions. As with the classification of dynamic properties, we only utilize885

three criteria here, but the proposed method is amenable to larger numbers. We do stress, how-886

ever, that interpretability and narrative clarity quickly degrade with the addition of more dimen-887

sions.888

3.5 Stage IV - Multi-trait storyline discovery889

The final step in the proposed framework combines the impact classification performed in890

Step 9 (Fig. 7) with the SOW sets identified in Step 5 (Fig. 5) for the creation of narrative sto-891

rylines that capture both key behavioral dynamics of SOWs and consequential impact metrics.892

Fig. 7 Step 10 shows how the SOWs in each overlapping set of dynamic behavior (i.e., 𝑉𝑆∩𝑀𝑆:893

Exhibiting the same variability and average annual dry flows; 𝑀𝑆 ∩ 𝐷𝑆: Exhibiting the same894

average annual dry flow and number of decadal drought years; and 𝑉𝑆 ∩ 𝐷𝑆: Exhibiting the895
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same variability of annual dry flows and number of decadal drought years) can be distributed among896

the eight impact groups. This graphic is an adapted version of a stacked hive plot (Krzywinski897

et al., 2012), and allows us to visualize the resulting high-dimensional dataset in a single-panel898

figure. The three segments of the circle4 each correspond to the overlapping sets for average and899

variability of annual dry flows and number of decadal drought years. The radius of each segment900

(how much it extends from the center point) indicates the total number of SOWs that fall within901

the overlapping set. For example, in the hive plot shown in Fig. 7 Step 10 the top left set (defined902

by having the same average and variability of dry years as history) contains the most SOWs, whereas903

the top right set (defined by having the same dry flow variability and number of decadal drought904

years as history) contains the least. Within each segment, the width of each band indicates the905

number of SOWs from that set that result in one of the eight impact groups identified above. Us-906

ing the same example figure in Step 10, most of the SOWs exhibiting the same variability and907

average of annual dry flows (in the top left segment) are in the violet impact group ◆ (i.e., they908

result in both lower basin deliveries and having more in-basin water users shorted).909

The reader can use this plot for several insights: to compare the relative size for each over-910

lapping set of dynamic properties (e.g., to make inferences about how the dynamic properties of911

the SOWs in the ensemble are distributed); and to compare the relative shift in impact groups when912

moving from one set of dynamics to the other (e.g., starting from the top left segment and mov-913

ing to the bottom one we can see that fewer SOWs exhibit no impacts at all—the light yellow band914

goes away). Presenting everything in a condensed single-panel format allows us to combine this915

with several other panels resulting from other criteria and thresholds combinations, in a “small916

multiples” visualization (Tufte, 1990). Showing many small visualizations simultaneously allows917

the reader to compare the separate panels and look for patterns or outliers in the matrix of visu-918

als, and facilitates presentation and storytelling of large amounts of data in a single figure (van den919

Elzen & van Wĳk, 2013). We note here that even though we are only using three types of dynamic920

sets and three types of impacts, combining them all together means that this single panel figure921

captures 24 properties in a single panel (3 dynamic sets x 23 impact groups). Even though more922

sets of either kind can be used (i.e., a hive plot can be created with more than three axes and more923

than eight color bands) the interpretability of the figure greatly diminishes (Krzywinski et al., 2012).924

We do not consider this a weakness of this specific visual form, as alternative options (e.g., par-925

allel coordinate plots) also struggle from the same limitations, but without the added benefit of926

being able to be used in a small multiples visualization without further simplification.927

In our hypothetical planning context, the Colorado Basin Roundtable can use these plots928

to examine specific narrative scenarios. The impact sets are organized from most severe in dark929

purple (all three impact conditions are true) to least severe in light yellow (none of the impact con-930

ditions is true) going from the center of the plot outward. In this manner, we illuminate the nar-931

rative scenario each SOW can represent, by capturing both the critical impacts it generates and932

the dynamic properties that lead to it. For example, the Colorado Basin Roundtable users can sub-933

select a segment (e.g., “investigate future SOWs that have the same mean and variance as we’ve934

seen in the past”) and then subselect a specific SOW from the impact groups of interest (e.g.,“what935

are the worst impacts we encounter in these futures”). This SOW can then be further investigated936

for its temporal dynamics and the impacts they result in within the Basin, and be used to frame937

future planning and adaptation efforts. Even though we do not perform formal scenario discov-938

ery in the form of factor mapping in this demonstration (e.g., searching for the specific combi-939

nations of 𝜎𝑑 and 𝜇𝑑 values that lead to a mean shortage of more than 10%), one can addition-940

ally be performed as needed. We instead highlight the narrative strength of combining sets of dy-941

namic and impact properties in examining candidate futures for the UCRB.942

4 Geometrically, these are in fact sectors of the circle, but we use the term segment here to avoid later confusion with
terms like “agricultural sector”
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4 Results and Discussion943

4.1 Identifying consequential drought storylines at the basin-level944

Planning to address drought often starts with an investigation of baseline historical drought945

hazards. As illustrated in Fig. 3, plausible historical drought extremes can be well beyond those946

observed in the limited historical streamflow record due to internal variability, even assuming sta-947

tionarity. We first illustrate a basin-level assessment in which a coordinated planning group such948

as the Colorado Basin Roundtable is interested in examining futures that remain statistically sim-949

ilar to the last century of observations. In other words, out of our ensemble of hydrologic SOWs950

(detailed in Section 3.3), they might want to examine ones that exhibit the range of dynamic prop-951

erties exhibited in the historical streamflow observations. Specifically, they apply the conditional952

criteria in Eqs. 6-8 to identify intersecting sets of history-informed SOWs (𝑉𝑆∩𝑀𝑆: Exhibit-953

ing the same average and variability in annual dry flows; 𝑀𝑆∩𝐷𝑆: Exhibiting the same aver-954

age annual dry flow and number of decadal drought years; and 𝑉𝑆∩𝐷𝑆: Exhibiting the same955

variability in annual dry flows and number of decadal drought years), shown in Fig. 8 (a).956

Several insights can be drawn from this figure. First, in terms of dynamic classification,957

100 SOWs exhibit the same average and variability in annual dry flows as in the observed past958

(top left segment), 82 exhibit the same variability in annual dry flows and number of decadal drought959

years as in the observed past (top right segment), and 45 SOWs exhibit the same average annual960

dry flow and number of decadal drought years as in the observed past (bottom segment). The spread961

of each color in each segment denotes the distribution of each impact group across each set of962

SOWs, as determined using the classification described in Section 3.4.2, applied at the basin level.963

Specifically, each SOW is categorized based on whether: (i) it increases the average shortages964

basin-wide to more than 10% (the yellow to blue dimension), (ii) it increases the number of basin965

users that experience shortage to above 50% (the yellow to pink dimension), and (iii) it lowers966

basin deliveries to Lake Powell below the historical 10th percentile (P10) of cumulative 10-year967

deliveries (the light to dark dimension). If an SOW increases both average shortages and the num-968

ber of affected users, it is classified in light purple, and if it also decreases deliveries downstream,969

it is classified in dark purple. Comparing across the segments we see that more SOWs are clas-970

sified as exhibiting the same average and variability in annual dry flows (top left segment) than971

other segments, but the impacts in these worlds are minor to moderate (light to dark yellow). The972

most severe impacts are generated in SOWs that exhibit the same variability in annual dry flows973

and number of decadal drought years criteria (small violet region in the top right), suggesting these974

drought characteristics may be more impactful.975

In further examining these most severe impacts, a group such as the Colorado Basin Roundtable976

can zoom in on one of the SOWs that generated them and investigate its temporal dynamics and977

how they affect the basin as a whole, as well as particular users. For example, Fig. 8 (a) can be978

further examined by specifically focusing on the small number of SOWs in the top right segment979

(i.e., those exhibiting the same variability in annual dry flows and number of decadal drought years980

as observed history) that produce the most extreme impacts. These two SOWs are shown in vi-981

olet ◆ because they increase the average shortage experienced in the basin to above 50% and982

also lower cumulative basin deliveries to below the historical 10th percentile. In Fig. 9, we fur-983

ther investigate the dynamics of one of these SOWs: the one that exhibits the fewest drought years.984

We refer to this drought storyline as “The Unknown Normal”. In this narrative storyline, a drought985

spanning 23 years takes place and affects both the UCRB’s downstream deliveries but also the986

water shortages experienced in the basin. At the basin-wide level, we first compare the basin’s987

10-year cumulative downstream deliveries to their historical 10th percentile (46, 820𝑀𝑚3; top988

left panel in Fig. 9). We see that during the drought period cumulative basin deliveries down-989

stream fall below the historical cumulative 10th percentile for some of the years, down to 80%990

of that historical threshold (37, 184𝑀𝑚3) during one of the years. This shows that even non-extreme991

hydroclimatic changes can have significant impacts in basins like the UCRB and jeopardize their992

ability to meet their inter-state obligations. Examining impacts within the basin, we look at cu-993

mulative basin-wide shortages as they relate to the historical 90th percentile (Fig. 9 top right panel).994

During this same drought period, we see total shortages in the basin accumulate to almost seven995
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Figure 8. Basin-level impact classification for all states of the world (SOWs) as organized by combina-
tions of dynamic properties. (a) Impacts in SOWs that exhibit dynamic properties within the bounds of the
historical context. Starting from the top left: 𝑉𝑆 ∩𝑀𝑆: Exhibiting the same average and variability in annual
dry flows; 𝑉𝑆 ∩ 𝐷𝑆: Exhibiting the same variability in annual dry flows and number of decadal drought
years; and 𝑀𝑆 ∩ 𝐷𝑆: Exhibiting the same average annual dry flow and number of decadal drought years;
(b) Impacts for SOWs that exhibit dynamic properties outside the bounds of the observed past (changing
hydroclimatic context). Starting from the top left: 𝑉𝑆′ ∩ 𝑀𝑆′: Changing average and variability in annual
dry flows; 𝑉𝑆′ ∩ 𝐷𝑆′: Changing variability in annual dry flows and number of decadal drought years; and𝑀𝑆′ ∩ 𝐷𝑆′: Changing average of annual dry flows and number of decadal drought years. All SOWs are
categorized based on whether they affect average shortages basin-wide (the blue dimension), they affect the
number of basin users that experience shortage (the pink dimension), and they lower basin deliveries below
the historical 10th percentile (P10) of cumulative 10-year deliveries (the darkness dimension). Moving from
SOWs within the range of historical conditions to the SOWs with changing conditions, experienced impacts
become more severe.

times the historical threshold condition and start receding when the drought period is over. We996

note that there is also a second period during the last 20 years for this simulated future where com-997

parable impacts are seen, but it is not formally classified as a drought period.998

As elaborated in Section 3.1 the UCRB supports hundreds of individual water users that999

use water for many operations: agriculture, municipal water supply, industrial production, power1000

generation, as well as recreational uses (Fig. 2). In prior work in the basin, we have shown that1001

depending on their priority, demands, and location in the basin these users might individually ex-1002

perience very different water scarcity impacts (Hadjimichael, Quinn, Wilson, et al., 2020). We1003

have also shown that aggregate basin impacts (e.g., the mean shortage metric utilized here) can1004

be highly variable across the basin when spatially disaggregated, even at the WD level (Hadjimichael1005

et al., 2023). We therefore further disaggregate these impacts to the UCRB’s water districts and1006

users, enabled by StateMod, which traces water allocation and shortage to the individual user level.1007

In Fig. 9 we highlight shortage as a percent of demand for three WDs (39, 37, and 51, moving1008

left to right) in the middle panels with purple lines 〰 and four water users in the bottom pan-1009

els with blue lines 〰. The WD- and user-level shortages show the diverse within-basin expe-1010

rience of this drought storyline, with some WDs and users experiencing very severe shortages1011
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Figure 9. The Unknown Normal: impacts and dynamics of a history-informed drought storyline.
The impacts of this state of the world (SOW) are presented for the basin-level at the top, and disaggregated to
water districts (middle panels with purple lines 〰) and to individual water users in the basin (bottom panels
with blue lines 〰).

and others largely unaffected. These findings align with our prior results while providing a more1012

detailed example of how the same sampled SOW dynamics can yield widely varying shortage1013

impacts subject to the specific characteristics of the various users: their right seniority and de-1014

creed allocation, the timing of their demands, and their location in the basin, among others (Hadjimichael,1015

Quinn, Wilson, et al., 2020; Hadjimichael, Quinn, & Reed, 2020; Quinn et al., 2020).1016

Alternatively, planners might choose to focus on SOWs which reflect assumptions about1017

a changing hydroclimate. In this case the focus would be looking at the complement sets and their1018

intersections (i.e., 𝑉𝑆′ ∩ 𝑀𝑆′: Changing average and variability in annual dry flows; 𝑀𝑆′ ∩1019 𝐷𝑆′: Changing average of annual dry flows and number of decadal drought years; and 𝑉𝑆′∩1020 𝐷𝑆′: Changing variability in annual dry flows and number of decadal drought years). These SOWs1021

and their impacts are shown in Fig. 8 (b). Looking at the changing context sets (Fig. 8 (b)), 5701022

SOWs exhibit changing average and variability in annual dry flows, 59 SOWs exhibit changing1023

variability in annual dry flows and number of decadal drought years, and 148 SOWs exhibit a chang-1024

ing average of annual dry flows and (increasing) number of decadal drought years. A lot more1025

SOWs meet these dynamic conditions (as compared to Fig. 8 (a)), which is attributed to two main1026

reasons. First, our ensemble of sampled hydroclimatic changes that shape each SOW takes into1027

account projected climate change in the region and how it will change the distributions of stream-1028

flow, as well as paleo-reconstructed streamflows (Quinn et al., 2020). This means that several SOWs1029

in our ensemble exhibit statistical properties different from those seen in the gauged record and,1030

in fact, go beyond those distributions (see Fig. S2 and also Fig. S3 (a) for the ranges of mean and1031

variance values). Further, due to these changing properties, the number of drought years in each1032

SOW might also change. In fact, many of the SOWs in our ensemble exhibit more decadal drought1033

years than the maximum of 30 years (or three decades) observed historically based on the high-1034

est threshold defined by 60-year rolling windows of streamflow observations (Figs. S1 and S31035
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(b)), or the deterministic estimate of one or two instances of decadal drought per century, esti-1036

mated in paleo record studies of Ault et al. (2014); Woodhouse and Overpeck (1998).1037

This is also related to the second reason we see more SOWs fall outside the historical ranges,1038

especially violating the condition on the number of decadal drought years (Eq. 8). For each sam-1039

pled change in the average and variability in annual dry flows (i.e., changes in 𝜇𝑑 and 𝜎𝑑 values,1040

as shown in Fig. 5 Step 1), we generate 10 streamflow realizations to capture the internal vari-1041

ability of each hypothesized hydroclimatic change (Fig. 5 Step 2). By better exploring this in-1042

ternal variability we see a wider range of decadal drought years emerge, even between SOWs that1043

exhibit the same statistical properties, as expected (Lehner & Deser, 2023). This is exemplified1044

in Fig. 3 for the internal variability of the recent history. Even though only 22 years of drought1045

were observed (Fig. 3 (a)), this deterministic framing does not represent the true frequency of1046

such events, which may be higher, as seen in Fig. 3 (b). The combined effects of a changing cli-1047

mate and internal variability produce SOWs with many more years of decadal drought than 301048

out of 105 (Fig. S2 (b)), classifying them as outside the historical experience of water users in1049

the UCRB under different rolling windows of 60 years (Fig. 4 and S1). These SOWs therefore1050

appear in Fig. 8 (b).1051

Looking at Fig. 8 (b), SOWs in a changing hydroclimatic context produce much more se-1052

vere impacts. Whereas most SOWs in the historical context do not produce impacts in any of the1053

impact categories (i.e., no mean shortages more than 10%, no more than 50% of users affected,1054

and no basin deliveries below the historical 10th percentile), most of the SOWs in the changing1055

context produce impacts in at least two. This is seen in how the large bands of light yellow ◆1056

change to bands of yellow ◆, violet ◆, and dark purple ◆. The changing properties of these1057

SOWs to lower average annual dry flows with greater variability and greater number of decadal1058

drought years, leads to more severe impacts to the UCRB’s water users. This is especially true1059

for the basin’s downstream deliveries: the majority of SOWs are assigned a dark color, indicat-1060

ing basin deliveries falling below the historical 10th percentile of cumulative 10-year deliveries.1061

Out of the SOWs that belong in the changing context sets (Fig. 8 (b)) 116 of them produce1062

impacts across all impact groups (dark purple ◆ band): the average shortage they produce is more1063

than 10%, they affect more than 50% of users, and they reduce basin deliveries below the his-1064

torical 10th percentile of cumulative deliveries. Relating this to past experiences in the basin, the1065

historical average shortage across all years and all basin users is 7% and has reached up to 26%1066

in exceptionally dry years such as 2002 (the exceptionally dry conditions of 2002 can also be seen1067

in Fig. 3 (a)). Basin-wide shortages of 10% of water demand have historically only been observed1068

during drought periods, and the SOWs represented here capture those conditions. Further, with1069

regard to the 50% of affected users, the historical average number of affected users at any given1070

year in the UCRB is 30%, with the maximum percentage being 65%, again during the exception-1071

ally dry conditions of 2002. Therefore, the SOWs that produce conditions affecting 50% of wa-1072

ter users or more reflect plausible impacts of the drought extremes represented in our ensemble.1073

Fig. 10 examines the impacts and dynamics of one of these SOWs in more detail. In par-1074

ticular, we choose to focus on a SOW that produces impacts across all impact groups under the1075

shortest drought duration. This SOW exhibits changing average and variability in annual dry flows1076

(top left segment of Fig. 8 (b)) and has a total of 20 decadal drought years out of 105. We are1077

referring to this drought storyline as “The Unforeseen Struggles”. In the top two panels, we again1078

compare the basin’s 10-year cumulative downstream deliveries to their historical 10th percentile1079

(left panel) and the basin-wide 10-year cumulative shortages (right panel). During this drought1080

storyline, a 20-year drought takes place and has dramatic effects on the UCRB: cumulative de-1081

liveries drop to below 30% of the historical threshold (13, 862𝑀𝑚3) and cumulative shortages1082

climb to 11 times more than the historical 90th percentile of shortages. Unfolding these impacts1083

at the finer scale, we compare WDs 70, 37, and 52 in the middle panels, as well as the same four1084

users in the bottom panels, as analyzed in Fig. 9. We again see that the storyline affects the users1085

differently, with some barely affected. Of note is also the fact that even though this storyline is1086

much more severe in aggregate effects compared to “The Unknown Normal" in Fig. 9, impacts1087

to individual users do not necessarily follow the same trend. For example, the leftmost water user1088
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Figure 10. The Unforeseen Struggles: impacts and dynamics of a drought storyline in a changing
context. The impacts of this state of the world (SOW) are presented for the basin-level at the top, and dis-
aggregated to water districts (middle panels with purple lines 〰) and to individual water users in the basin
(bottom panels with blue lines 〰).

experiences much more severe impacts under “The Unknown Normal" storyline, which falls within1089

the historical bounds. The comparison holds true for other users also, which suggests that the sig-1090

nificant aggregate effects we see in Fig. 10 are the result of a larger number of users being af-1091

fected, not necessarily their larger shortages.1092

4.2 Examining exploratory ensemble impacts at the sub-basin scale1093

Beyond the two storylines illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10, we are also interested in how the1094

entire ensemble disaggregates to the subbasin level. For instance, Colorado Basin Roundtable1095

planners might be interested in the distribution of impacts the SOWs generate for a particular WD1096

(Fig. 6). In Fig. 11, we therefore explore what the aggregate basin impacts shown in Fig. 8, look1097

like for each WD in the basin. To do so, we apply Eqs. 9 and 10 to the specific subset of users1098

that divert water in each WD and utilize the same color scheme used in Fig. 8. In this case, each1099

SOW is categorized based on whether: (i) it increases the average shortages at each WD to more1100

than 10% (the yellow to blue dimension), (ii) it increases the number of WD users that experi-1101

ence shortage to above 50% (the yellow to pink dimension), and (iii) it lowers basin deliveries1102

to Lake Powell below the historical 10th percentile (P10) of cumulative 10-year deliveries (the light1103

to dark dimension). If a SOW both increases average shortages and the number of affected users,1104

it is classified in light purple, and if it also decreases deliveries downstream, it is classified in dark1105

purple. In this case, the basin deliveries calculation remains the same, so we do not expect to see1106

any differences in that dimension of impact categories. By calculating mean shortages and the1107

percentage of users shorted for each WD individually, as opposed to the basin as a whole, we there-1108

fore expect to see shifts from yellow to lilac or blue (or to purple for both) and vice versa, but we1109

should not observe shifts from light colors to dark colors (or vice versa), as the basin delivery cal-1110

culation remains the same as that of the aggregate plots (shown in Fig. 8).1111
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Figure 11. Impact classification for all states of the world (SOWs) as organized by combinations of
dynamic properties and calculated for individual water districts. (a) Impacts for SOWs that exhibit dy-
namic properties within the bounds of the observed past (105 years of gauged streamflow); (b) Impacts for
SOWs that exhibit dynamic properties outside the bounds of the observed past (informed by the paleo record
and future projections). In both cases, water districts might individually exhibit more severe or less severe
impacts than those calculated for the basin in aggregate (shown in Fig. 8.)
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It is not entirely unexpected that the same SOWs might have different impacts on the WDs1112

of the UCRB. For example, for the historically-informed SOWs (Fig. 11 (a)), we see that some1113

WDs (36-39, and 52) see no impacts on their users—all bands in the hive plot are shades of yel-1114

low. This is better than the basin-wide average conditions shown in Fig. 8 (a). At the same time,1115

some WDs (70 and 72) see their users much more significantly impacted than the basin-level av-1116

erage user of the UCRB, with some historically-informed SOWs producing both larger shortages1117

and for more users (bands in dark purple ◆). SOWs that are outside the historical hydroclimatic1118

context (Fig. 11 (b)) further amplify these differences. For example, users in WD 52 are largely1119

unaffected by all the sets of SOWs, whereas the majority of changing-context SOWs affect both1120

the mean shortages and the number of users affected in WD 72 (dark purple bands). In fact, all1121

other WDs either see their users unaffected by most SOWs with changing hydroclimatic condi-1122

tions (e.g., WDs 36-39, and 52, which have yellow ◆ as the largest band color) or see only an1123

increase in the number of users affected but not in the mean water shortage (e.g., WDs 45, 50,1124

51, and 70, which have violet ◆ as the largest band color). This difference in WD experiences1125

is the result of several complex interactions between the number and seniority of rights in each1126

WD, their diversion locations and sources (e.g., the mainstem as opposed to a tributary), and the1127

timing of their demands. These results emphasize that understanding and selecting narrative sto-1128

rylines is critical to capture the natural hydroclimatic drought hazards and their locally conse-1129

quential impacts as manifested through the UCRB’s infrastructure and water governance insti-1130

tutions (i.e., water rights in prior appropriation).1131

Figure 12. Historical distribution of demands and shortages among water districts. (a-b) Treemaps
of (a) the share of water demands as contributed by each water district; and (b) the share of water shortages
as contributed by each water district. The treemaps are organized with the largest contributing parts placed at
the top left moving first downward and then rightward. (c) Change in relative share between the demands and
shortages of each water district.

Specifically, WD 72, which appears to experience the most severe impacts, makes up ap-1132

proximately 33% of all water demands in the UCRB historically, far exceeding the second and1133

third largest demands at 17% by WDs 38 and 51 (Fig. 12 (a)). Compared to the historical data1134

on UCRB shortages (i.e., without any of our sampled hydroclimatic changes imposed on the sys-1135

tem), WD 72 indeed represents the largest volumetric share of water shortages in the UCRB (Fig.1136

12 (b-c)), but their shortages are only 4% of their demands (Fig. 13 (b)), which is below the his-1137

torical 7% average estimated basin-wide. Indeed, total demand does not explain these impacts1138

on its own (i.e., that the biggest shortages are experienced where the biggest demands are). WD1139

70, for example, only makes up 1% of the total demands in the basin, yet also sees impacts for1140

its water users that exceed the average (i.e., more violet and purple bands; Fig. 11 (a)), and in the1141
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historic observations it exhibits the highest relative ratio of shortages to demands (approximately1142

16%; Fig. 13 (b)). The historical data also highlights that in general, higher shortages are not nec-1143

essarily the direct outcome of higher demands (Fig. 12), as some WDs with relatively lower de-1144

mands experience relatively higher shortages than other WDs (e.g., WD 45), and vice versa (e.g.,1145

WD 51). Readers familiar with the region might posit that this difference in impacts can simply1146

be attributed to the number and seniority of rights owned by water users in WD 72; maybe rights1147

in that WD are simply more junior so their demands are not met as much more senior rights in1148

other WDs? Looking at the number of water rights, WD 72 has the same number of actively served1149

consumptive use water rights as WD 38 (296; we note that each water user might own multiple),1150

and its rights are decreed generally larger volumes of water with more senior right ranks on av-1151

erage than WD 38 (Fig. 13 (a)). The differences in impacts can therefore potentially be attributed1152

to the fact that WD 72 (and others) are home to several more junior rights with larger decrees,1153

but it is clear that single factor drivers cannot explain the differences seen.1154

Figure 13. Priority and water allocation per right for each water district. Rights are organized per
water district along the horizontal axis and per priority admin number along the vertical axis. Lower priority
admin number indicates higher right seniority. Larger bubble size indicates larger water allocation.
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4.3 Exploring alternative impact thresholds1155

Lastly, recognizing the diverse interests represented in the UCRB, we examine more closely1156

how the hierarchical basin-level impact classifications in Fig. 8 are shaped by the assumed prob-1157

lem framing and the impact classification thresholds chosen for basin deliveries downstream, per-1158

cent of users shorted, and mean shortage (Eqs. 13 - 15). In other words, we would like to know1159

how the classification of these SOWs might change if different shortage risk tolerances were as-1160

sumed, reflective of the diverse impacts experienced and the different decision-making concerns1161

present in the UCRB (Fig. 6). So in line with the discussion of narrative scenario discovery for1162

multi-actor, multi-sector systems, we repeat the impact classification across different values of1163

each impact threshold (Fig. 14). Specifically, for impact set 𝐴 containing SOWs that exceed a1164

mean shortage threshold 𝑡ℎ𝜒 , we use three values of this threshold (5%, 7%, and 10%) and ap-1165

ply them to Eq. 13 to estimate how many SOWs cause the mean shortages in the basin to be above1166

5%, 7%, and 10% of demand, respectively. Impact set 𝐵 contains SOWs with their 10th percentile1167

of basin deliveries downstream falling below a critical threshold 𝑡ℎ𝑏𝑑. In the prior results, we de-1168

fined 𝑡ℎ𝑏𝑑 using the historical 10th percentile of cumulative deliveries, so 𝐵 contained SOWs where1169

the basin is delivering less than its historical 10% worst years. Switching 𝑡ℎ𝑏𝑑 to the historical1170

5th percentile, then 𝐵 contains SOWs whose low-delivery years are twice as frequent as history.1171

As a result, we are checking if an event that occurred only 5% of the time historically now oc-1172

curs 10% of the time, in essence doubling its occurrence in the SOWs that meet this criterion.1173

Equivalently, if the threshold used is the historical 1st percentile, then the SOWs in set 𝐵 have low-1174

delivery years ten times more frequently than history. The 10th, 5th, and 1st percentiles of cumu-1175

lative 10-year flows are 46,820, 44,896, and 43,776 M 𝑚3, respectively. Lastly, impact set 𝐶 is1176

the set of all SOWs where more than 𝑡ℎ𝜓 of the basin’s users are experiencing a shortage. We1177

vary this threshold to 25%, 50%, and 75% to capture SOWs that affect increasing numbers of wa-1178

ter users in the basin.1179

Fig. 14 shows the resulting hive plots for all three thresholds for all three criteria, for the1180

SOWs in the changing hydroclimatic context. This style of small multiples figure allows us to1181

quickly compare the different plots and look for patterns in the matrix of visuals. The following1182

pattern emerges here. Starting at the top left, the hive plot shows the impact classification of all1183

SOWs using the most lenient performance criteria for each impact group (i.e., low basin deliv-1184

eries occurring as much as history on the vertical axis, mean shortage levels above or equal to1185

5% of demands on the horizontal axis, and 25% or more users experiencing a shortage along the1186

diagonal axis). Given that these are the most lenient thresholds, they are the easiest criteria to1187

meet, and therefore the majority of SOWs do so (shown in dark purple ◆).1188

Moving to the right along the horizontal axis, we are increasing the shortage threshold as1189

a percentage of demand so we expect to see fewer blue and purple bands, as fewer SOWs would1190

be classified as causing the larger shortages to water users. Indeed, what we see is a shift from1191

dark purple to a larger lilac ◆ band in the top right hive plot. Moving from the top down, we ex-1192

pect to see some of the darker shade classifications turn to lighter colors, as the lower basin de-1193

liveries classification is a more extreme condition to meet. Comparing along the three hive plots1194

at the very right, we can indeed see a small number of yellow ◆ SOWs turn to light yellow ◆.1195

Finally, moving along the diagonal axis, we are increasing the number of affected users we con-1196

sider as consequential. In this case, we should expect fewer violet ◆ and purple bands ◆ as we1197

move diagonally to lower right. This is prominently apparent for the three hive plots at the top1198

right of the figure, where using the 25% threshold, most SOWs are classified as having both more1199

users affected and lower basin deliveries (in violet), but using the 75% threshold, the classifica-1200

tions are largely yellow (only lower basin deliveries).1201

Even with the more extreme threshold combinations (bottom right hive plot in Fig. 14) most1202

SOWs in the changing context meet at least one of the criteria. Most meet the lower downstream1203

deliveries criterion (yellow band ◆), that their 10th percentile of cumulative 10-year flows fall1204

below the historical 1st percentile (i.e., that low deliveries are occurring ten times as often in these1205

SOWs). Some other SOWs are shown in blue ◆, so they also increase the mean shortage to the1206

basins users to above 10%. We can also compare this hive plot with the one directly to its upper1207
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Figure 14. Impact classification for all states of the world as calculated for different thresholds for
each impact category. The figure is oriented such the going from the top left to the bottom right, we are
moving from more lenient to increasingly stricter criteria.

left, reflecting a change to the user criterion from 75% to 50%, to see that several of the SOWs1208

considered here do affect more than 50% of users in the UCRB (violet and dark purple bands in1209

upper left hive plot) but not more than 75% (same bands disappear when we look back to the lower1210

right hive plot). This shows that even though there might not be a significant increase in the av-1211

erage shortage compared to history (increase from 7% of users to 10%), there is a significant in-1212

crease in the number of users affected (from 30% historically to above 50%). This further sup-1213

ports the explanation given with regard to the impacts of “The Unforeseen Struggles" storyline1214

(Fig. 10): that they are the result of a larger number of affected users and not necessarily (or only)1215

larger shortages.1216

Exploring alternative threshold combinations aids with providing an informative feedback1217

to Stage I Framing (Section 3.2) of the FRNSIC assessment of the UCRB, allowing us to address1218

several of the challenges generated by complex human-natural systems more broadly. Namely,1219

as discussed in Section 1, using a small set of scenarios that are considered a priori to be “rel-1220

evant” by the analysts might inadvertently create a very narrow view of what the relevant stake-1221

holder concerns are that is not salient with the diverse views that might exist on the system (Groves1222

& Lempert, 2007). Because each alternative threshold illuminates different SOWs, it allows us1223

to switch to alternative sets of consequential scenarios to focus on, depending on the outcomes1224
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they generate. For instance, planners might want to select scenarios from the dark purple SOWs1225

(ones that have impacts across all groups) for further investigation and analysis. The SOWs that1226

fall in these dark purple bands change depending on the thresholds used, so these consequential1227

scenarios can reflect not only varying impact severities, but also different attitudes toward these1228

impacts.1229

This relates to another complication discussed already, that in systems with many actors1230

making decisions at different scales (Fig. 6), it is difficult to capture their differing priorities, goals1231

and risk aversions with a singular impact metric or threshold imposed on it. We know from prior1232

work (Hadjimichael, Quinn, Wilson, et al., 2020; Quinn et al., 2020), historical estimates (Fig.1233

12), and also the results here (Fig. 11) that the same conditions imposed on the system can re-1234

sult in diverse impacts for its users. This means that for an SOW with average shortages of 10%,1235

some users or WDs experience shortages lower or higher than that. It follows that some stake-1236

holders in the basin might be more or less conservative about this threshold choice, and the im-1237

pacts of that change in choice are reflected by moving horizontally in Fig. 14. As a last related1238

point here, in Section 1 we have highlighted recommendations from co-production literature on1239

relating new findings to past experiences as a way to help connect scientific outcomes to stake-1240

holders’ analytical and experiential processing (Lemos et al., 2012). Alternative thresholds, es-1241

pecially for the user-level impacts we explore here, can therefore help produce locally-meaningful1242

narratives as they relate the water shortages users and WDs have experienced in the past.1243

5 Conclusions and Future Work1244

This paper proposes the FRamework for Narrative Scenarios and Impact Classification (FRN-1245

SIC), that enables narrative scenario discovery for multiple states and multiple impacts. The in-1246

troduced framework is designed to overcome common challenges of scenario discovery with re-1247

gard to establishing stakeholder-relevant narratives. FRNSIC combines the classification of dy-1248

namic behavioral properties of each SOW as well as its impact states in a nested scheme to fa-1249

cilitate hierarchical storyline selection, and produce locally-meaningful narratives from high-dimensional1250

exploratory ensembles. We use a hypothetical planning context—examining the UCRB’s poten-1251

tial futures and needing to discover consequential drought storylines to use in planing—and ap-1252

ply FRNSIC to demonstrate its capabilities in a system with multiple actors and institutional com-1253

plexity. We show that FRNSIC can illuminate the critical dynamic pathways that lead to conse-1254

quential impacts, by combining a SOW’s temporal behavioral properties and the aggregated im-1255

pacts it results in. The framework therefore addresses several prominent challenges other state-1256

of-the-art scenario discovery frameworks face when applied to complex human-natural systems,1257

and especially institutionally complex systems with many actors like the UCRB.1258

In applying FRNSIC, several choices must be made on the classification scheme to use (the1259

criteria to use to classify dynamics and impacts, the threshold values to apply, other aggregation1260

choices). This is akin to other scenario discovery applications where consequential or decision-1261

relevant conditions need to be identified, and such choices need to be made transparent from the1262

problem framing stage and throughout the analysis process, as well as reexamined as needed. For1263

example, in the UCRB case study we explore the implications of these choices using gradients1264

of threshold values applied to our criteria. In future work, similar threshold analyses can be ap-1265

plied to the thresholds used to identify the sets of dynamic behaviors exhibited in our ensemble.1266

Changing the criteria through which the dynamics are classified could reflect alternative dynamic1267

behaviors of interest. For example, one could focus on specifically the occurrence of multi-decadal1268

droughts of over 35 years, and this would affect the sizes of the dynamic sets, as well as subse-1269

quent results.1270

The narrative drought storylines produced by FRNSIC can also be utilized in future work1271

in the basin, for example to examine the capacity of adaptive action in modulating the impacts1272

of the drought events seen in each storyline. Specifically, the ensemble of SOWs explored here1273

can be combined with hypothesized policy interventions (e.g., for water conservation) to inves-1274

tigate how said interventions would affect the impacts the basin experiences under each story-1275
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line. Just like narrative scenarios and storylines are used in co-production literature, the drought1276

storylines here can also be used in negotiation or stakeholder solicitation contexts to contrast the1277

impacts that WDs or users may potentially experience in the future.1278

6 Open Research1279

StateMod is freely available on GitHub https://github.com/OpenCDSS. The input files1280

to run StateMod for the UCRB can be found at the CDSS website https://cdss.colorado1281

.gov/modeling-data/surface-water-statemod. All the scripts to replicate the analysis1282

performed in this paper and to regenerate all figures can be found at https://github.com/antonia1283

-had/Hadjimichael-etal_2023_EarthsFuture. All the output data used in this analysis can1284

be found at https://doi.org/10.57931/2205512.1285
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Abstract17

Scenarios have emerged as valuable tools in managing complex human-natural systems, but the18

traditional approach of limiting focus on a small number of predetermined scenarios can inad-19

vertently miss consequential dynamics, extremes, and diverse stakeholder impacts. Exploratory20

modeling approaches have been developed to address these issues by exploring a wide range of21

possible futures and identifying those that yield consequential vulnerabilities. However, vulner-22

abilities are typically identified based on aggregate robustness measures that do not take full ad-23

vantage of the richness of the underlying dynamics in the large ensembles of model simulations24

and can make it hard to identify key dynamics and/or narrative storylines that can guide planning25

or further analyses. This study introduces the FRamework for Narrative Scenarios and Impact26

Classification (FRNSIC; pronounced “forensic”): a scenario discovery framework that addresses27

these challenges by organizing and investigating consequential scenarios using hierarchical clas-28

sification of diverse outcomes across actors, sectors, and scales, while also aiding in the selec-29

tion of narrative storylines, based on system dynamics that drive consequential outcomes. We30

present an application of this framework to the Upper Colorado River Basin, focusing on decadal31

droughts and their water scarcity implications for the basin’s diverse users and its obligations to32

downstream states through Lake Powell. We show how FRNSIC can explore alternative sets of33

impact metrics and drought dynamics and use them to identify narrative drought storylines, that34

can be used to inform future adaptation planning.35

Plain Language Summary36

Scenario analysis is a useful tool for assessing the impacts of future conditions or alterna-37

tive strategies. Focusing on a small number of predetermined scenarios can, however, limit our38

understanding of key uncertainties, and fail to represent diverse stakeholder impacts. Approaches39

such as exploratory modeling have been developed to address these issues by exploring a wide40

range of possible futures and system perspectives. These approaches often involve large simu-41

lation experiments with their own interpretability challenges. So, on one hand, we recognize the42

need to utilize large ensembles of hypothesized changes, but on the other hand, each additional43

dimension considered makes it more difficult to convey actionable insights. We introduce the FRame-44

work for Narrative Scenarios and Impact Classification (FRNSIC; pronounced “forensic”), a sce-45

nario discovery framework that helps users identify narrative scenarios that capture key system46

dynamics and as well as important outcomes. We demonstrate its application to the Upper Col-47

orado River Basin, focusing on decadal droughts and their water scarcity implications for the basin’s48

diverse users and its obligations to downstream states through Lake Powell. We explore alterna-49

tive impact metrics and dynamics, identifying narrative storylines with significant impacts, which50

can be used in future planning efforts to adapt to these stressed conditions.51

1 Introduction52

Understanding and managing human-natural systems confronting change remains an open53

challenge, as they are highly complex systems with deep uncertainties shaping their candidate54

futures (Elsawah et al., 2020; Reed, Hadjimichael, Moss, et al., 2022; Schlüter et al., 2012). The55

interactions and feedbacks between human and natural components, resources, actors, and in-56

stitutions create nested systems-of-systems that operate at and across multiple scales (Iwanaga57

et al., 2021). Holistically attending to such complexity and advancing our understanding of such58

systems requires approaches that transcend disciplinary framings and traditional approaches (Wyborn59

et al., 2019). Pervasive deep uncertainties are also present in these systems, due to incomplete60

or contested expert knowledge on system boundaries or key system processes and drivers (Marchau61

et al., 2019; Moallemi, Zare, et al., 2020). Finally, the multiple and often conflicting objectives62

of various stakeholders in these systems further complicate the identification of relevant knowl-63

edge that engages diverse worldviews to inform their management (Kasprzyk et al., 2013).64

Scenario analysis has become increasingly important in understanding and planning for human-65

natural systems, as scenarios present useful tools in dealing with some of these challenges (Groves66
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& Lempert, 2007; Moss et al., 2010; O’Neill et al., 2014; Pedersen et al., 2022; Van Ruĳven et67

al., 2023). Scenarios help us assess and communicate the potential severity of hypothesized con-68

ditions and deep uncertainties, for example the impacts of a changing climate on local systems69

(e.g., Vahmani et al. (2022)). They can also act as reference cases for comparison and negotia-70

tion of alternative strategies to follow, for example quantifying deviations from historical con-71

ditions as a result of different stressors and human actions (e.g., Cohen et al. (2022)). Or they can72

help capture system complexity in narrative aggregate storylines, for example as they are used73

by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change to communicate the impacts of alternative74

emissions pathways (e.g., IPCC (2023)).75

An important challenge surrounding the use of scenarios is the number of candidate future76

states considered, as well as the conditions used to establish their relevance. Using a small num-77

ber of deterministic future states has well-documented limitations, especially arising from the pres-78

ence of internal variability (Hawkins & Sutton, 2009; Lehner & Deser, 2023), deep uncertainty79

about the future (Lempert et al., 2006; Quinn et al., 2020), and the adaptive complexity of human-80

natural systems (Markolf et al., 2018; Reed, Hadjimichael, Moss, et al., 2022; Simpson et al., 2021).81

Focusing only on the interests of, or the impacts to, a small number of actors carries its own chal-82

lenges that undermine successfully engaging with the diverse perspectives of affected stakehold-83

ers. Groves and Lempert (2007) point out that a priori specification of a small set of “interest-84

ing” scenarios to aid narrative clarity, in absence of broader exploratory analysis, might inappro-85

priately narrow the focus to the concerns and values of those involved in crafting them. They might86

not necessarily be salient with the diverse stakeholders affected, who might view the particular87

set of selected scenarios as biased or arbitrary. Moreover, the broad array of human as well as88

natural uncertainties that could shape consequential future outcomes increases the risk that a lim-89

ited focus on a few specified scenarios would miss key insights (Moallemi, Kwakkel, et al., 2020).90

Recognizing the myopic nature of a limited set of pre-specified scenarios or futures, there91

have been significant advancements in the domain of exploratory modeling (Bankes, 1993) and92

scenario discovery (Bryant & Lempert, 2010; Groves & Lempert, 2007). As reviewed by Moallemi,93

Kwakkel, et al. (2020) these approaches focus on the exploration of large ensembles of possible94

futures and the a posteriori identification of consequential scenarios. These approaches have largely95

been articulated in support of decision making under deep uncertainty methods, such as Robust96

Decision Making (RDM; Lempert et al. (2003)) and its Many-Objective extension (MORDM;97

Kasprzyk et al. (2013)), Dynamic Adaptive Policy Pathways (Haasnoot et al., 2013; Schlumberger98

et al., 2022), Info-Gap (Ben-Haim, 2006), and Decision Scaling (Brown et al., 2012). They struc-99

ture large exploratory ensemble experiments to investigate diverse hypothesized drivers of change100

and classify the resulting “states of the world” (SOWs) based on whether they have consequen-101

tial outcomes for the system’s stakeholders. This process of ensemble classification and identi-102

fication of a subset of consequential SOWs is termed scenario discovery (Bryant & Lempert, 2010;103

Groves & Lempert, 2007; Steinmann et al., 2020). As such, these exploratory modeling frame-104

works introduce more quantitative rigor by examining the space of possible future uncertainty105

and associated consequences more fully (Lempert et al., 2006). Put simply, a broader array of106

“what if” questions are engaged before selecting scenarios.107

Past studies have reviewed and offered taxonomies of these frameworks (Herman et al., 2015;108

Kwakkel & Haasnoot, 2019; Moallemi, Zare, et al., 2020); at their core they all encompass the109

following central elements: elucidation or generation of alternative management or planning ac-110

tions, exploration of alternative SOWs (potential futures or uncertainties), quantification of per-111

formance (typically a measure of “robustness”), and vulnerability or tradeoff analysis, where con-112

sequential scenarios are identified and strategies are selected, according to the quantified perfor-113

mance. Robustness metrics are used to rank how well systems perform based on their expected114

value (Wald, 1950), regret (Savage, 1951), or satisficing criteria (Simon, 1956), as extensively115

reviewed by McPhail et al. (2018). There is an expansive body of literature on scenario discov-116

ery that has compared the value and effects of using robustness metrics across a variety of prob-117

lems and case studies to demonstrate that the choice of metric can have critical implications for118

which SOWs are deduced as consequential (i.e., which scenarios are selected for further inspec-119
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tion; Herman et al. (2015); Maier et al. (2016); McPhail et al. (2018); Sunkara et al. (2023)). Hadjimichael,120

Quinn, Wilson, et al. (2020) show that systems with diverse stakeholders introduce additional chal-121

lenges to defining the appropriate metric to classify consequential SOWs and select a subset of122

ensemble members that warrant follow-on analysis given their consequential outcomes or chal-123

lenging dynamics. In systems with many actors, the choice of a singular aggregated metric can124

ignore asymmetries in stakeholder values and agency (Franssen, 2005), and implicitly suppress125

the diverse scenario impacts on different users from more explicit consideration in planning (Fletcher126

et al., 2022). Recognizing this limitation, some studies have looked at multi-actor robustness trade-127

offs, by applying the same criterion to the performance of different actors (Gold et al., 2019; Her-128

man et al., 2014; Trindade et al., 2017). Others have applied gradients of a threshold or criterion129

as a way of capturing different levels of acceptability or relation to past experience to different130

stakeholders (Bonham et al., 2022; Hadjimichael, Quinn, & Reed, 2020; Hadjimichael, Quinn,131

Wilson, et al., 2020; Quinn et al., 2020).132

A related challenge that arises from aggregation when defining robustness criteria for tar-133

get levels of system performance is that they can collapse the temporal or spatial dynamics of a134

scenario into a single outcome by which each scenario is to be classified. For example, there could135

be a case were two scenarios produce the same average supply of a resource, but one shows sub-136

stantial temporal variation whereas the other hovers around its mean. One could make the case137

that we can simply include an additional metric of variance to further disaggregate, but we might138

be interested in the overall dynamic behavior of the system or other qualitative information, for139

example common oscillation patterns of different scenarios, the presence of stable equilibria or140

tipping points. Using metrics that temporally aggregate these dynamics limits the use of this in-141

formation (Hadjimichael, Reed, & Quinn, 2020). As a result, authors have proposed methods that142

can temporally classify the simulation dynamics themselves, instead of some aggregated outcome143

(e.g., Steinmann et al., 2020).144

A final important consideration surrounding the development and use of scenarios relates145

to conveying actionable information. We face challenges in maintaining their narrative capac-146

ities (Krauß, 2020; Krauß & Bremer, 2020), encouraging the usability of climate impact findings147

(Lemos & Morehouse, 2005; Lemos et al., 2012), and producing consequential insights that hold148

direct beneficial value to the dependent human and environmental systems. Literature on co-production149

and cognitive research highlights that the way information is presented to and processed by its150

users is important to how they understand and choose to use it (Calvo et al., 2022; S. Lorenz et151

al., 2015). Lemos et al. (2012), for example, point out that relating new findings (e.g., potential152

future impacts on one’s crop) to past experiences and memories (e.g., impacts of a past signif-153

icant drought to one’s crop) can help connect that information to their analytical and experien-154

tial processing abilities. Highlighting connections to relevant personal experiences also fosters155

the usability of the new findings. Literature on narrative scenarios highlights that the use of lo-156

cal narratives can give meaning to abstract scientific information and is central to making sense157

of what it means to live within a changing climate (Krauß & Bremer, 2020).158

As such, tools like storylines and narrative scenarios can aid in making connections between159

new scientific findings and past relevant experiences, as well as form the basis of new analysis160

iterations (Cork et al., 2006; Krauß, 2020; Lempert et al., 2006; Shepherd et al., 2018). Narra-161

tive scenarios can indeed be derived from a RDM analysis (Lempert, 2019). For example, an-162

alysts, stakeholders and decision makers can use the discovered scenarios to more closely inves-163

tigate system processes and dynamics, such as key reasons that lead to failure (e.g., Popper et al.164

(2009)), or use them as a basis for reiteration and evaluation of new strategies or stressors of in-165

terest (e.g., Groves (2005); Lempert and Groves (2010)). Such facilitated reiteration, however,166

is difficult to achieve with the large and complex ensembles of SOWs that modern state-of-the-167

art exploratory modeling analyses rely on. For example, in recent past work we generated 10,000168

SOWs, within each of which we computed thousands of performance metrics for different stake-169

holders and different criteria (Hadjimichael, Quinn, Wilson, et al., 2020). Similarly, Gold et al.170

(2022); Shi et al. (2023); Trindade et al. (2020) and others all use ensemble sizes of thousands171

to millions of scenarios. As already mentioned, the size of these experiments is an attempt to bet-172
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ter capture the space of possible futures and consider relevant uncertainties, recognizing the com-173

binatorial scale of significant factors in highly complex coupled human-natural systems and to174

better guide a more holistic understanding of highly consequential decision-relevant outcomes.175

Large ensemble exploratory modeling therefore creates a tension: on one hand, we under-176

stand that there is a large number of interacting processes, candidate futures and alternative fram-177

ings we should explore, and we thus need to create large ensembles of these hypothesized changes178

to investigate with our models. On the other hand, each additional dimension considered makes179

the results of the analysis more intricate and more difficult to convey actionable insights1. We180

argue that making large ensemble experiments more actionable is indeed possible, but requires181

innovations in how the resulting outcomes and their driving dynamics are organized, investigated,182

and communicated. This can be complemented with new data visualizations that allow users to183

navigate hierarchical levels of classification of ensemble outputs, and to zoom in on specific nar-184

rative scenarios of interest and investigate their dynamics.185

The present study addresses the challenges and needs for large ensemble exploratory mod-186

eling discussed above by contributing a new scenario discovery framework: the FRamework for187

Narrative Scenarios and Impact Classification (FRNSIC)—pronounced “forensic”. FRNSIC aims188

to provide actionable narrative clarity without sacrificing the quantitative rigor of large ensem-189

ble experiments. It aids the identification of consequential scenarios through the application of190

nested criteria that capture hierarchical relationships between sectors, actors, and/or scales, each191

reflective of different relevant impacts for the stakeholders concerned. We can explore multiple192

influential system states and hierarchically support the discovery of the diverse conditions that193

control stakeholder-relevant impacts. The emerging narrative scenarios are clustered not only on194

their resulting impacts but also on the underlying dynamic scenarios that drive them. As a result,195

we aid decision makers in discovering smaller sets of narrative scenarios, or dynamic storylines,196

that represent both complex mappings between a large space of input uncertainty and the large197

space of resulting outcomes. At the same time, these storylines also maintain a locally-embedded198

meaning, as well as the potentially critical temporal dynamics that lead to consequential outcomes.199

The remaining sections are organized as follows. Section 2 presents the FRNSIC scenario200

discovery framework and provides an overview of the main component stages of its application.201

Section 3 details our application of the framework within the Upper Colorado River Basin, with202

a particular focus on the issue of better understanding plausible drought extremes and their sys-203

tem impacts. Finally, Section 4 presents the outcomes of the application of FRNSIC, and Sec-204

tion 5 provides conclusions as well as opportunities for future extensions.205

2 Methodological Framework206

Exploratory modeling and its connection to robustness frameworks has been extensively207

reviewed in several past studies (Herman et al., 2015; Kwakkel & Haasnoot, 2019; Moallemi, Zare,208

et al., 2020). We refer readers to these publications for a comprehensive introduction to the back-209

ground literature in this area. Following the terminology established by these authors, this pa-210

per introduces a new scenario discovery framework in support of robustness analysis, FRNSIC,211

begins by following the same broad steps that are common across all exploratory modeling and212

robustness approaches (framing, system evaluation across many states, quantification of perfor-213

mance, and scenario discovery), and then adds new steps for multi-trait classification and story-214

line discovery (see Fig. 1).215

The Problem Framing Stage (I) is critical across all exploratory modeling and robustness216

frameworks to ensure the decision relevance of their results. During this phase, analysts and stake-217

1 In Aesop’s fable about The Fox and the Cat, the fox boasts of hundreds of ways of escaping its enemies, while the cat
only has one. When they hear a pack of the hounds approaching, the cat scampers up a tree and hides, while the fox in its
confusion gets caught up by the hounds. The moral of the fable is that it is “Better [to have] one safe way than a hundred on
which you cannot reckon”.
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Figure 1. The four stages of the multi-state, multi-impact framework for narrative scenario discovery,
FRNSIC.

holders define the key factors in the analysis: system goals (sometimes articulated as objectives)218

and metrics of performance toward these goals; alternative actions or system configurations that219

can be taken to affect said metrics; the uncertainties that may affect the connection between ac-220

tions and metrics; and the relationships (which often take the form of simulation models) between221

actions, uncertainties, and metrics (Lempert, 2019). Procedures for eliciting these elements have222

been articulated based on the ‘XLRM’ matrix (Lempert et al., 2003): exogenous uncertainties223

(‘X’), policy levers (‘L’), relationships (‘R’), and metrics (‘M’). Here, we adopt the same inten-224

tion behind the problem framing stage. Presenting framing as a distinct stage in these frameworks225

is intentional; framing choices made during this stage should be transparently articulated, espe-226

cially as they shape subsequent stages of analysis. The framing could also be updated as perfor-227

mance across states is quantified and consequential conditions are uncovered. In the Upper Col-228

orado River Basin case study, presented in the following section, this stage is used to investigate229

the water scarcity context of the system and frame how SOWs should be appropriately generated,230

the dynamic states of consequence (e.g., decadal droughts), and impact metrics.231

Exploratory modeling is a central focus of Stage II of FRNSIC (Evaluation across many232

states of the world), evaluating the system, via a simulation model, across alternative actions or233

policies or system configurations, and across alternative SOWs. Moallemi, Zare, et al. (2020) term234

these steps “generation of decisions” and “generation of scenarios”, respectively. The same au-235

thors, as well as others, have also broadly drawn a distinction here between two alternative strate-236

gies: exploration and search. Methods that rely on exploration systematically sample points across237

both the decision space and the SOWs and evaluate their consequences. As such, they rely on the238

careful designs of experiments which are used to set up simulation frameworks with the mini-239

mum computational cost to answer specific questions (Reed, Hadjimichael, Malek, et al., 2022).240

Exploration techniques produce insights about the global properties of the decision and the un-241
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certainty space (plausible SOWs), such as how much increase in water demand would result in242

increased supply shortages (e.g., Hadjimichael, Quinn, Wilson, et al. (2020)).243

Methodologies that rely on search, in contrast, draw on optimization-based tools to actively244

identify points with particular properties, such as “how much should we invest in infrastructure245

to maximize profits?” (searching for high-performing actions) or “how much more warming would246

cause insufferable heatwaves in our city?” (searching for a subset of consequential SOWs). These247

approaches typically rely on multi- or many-objective optimization algorithms (Kasprzyk et al.,248

2013; Kwakkel, 2019). FRNSIC remains agnostic to which of the two strategies is employed at249

this stage, as both allow us to analyze a system over many of its potential states, and use those250

states to classify and discover narrative scenarios of interest. If optimization methods were to be251

used in this case, one would have to ensure that the temporal dynamics of each simulation are252

carefully maintained, for subsequent analysis in the following stages. In the Upper Colorado River253

Basin case study, we are using exploration methods.254

The core novel contributions of FRNSIC lie in Stages III and IV, where performance is quan-255

tified (III Multi-trait classification) and consequential scenarios are discovered (IV Multi-trait256

storyline discovery). To clarify these contributions, let us first briefly overview how performance257

quantification and scenario discovery are traditionally performed. In virtually all applications (see258

reviews from Marchau et al. (2019); Moallemi, Kwakkel, et al. (2020); Moallemi, Zare, et al. (2020)),259

the analysts establish one or a set of criteria against which they compare or rank order the per-260

formance of different policies or actors across SOWs (i.e., one or more robustness performance261

metrics). To address some of the challenges brought about by multi-actor systems discussed in262

Section 1, a variety of robustness metrics or different performance thresholds might also be used263

(e.g., Hadjimichael, Quinn, Wilson, et al. (2020)). A SOW is then classified as being consequen-264

tial subject to meeting or failing to meet the specific requirements tied to the robustness metric(s)265

specified. A tacit effect of using the most commonly employed robustness metrics (e.g., satis-266

ficing or regret metrics; see discussions in Herman et al. (2015); McPhail et al. (2018)) is that267

the temporal dynamics of the underlying sampled SOWs are ignored, and in their place, the anal-268

ysis is focused on the classification of SOWs as being consequential or not based on a summa-269

rizing statistic of those dynamics. A benefit of this approach is that a single quantitative value270

is much more easily communicated than a vector of them across the duration of the realization.271

A shortfall of it is that policies or actors achieving similar performance on a particular robust-272

ness metric may do so through a diversity of temporal dynamics that lead to tradeoffs on other273

metrics. Consequently, the temporal dynamics are critical drivers that shape whether or not spec-274

ified performance metrics are met, and are therefore critical to understanding robustness trade-275

offs. The importance of temporal dynamics and their properties is strongly emphasized in the socio-276

ecological systems and system dynamics bodies of literature (e.g., Gotts et al. (2019); Schlüter277

et al. (2012)), the data science literature (e.g., Aghabozorgi et al. (2015)), and more recently em-278

phasized in both the exploratory modeling (Steinmann et al., 2020) and the climate risk (de Ruiter279

& Van Loon, 2022) literature.280

In Stage III of FRNSIC (Fig. 1), we use simple set theory to explore the dynamic proper-281

ties of the sampled SOWs, not restricting focus solely on robustness performance measures (which282

we also classify, as discussed below). This creates collections of SOWs that exhibit certain dy-283

namic properties (e.g., significant variability, particular equilibria or oscillation patterns) irre-284

spective of the performance outcomes they generate (e.g., impacts to system users). In other words,285

we create collections of SOWs that specifically focus on the dynamic processes of the system and286

their defining characteristics, as separate defining properties from the performance in each SOW.287

The reason this distinction is important is that the same dynamic properties do not always result288

in the same system impacts, and vice versa. For example, two droughts of the same severity might289

occur, but have different water scarcity impacts. On the other hand, two SOWs might result in290

similar outcomes (e.g., 20% of water demands cannot be met), but the underlying dynamics that291

produce them are different.292

These dynamic properties can be identified in several ways. They might be specified a pri-293

ori; for example, if the computational design of experiments is set up to specifically generate them.294
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Such is the case for some of our prior work evaluating water scarcity, where we used paramet-295

ric approaches to synthetically generate hydrologic conditions and those conditions were sam-296

pled so as to specifically exhibit certain properties (e.g., larger variability; Hadjimichael, Quinn,297

Wilson, et al. (2020); Quinn et al. (2020)). Dynamic properties can also be discovered a poste-298

riori. For example, Steinmann et al. (2020) applied time series clustering to identify collections299

of SOWs that exhibit similar temporal behaviors. Lastly, dynamic properties can also be analyt-300

ically or numerically calculated. For example, Hadjimichael, Reed, and Quinn (2020) analyti-301

cally derived behavioral properties of each SOW that pertained to the system’s stability and num-302

ber of equilibria, and used said properties to create semantically meaningful collections of SOWs303

that described certain behavior modes. Clarifying the diversity of temporal dynamics that un-304

derlie a large ensemble of exploratory modeling simulations using a small number of semanti-305

cally meaningful sets can facilitate their narrative application later on, when the scenario discov-306

ery process identifies consequential SOWs. Utilizing these behavioral properties to discover nar-307

rative scenarios in conjunction with using performance criteria to discover impactful scenarios308

can help analysts illuminate the root causes of vulnerability in a system (Steinmann et al., 2020).309

Beyond using set theory to order and better understand the underlying dynamics in sam-310

pled SOWs, Stage III of FRNSIC also hierarchically classifies diverse robustness performance311

measures that can be defined across different actors, scales, and sectors. Hierarchy, as used here,312

refers to the addition of new criteria (e.g., “𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 ≥ 90%” AND “𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 ≤ $100”), not313

the preferential weighting of one criterion over another. Even though it is not typically discussed314

in terms of set theory, classifying sampled SOWs in terms of whether they meet a certain crite-315

rion in effect partitions them into specific subsets (or collections) of the broader set of all SOWs,316

such that for every criterion there exists a conditional set of SOWs for which the condition holds317

and a complement set for which it does not. For multiple performance criteria, we can therefore318

create multiple such subsets to denote whether an impact criterion is met, as well as look at the319

intersections of the conditional sets for the combinations of SOWs where multiple criteria are320

met simultaneously. This type of algebraic structure is formally referred to as a Boolean alge-321

bra or a Boolean lattice and describes relationships between the partitioned subsets of an over-322

all set that result from applying binary classification operations (Drapeau et al., 2016; Priss, 2021).323

In essence, we can use these binary operations to identify increasingly nested subsets of conse-324

quential SOWs that meet or fail to meet additional performance criteria. For complex human-325

natural systems confronting change that impact a large suite of scales, sectors and stakeholders,326

FRNSIC’s hierarchical classification greatly broadens the diversity of interests and performance327

concerns that shape our inferences on robustness.328

Finally, in Stage IV of FRNSIC (Multi-trait storyline discovery), these two sets-of-sets—one329

created to describe fundamental dynamics and one created to classify the decision-relevant out-330

comes from hierarchical performance criteria—are combined to guide the discovery of conse-331

quential storyline narrative scenarios that can be used to structure further dialogues for the di-332

verse ways a system may confront change. As emphasized in Section 1, achieving narrative mean-333

ing in the context of high dimensionality and complexity requires advances in how the informa-334

tion is organized (in our case with hierarchical sets) and presented. For the latter, we contribute335

a modified version of the stacked hive plot (Krzywinski et al., 2012), which allows us to visual-336

ize the resulting sets-of-sets in a single panel figure. Hive plots adapt parallel coordinate plots337

(Inselberg, 2009; Wegman, 1990) to a radial arrangement, compacting the layout and making the338

connections easier to follow. Hive plots typically rely on a three-axis model, with the total cir-339

cle area being uniformly divided between all segments (the areas between two axes). As demon-340

strated in this study, the three axes we utilize reflect three dynamic properties of the SOWs gen-341

erated. More than three dimensions can be used, but by having only three axes, hive plots accom-342

modate connections (lines) between each axis pair, without having to cross the axes themselves.343

With more than three axes this can only be achieved if connections are only drawn between neigh-344

boring axes, or if axes are duplicated at multiple positions. This negatively impacts the interpretabil-345

ity of the figure, which defies the aim of creating meaningful and salient narratives, central to our346

framework. The originators of the figure indeed discourage its use with more than three axes (Krzywinski347

et al., 2012), and most common applications in network science (e.g., Engle and Whalen (2012))348
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and gene sequencing (e.g., Yang et al. (2017)) also only use three axes. Furthermore, the com-349

pactness of this figure allows us to generate multiple panels reflecting alternative dynamic prop-350

erties or robustness performance measures, in a “small multiples” visualization (Tufte, 1990). Com-351

bining many small visualizations simultaneously allows the reader to compare the separate pan-352

els and look for patterns or outliers in the matrix of visuals, and facilitates presentation and sto-353

rytelling of large amounts of data in a single figure (van den Elzen & van Wĳk, 2013).354

In the following sections, we present an example application of the key stages of FRNSIC355

on a multi-actor, institutionally complex human-natural system: the Upper Colorado River Basin356

within the state of Colorado (henceforth abbreviated to UCRB). Section 3.1 introduces the study357

area and model utilized. Section 3.2 presents an overview of the problem (FRNSIC Stage I - Prob-358

lem Framing) and articulates the main challenges surrounding the characterization of drought359

extremes and investigation of their impacts. Section 3.3 details the generation of hydroclimatic360

SOWs (FRNSIC Stage II - Evaluation Across Many States of the World) through the use of ex-361

ploratory modeling, allowing us to account for said challenges. Section 3.4 (FRNSIC Stage III362

- Multi-trait Classification of States of the World) details how the drought dynamics of the hy-363

droclimatic SOWs are classified into sets of dynamic properties, as illustrated in Fig. 5, as well364

as how the impacts generated by the SOWs are classified into impact sets, as illustrated in Fig.365

7. Finally, Section 3.5 (FRNSIC Stage IV - Multi-trait storyline discovery) describes how the two366

sets-of-sets come together through the use of hive plots to enable the exploration of narrative drought367

storylines that summarize both consequential impacts and key drought dynamics.368

3 The Upper Colorado River Basin case study implementation369

3.1 Study Area and Model370

Most of the aforementioned innovations and developments in the domain of exploratory371

modeling and scenario discovery have been in the area of water resources. Water resources sys-372

tems are archetypal of the types of challenges we face around understanding and planning in cou-373

pled human-natural systems: environmental, social, infrastructural, and institutional complex-374

ity; contested views and objectives over how resources should be allocated; increasing stress and375

deep uncertainty about future stressors. Western river basins in the United States in particular,376

and the Colorado River more specifically, are under significant hydrologic stress, following decades377

of aridification (Smith et al., 2022; State of Colorado, 2015; McCoy et al., 2022; Whitney et al.,378

2023). The Colorado River basin is institutionally complex, with a nested set of compacts, laws,379

and regulations that dictate water allocation for over 40 million people and 22,000 𝑘𝑚2 of agri-380

cultural land (Bureau of Reclamation, 2012). The River has been experiencing prolonged wa-381

ter scarcity and aridification for the past two decades, accumulating to a “crisis” in recent years382

(Gerlak & Heikkila, 2023). A megadrought that started in 1999 (Overpeck & Udall, 2020), and383

continues as of the time of writing, has caused major reservoirs on the river to decline to danger-384

ously low levels, prompting the U.S. Department of Interior to call for unprecedented cuts in wa-385

ter usage among the states that depend on it (Flavelle & Rojanasakul, 2023).386

Understanding plausible future drought hazards and planning for their impacts in these human-387

natural systems presents several challenges. First, internal hydroclimatic variability and non-stationarity388

challenge how we identify extreme events, such as decadal-scale or longer drought hazards (AghaKouchak389

et al., 2022; Hoylman et al., 2022; Lehner & Deser, 2023; Stevenson et al., 2022). Internal vari-390

ability, arising from interactions across non-linear processes intrinsic to the hydroclimate, means391

that any given process has inherent irreducible uncertainty in its manifestation and that our his-392

torical observations are only one limited sample of the diverse dynamics that could occur. In the393

context of hydroclimatic dynamics, internal variability is a fundamentally stochastic process that394

has been shown to produce magnitudes of variation in flood and drought extremes that exceed395

historical experiences (Fischer et al., 2021) or that are comparable to anthropogenic climate change396

at the decadal scale (Deser et al., 2016). Even in regions of the world with long observational records,397

the full extent of internal variability cannot be estimated from the single realization of the stochas-398

tic hydroclimatic process represented by the observed record that exists (Woodhouse & Overpeck,399
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1998; Woodhouse et al., 2006). Extending the record with reconstructed paleoclimate informa-400

tion can improve on this representation, but has its own methodological limitations, such as un-401

derestimating the variance in the data (Quinn et al., 2020), and reducing interpretability (Ault et402

al., 2014). Lastly, the stochastic nature of internal variability poses important communication chal-403

lenges, as it necessitates the use of probabilistic descriptions of the occurrence of critical events,404

instead of simple deterministic predictions of them (Lehner & Deser, 2023).405

Non-stationarity in time and space is another a well-recognized challenge. Non-stationarity406

reflects conditions where the statistical properties of a variable (e.g., its distribution and corre-407

lation with other variables) may change over time (Slater et al., 2021). It is especially consequen-408

tial in how it transforms the occurrence of extreme events like floods, droughts, and heatwaves409

(AghaKouchak et al., 2022; Berghuĳs et al., 2019; R. Lorenz et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2021). Yet,410

until the recent decade, non-stationarity has not been accounted for in conventional planning for411

water resources or extreme events. Instead, planners have relied on observed historical time se-412

ries of streamflow or other hydroclimatic variables for future planning (Yang et al., 2021). In fact,413

even current drought monitoring products such as the United States Drought Monitor rely on his-414

torical distributions of these events to establish their classification (Hoylman et al., 2022), as do415

the flood maps generated by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (Hobbins et al., 2021).416

This is largely due to large epistemic uncertainties around the form of future non-stationarity. Even417

under stationary conditions, when complex systems are concerned, it is often impossible to be418

in full knowledge of the true model of the system under consideration (Beven, 1993). In the case419

of non-stationary systems and the development of models for them, the problem is even more chal-420

lenging because of the larger number of parameters involved (i.e., both the base statistics and also421

how they are changing) and large number of alternative ways non-stationarity can be included422

in the analysis (Salas et al., 2018).423

Lastly, the complexity of human systems further compounds the challenges in understand-424

ing and planning for the potential impacts of droughts. In systems like the Colorado River, in-425

stitutions, engineered infrastructure, and large numbers of actors come together to shape who gets426

water, how much, and when, as well as who has to get shorted when conditions are dry. Our un-427

derstanding of drought-induced water scarcity has evolved to recognize the importance of the feed-428

backs between anthropogenic and natural system processes, which shape the production and dis-429

tribution of drought effects and their implications for humans and the environment (AghaKouchak430

et al., 2023; Lukat et al., 2023; Savelli et al., 2022). Human-natural systems around the world,431

and especially systems that are heavily managed, have developed strategies to reduce their ex-432

posure and vulnerability to drought hazards (Kreibich et al., 2022; Smith et al., 2022). For ex-433

ample, the states that depend on Colorado River water develop and regularly update drought pre-434

paredness plans that help them project their water availability and needs, and adjust their oper-435

ations accordingly (e.g., Arizona Department of Water Resources, 2022; California Natural Re-436

sources Agency, 2022; Colorado Water Conservation Board & Department of Natural Resources,437

2018). These efforts at higher levels of governance, as well as less-coordinated state or local plan-438

ning efforts, all must consider the institutional water rights context of the Prior Appropriation Doc-439

trine (Kenney, 2005). Water rights create a complex hierarchy for managing scarcity and strongly440

shape how a regional drought may differentially affect each water right holder in the river (Hadjimichael,441

Quinn, Wilson, et al., 2020).442

The particular implementation of Prior Appropriation in each state, as well as other local443

characteristics and needs of each watershed, have prompted states like Colorado to develop wa-444

ter planning and management processes at different scales: at the state-wide scale (i.e., the state445

of Colorado’s Water Plan; State of Colorado (2023)), and the local river basin scale (i.e., the Basin446

Implementation Plans developed by a local Basin Roundtable for each of the nine basins within447

the state, e.g., CWCB and CDWR (2022)). To facilitate communication and comparisons, the Col-448

orado Water Plan and the local Basin Implementation Plans all utilize a set of five future scenar-449

ios of water scarcity in the state (State of Colorado, 2023), each being a narrative summary of450

how different drivers of scarcity might evolve in the future (e.g., increased agricultural needs, re-451

duced supply). These five scenarios carry the same challenges discussed in Section 1, but they452
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are not necessarily consequential or relevant at the local level. In other words, each local basin453

might not necessarily be equally sensitive to the key drivers each scenario assumes, nor have im-454

pacts at the same magnitudes. So even though the local impacts of these five scenarios are eval-455

uated in the Basin Implementation Plans, the analysis might inadvertently miss other locally con-456

sequential scenarios, that are still plausible but not part of the set of five.457

Within this context, we demonstrate how the FRNSIC scenario discovery framework could458

be utilized by the local Basin Roundtable responsible for water resources planning for the UCRB.459

The Colorado Basin Roundtable2 was established in 2005 by Colorado state legislature and is charged460

with water planning for the UCRB and with implementing the state-wide Water Plan locally. Its461

members include not only state representatives, like from the Colorado Division of Water Re-462

sources and the Colorado Water Conservation Board, but also representatives from the agricul-463

tural sector, the industrial sector, domestic water suppliers, environmental and recreation enti-464

ties, as well as other interested citizens. Besides planning, the Colorado Basin Roundtable also465

plays a significant role in allocating state funds to enact its water priorities within the UCRB. The466

diversity of representative members of the Colorado Basin Roundtable is crucial to its ability to467

address the diverse goals and challenges the UCRB faces.468

The UCRB contains the headwaters of the Colorado River with its outflow moving into Utah469

to deliver water to Lake Powell. As with all western basins in the state, it is bound by the Col-470

orado River Compact, which allocates 9.3 𝑘𝑚3 (7.5 million acre-feet) per year to the Upper Basin471

states (Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming)—the state of Colorado is allotted 51.75%472

of that amount. Another 9.3 𝑘𝑚3 is divided among the Lower Basin states (California, Arizona,473

and Nevada), and Upper Basin states have to deliver water to Lake Powell to meet that require-474

ment. Increasingly frequent and more persistent severe drought conditions inhibit the ability of475

Upper Basin states and subbasins like the UCRB to make these deliveries. Quantifying the po-476

tential effects of future water scarcity and drought on UCRB deliveries to Lake Powell is there-477

fore a key concern for the Colorado Basin Roundtable, as outlined in their Basin Implementa-478

tion Plan (CWCB & CDWR, 2022). Within the UCRB, several thousand water rights support di-479

versions for agriculture, municipal water supply, industrial production, power generation, as well480

as recreational uses (Fig. 2). While most of the consumptive use of water within the basin sup-481

ports agricultural production, large exports of water leave the basin to support urban centers on482

the east slope, where most of Colorado’s population resides. Water to all these users is allocated483

through the Prior Appropriation Doctrine, which prioritizes users in terms of seniority and lim-484

its the received amount of water for each user to their decreed “beneficial use” (Kenney, 2005).485

Along with the water availability itself, this institutional hierarchical network plays the most fun-486

damental role in shaping the dynamics of water scarcity vulnerabilities across the water rights487

holders. Given the central importance of the agricultural sector in this basin, quantifying impacts488

to local agricultural water users is another critical concern highlighted in the Basin Implemen-489

tation Plan (CWCB & CDWR, 2022).490

All these key aspects are captured in Colorado’s Decision Support System (CDSS), a col-491

lection of databases, data management tools, and models, created to support water resources plan-492

ning in Colorado’s major water basins, including the UCRB (Malers et al., 2001). The princi-493

pal modeling tool of the CDSS is the State of Colorado’s Stream Simulation Model (StateMod),494

a generic network-based water system model for water accounting and allocation. StateMod was495

developed to support comprehensive assessments of water demand and supply, as well as reser-496

voir operations, in all the major subbasins within the state of Colorado (Parsons & Bennett, 2006;497

CWCB, 2012). The model replicates each basin’s unique application of the Prior Appropriation498

doctrine and accounts for all of the consumptive uses of water within each basin. To achieve this,499

StateMod utilizes detailed historic demand and operation records, which include water right in-500

formation for all consumptive water diversions, water structures (i.e., wells, ditches, reservoirs,501

and tunnels), as well as streamflow and other hydroclimatic information. The model also includes502

estimates of agricultural water consumption based on soil moisture, crop type, irrigated acreage,503

2 https://www.coloradobasinroundtable.org/
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Figure 2. The Upper Colorado River Basin within the state of Colorado (UCRB). The points indicate
all modeled diversion points in StateMod (primarily irrigation). The numbered areas indicate water districts.

and conveyance and application efficiencies for each individual irrigation unit in the region. Us-504

ing these highly-resolved inputs, StateMod accounts for the water consumption of all users in each505

basin, through their water right allocation. It therefore allows us to simulate and assess the im-506

pacts of potential future changes in hydrology, water demands, or operations on all the represented507

water users in each basin. For the purposes of this study, we focus on the specific StateMod im-508

plementation for the UCRB.509

The remainder of this section outlines a demonstrative use of FRNSIC that could support510

the types of coordinated planning studies overseen by groups like the Colorado Basin Roundtable511

to explore and discover locally consequential and plausible scenarios for their basin. The UCRB512

system is an ideal testbed to make generalizable advances in exploratory modeling literature, par-513

ticularly with regard to addressing the dimensionality introduced by multi-actor systems, the im-514

portance of capturing behavioral dynamics, and the challenge of providing clarity when select-515

ing consequential drought storyline narratives for further consideration in planning efforts, as dis-516

cussed in Section 1. The planning application demonstrated here is hypothetical, but stays close517

to the key water planning concerns articulated in the Basin Implementation Plan, as well as other518

literature on drought-induced water scarcity in the region, as elaborated below.519

3.2 Stage I - Problem Framing520

Throughout this study, we classify hydrologic drought conditions as occurring when there521

is a half a standard deviation departure from the historical average streamflow at the Colorado-522

Utah state line over the period 1909-2013 (i.e., 𝜇−0.5𝜎), following the examples of Ault et al.523

(2014, 2016); Diffenbaugh et al. (2015); Naumann et al. (2018). We apply this classification on524

naturalized streamflow and identify decadal-scale droughts using an 11-year rolling mean (more525

details on how the classification is performed are provided in Section 3.4.1). Multidecadal droughts526

can similarly be identified using longer windows, such as 25 years (Meko et al., 2007) or 35 years527

(Ault et al., 2014). Applying this classification to the historical streamflow observations for the528
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UCRB, we see two decadal-scale droughts: one in the 1960s and one starting in the early 2000s529

(Fig. 3 (a)). This estimate is consistent with other literature sources that classify decadal droughts530

in the reconstructed paleo record in this region (i.e., one or two instances of decadal drought per531

century; see Ault et al. (2014); Woodhouse and Overpeck (1998)). The identification of plausi-532

ble decadal-scale drought hazards is confounded by the presence of: (a) irreducible, internal vari-533

ability, (b) non-stationarity, and (c) deeply uncertain past and future streamflow dynamics beyond534

the currently available gauged record (i.e., paleo conditions or future climate change).535

Figure 3. Hydrologic drought identification for the UCRB (a) Decadal-scale droughts identified using
historic observations; (b-c) Decadal-scale droughts identified using synthetically generated streamflow. We
note that the mean and standard deviation of the distribution remain the same, so does the average annual
volumetric drought threshold, at 5, 884𝑀𝑚3, computed over the full 105-year record length.

Internal variability complicates the identification of droughts, even in a stationary context536

(Cook et al., 2022). For example, even if we establish that the moments of the historical stream-537

flow distribution stay the same in the future and use those distributions to inform planning, we538

might underestimate the true frequency of drought events (i.e., the events that cross the drought539

threshold in this case). Fig. 3 demonstrates this effect. Here, we compare the drought classifi-540

cation applied to the historic observations of streamflows (Fig. 3 (a)) and the same classification541

applied to synthetically generated streamflows that have the same base statistical properties as542

the last century’s historical observations (Fig. 3 (b-c)). The synthetic streamflows are created us-543

ing a synthetic streamflow generator so as to exhibit the same distributional moments for the oc-544

currence of wet years and dry years, as well the probability of transitioning between the two states,545

through the use of a Hidden Markov Model (see more details in Section 3.3). We see that even546

though only two decadal droughts are identified in the historical record (using a drought thresh-547

old of 5, 884𝑀𝑚3), simulating alternative plausible synthetic realizations from the same distri-548

butions can give rise to more decades of drought. This undermines the validity of using the his-549

torical streamflow observations to deterministically to infer expectations for the frequency of ex-550

treme drought conditions (e.g., that only one or two decadal droughts are to be expected in a cen-551

tury), when in fact the same process can give rise to conditions that are much worse.552

Non-stationarity makes it challenging to establish appropriate reference conditions (e.g.,553

the drought threshold used above) when seeking to identify decadal drought hazards for a hydro-554

climatic system with evolving wet and dry regimes (Mondal & Mujumdar, 2015; Slater et al., 2021).555

The solution often recommended is to use rolling windows of time and establish moving base-556

line thresholds (Hoylman et al., 2022). Fig. 4 demonstrates this idea and highlights the poten-557

tial variability of drought thresholds when looking across 60-year rolling windows of streamflows.558

For reference, the average annual volumetric drought threshold calculated using the entire pe-559

riod of data (105 years) is 5, 884𝑀𝑚3 (indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 4 (b)). Starting with560
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the early 1900s, conditions were very wet (top density plot in Fig. 4 (a)) and so the drought thresh-561

old established using that early 20th century 60-year window is at a much larger annual average562

volume (top right point in Fig. 4 (b)). As a result, 30 years in the record since that initial 60-year563

window would fall below the drought threshold established in this period (Fig. S1). We note that564

these 30 years are identified in decadal periods, they therefore reflect three decadal droughts, not565

30 drought years dispersed throughout the 105-year period. The early 1900s were also the pe-566

riod during which the Colorado River Compact was signed. Moving across time (downward in567

the figure), we see that the changing streamflow statistics substantially shift the drought thresh-568

olds one would establish, down to ≈ 5,540 M 𝑚3 in the most recent window. Using these drier-569

period thresholds that are substantially lower than that of the entire period (i.e., all points to the570

left of the dashed line in Fig. 4 (b)) would result in no years classified as droughts (Fig. S1). 3571

Figure 4. Drought thresholds established using rolling windows (a) Distribution of annual streamflow
per 60-year rolling window; (b) Drought threshold established using distribution moments of each 60-year
rolling window. The vertical dashed line represents the threshold established using the entire record (same as
the threshold in Fig. 3, i.e., 5, 884𝑀𝑚3.)

The final type of uncertainty that impacts our understanding of plausible extreme droughts572

is the inherent deep uncertainty associated with evolving wet and dry dynamic regimes that are573

beyond the scope of gauged historical streamflow observations. These deeply uncertain regimes574

can encompass both ungauged historical conditions (e.g., paleo records) and future projections575

of how the complex human-natural systems may change. Deep uncertainty refers to a lack of con-576

sensus over how future events may unfold as well as their associated likelihoods or consequences577

(Marchau et al., 2019; Walker et al., 2003). Literature focusing on deep uncertainty emphasizes578

the use of exploratory modeling—the use of intentionally broad hypotheses about future system579

conditions and the assessment of system outcomes. This allows us to investigate a broader en-580

semble of states so as to be able to understand system response and inform planning in spite of581

the presence of these three uncertainty types. Here, we place an explicit focus on exploratory mod-582

eling of hydroclimatic factors and their implications for key basin outcomes. As discussed above,583

increasingly frequent and more persistent severe drought conditions inhibit the ability of basins584

like the UCRB to meet their obligations to Lower Colorado Basin states through deliveries to Lake585

3 In fact, some have argued the current megadrought should not actually be considered a drought, but a new normal
brought about by aridification (Robbins, 2019).
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Powell. At the same time, given the central importance of the agricultural sector in the UCRB,586

quantifying impacts to local agricultural water users is another critical concern. Both these is-587

sues are highlighted in the Basin Implementation Plan as key concerns for the Colorado Basin588

Roundtable (CWCB & CDWR, 2022). Through combinations of hydroclimatic states and these589

basin impacts, we identify consequential drought storylines that represent complex mappings be-590

tween the large space of input uncertainty (ensemble of hydroclimatic conditions) and the large591

space of resulting outcomes for the basin’s stakeholders.592

3.3 Stage II - Evaluation Across Many States of the World593

The system is evaluated under an ensemble of hydrologic SOWs, synthetically generated594

to reflect different assumptions about future hydroclimatic changes in the region, as well as to595

explore their internal variability (Fig. 1). Our ensemble of SOWs relies on the Gaussian Hidden596

Markov Model (HMM) synthetic streamflow generator developed by Quinn et al. (2020). The597

use of HMMs for the synthetic generation of streamflows has advantages in capturing complex598

wet-dry hydroclimatic regime dynamics as well as their persistence in Western US drought ex-599

tremes (Bracken et al., 2014, 2016). We refer the reader to Quinn et al. (2020) for the full details600

of how the synthetic streamflow ensemble was generated; we summarize key information here.601

The HMM used comprises two states: one representing wet and the other dry conditions (i.e.,602

higher and lower streamflows). The two states are referred to as ‘hidden’ because they are not di-603

rectly observed; rather they are inferred from a time series of continuous flow values, assumed604

to come from one of two log-normal distributions (one for the distribution of wet years and one605

for dry years). Fitting an HMM with these characteristics requires the estimation of six param-606

eters: the mean and standard deviation of the dry-state and wet-state Gaussian distributions (𝜇𝑑607

and 𝜎𝑑, and 𝜇𝑤 and 𝜎𝑤, respectively), as well as the probabilities of transitioning from a dry state608

in year 𝑡 to a dry state in year 𝑡+1 (𝑝𝑑𝑑), and from a wet state in year 𝑡 to a wet state in year 𝑡+609 1 (𝑝𝑤𝑤). The generator then uses these distributions and the estimated transition probabilities610

to create synthetic time series of streamflows. Two examples of synthetically generated stream-611

flows using the HMM are shown in Fig. 3 (b-c).612

To generate the ensemble, Quinn et al. (2020) fit the HMM to historical observations and613

then modified its parameters according to several experimental designs, each reflecting different614

assumptions about how future hydrologic conditions in the basin could change. These different615

assumptions can all be considered plausible ‘rival framings’ of future wet-dry regimes. These616

rival framings were that: (i) streamflow parameters in the future could independently deviate from617

their stationary historical behavior to a moderate degree, (ii) they could move toward values seen618

in the past, as inferred from reconstructed paleo data, (iii) they could reflect downscaled climate619

change projections for the UCRB region, or (iv) they could move toward values generated un-620

der any of these assumptions (i.e., the ‘all-encompassing’ ensemble of candidate futures, which621

parametrically envelopes all other rival framings of the UCRB’s hydroclimate).622

In this study, we utilize the all-encompassing experiment. Within the all-encompassing ex-623

periment, possible future scenarios consist of multipliers on the dry-state and wet-state means624

and standard deviations, and delta shifts on the dry-dry and wet-wet transition probabilities. The625

sets of all scaling factors and the respective ranges for each HMM parameter are given in Eq. 1,626

which were chosen by Quinn et al. (2020) to span the ranges experienced across all other rival627

framings. Using these parameter ranges, 100 parameter combinations were generated using Latin628

hypercube sampling (McKay et al., 1979). The 100-member ensemble size was verified by Quinn629

et al. (2020) to yield results that are consistent with the results obtained using a larger ensemble630
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of 1,000 parameter combinations.631 𝜇𝑑 = {0.90 ≤ 𝜇𝑑𝑖 ≤ 1.03|𝑖 ∈ 𝐼}𝜇𝑤 = {0.97 ≤ 𝜇𝑤𝑖 ≤ 1.03|𝑖 ∈ 𝐼}𝜎𝑑 = {0.75 ≤ 𝜎𝑑𝑖 ≤ 2.63|𝑖 ∈ 𝐼}𝜎𝑤 = {0.39 ≤ 𝜎𝑤𝑖 ≤ 1.25|𝑖 ∈ 𝐼}𝑝𝑑𝑑 = {−0.65 ≤ 𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑖 ≤ 0.30|𝑖 ∈ 𝐼} and 𝑝𝑑𝑤 = {1 − 𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑖 |𝑖 ∈ 𝐼}𝑝𝑤𝑤 = {−0.33 ≤ 𝑝𝑤𝑤𝑖 ≤ 0.33|𝑖 ∈ 𝐼} and 𝑝𝑤𝑑 = {1 − 𝑝𝑤𝑤𝑖 |𝑖 ∈ 𝐼}
(1)

Figure 5. Applying stages II and III of FRNSIC to the UCRB case study. Steps 1-2 illustrate the gener-
ation and simulation of the hydroclimatic SOWs (Stage II). Steps 3-5 illustrate the classification of behavioral
dynamics (Stage III). Sets of dynamic properties are defined as 𝑉𝑆 ∩ 𝑀𝑆: Exhibiting the same variability and
average annual dry flows; 𝑀𝑆 ∩ 𝐷𝑆: Exhibiting the same average dry flows and number of decadal drought
years; and 𝑉𝑆∩𝐷𝑆: Exhibiting the same variability of annual dry flows and number of decadal drought years.

For each parameter combination 𝑖 (i.e., for each combination of 𝜇𝑑𝑖 , 𝜇𝑤𝑖 , 𝜎𝑑𝑖 , 𝜎𝑤𝑖 , 𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑖 , 𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑖 ),632

we generated 10 realizations of 105 years of streamflow, 𝑠𝑖,𝑗 , such that there exists a set of all stream-633

flow SOWs 𝑆 = {𝑠𝑖,𝑗|𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 ∧ 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽} and 𝐽 = [1, 2, ..., 10]. Each SOW 𝑠𝑖,𝑗 represents a se-634

quence [𝑞1, 𝑞2, ..., 𝑞105], where 𝑞𝑚 is the streamflow at year 𝑚. In other words, 10 realizations635
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of 105-year-long times series of annual streamflows are created for each of the 100 sampled HMM636

parameterizations, resulting in a total of 105,000 synthetic years (Fig. 5 Step 2). The annual stream-637

flows are generated in log space for the last node represented in the system model (at the Colorado-638

Utah state line) and then converted to real space and downscaled to monthly streamflows using639

a modified version of the proportional scaling method used by Nowak et al. (2010). The same640

method is also used to identify contributing proportions from all upstream model nodes, as de-641

tailed in Hadjimichael, Quinn, Wilson, et al. (2020). We note here that these streamflows are nat-642

uralized as required to serve as model input for StateMod water allocation model. The ensem-643

ble of streamflows from this all-encompassing experiment span those from all other sets (histor-644

ical observations, paleo reconstructions, and projections), with values that exceed both sides of645

the distribution (Fig. S2).646

3.4 Stage III - Multi-trait Classification of States of the World647

3.4.1 Classification of dynamics648

As noted in Section 2, one of the key contributions of our proposed framework is the clas-649

sification of the dynamic properties of each sampled SOW within an exploratory modeling en-650

semble, irrespective of its performance on specific impact criteria (Fig. 1). The motivation in cap-651

turing these dynamics is largely to help illuminate the behavioral processes that lead to the con-652

sequential impacts, something that is often lost when scenario discovery is performed by clas-653

sifying based on aggregate robustness performance measures. These dynamic properties can be654

specified a priori, if they are part of the design of experiments, or they can be discovered or es-655

timated after each SOW simulation is performed. In our case, we utilize both approaches to cap-656

ture three dynamic properties of our SOWs: the variability of dry year streamflows, the central657

tendency (average) of dry year streamflows, and the occurrence of decadal hydrologic drought658

conditions. With regard to the average and variance of dry years, (𝜇𝑑 and 𝜎𝑑, respectively) these659

properties are part of the sampled HMM parameters used to create each synthetic SOW and are660

therefore known without additional calculations for each model simulation. We choose to focus661

on these two properties of the synthetically generated SOWs (as opposed to properties of the wet662

states of each SOW) to better understand how dry flow dynamics contribute to water scarcity im-663

pacts, but any other behavioral property (statistical or otherwise) could also be used, as relevant664

to the problem under study. We emphasize here that even though these dynamic properties strongly665

influence impacts (which are classified in Section 3.4.2) the mappings between them are not nec-666

essarily known a priori, nor are they straightforward to infer. For example, one might intuit that667

decreasing the average annual streamflow during dry years (i.e., 𝜇𝑑) will result in more water user668

impacts, but exactly how much change or how it interacts with other factors to shape impacts are669

not immediately apparent.670

The occurrence of decadal hydrologic drought conditions is identified after the simulations671

are performed for each of the synthetically generated 105-year streamflow sequences (Fig. 5 Step672

3). To do so, we follow Ault et al. (2014) and establish a drought threshold, 𝑇, as half a standard673

deviation from the period average (i.e., 𝜇−0.5𝜎). For example, in Fig. 3 for the entire period674

of historical streamflow observations (105 years), we use the threshold 𝑇 = 5, 884𝑀𝑚3. When675

a moving average of annual streamflow (𝑞𝑚) over 11 years falls below this threshold, we iden-676

tify the period as a decadal-scale drought. Longer windows (e.g., 35 years) can be used to iden-677

tify multi-decadal droughts, depending on the specific extreme drought application focus. For-678

mally, for each SOW 𝑠𝑖,𝑗 , the total number of decadal drought years 𝑑𝑖,𝑗 (Fig. 5 Step 3) is given679

by:680 Φ(𝑠𝑖,𝑗) = ∑𝑀𝐴𝑚<𝑇,𝑚∈[1,105−𝑤] 1, (2)

where 𝑀𝐴𝑚 is the moving average of annual streamflows at year 𝑚 given by:681

𝑀𝐴𝑚 = 1𝑤 𝑚+𝑤∑𝑚,𝑚∈[1,105−𝑤] 𝑞𝑚, (3)
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and 𝑤 is the length of the rolling window (11 years in our case). The set of all drought year du-682

rations for all SOWs is then defined by:683 𝐷 = {𝑑𝑖,𝑗|𝑑𝑖,𝑗 = Φ(𝑠𝑖,𝑗)∀[𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 ∧ 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽]}. (4)

We also denote 𝐷𝑌𝑖,𝑗 as the drought years of SOW 𝑠𝑖,𝑗 , given by:684 𝐷𝑌𝑖,𝑗 = {𝑚|𝑀𝐴𝑚 < 𝑇,𝑚 ∈ [1, 105 − 𝑤]} (5)

We therefore use three dynamic properties of each SOW 𝑠𝑖,𝑗 to classify the dynamics of our685

SOW ensemble: the variability of dry year streamflows 𝜎𝑑𝑖 , the average of dry year streamflows686 𝜇𝑑𝑖 , and the number of decadal drought years 𝑑𝑖,𝑗 . There is a variety of ways one might choose687

to classify SOW sets using these properties, depending on the specific analysis questions and as688

informed by the Problem Framing stage. We note in Section 1, that insights from co-production689

literature highlight that the manner with which information is presented to its users is critical to690

how they understand and choose to utilize it (Calvo et al., 2022). More specifically, and as it re-691

lates to the classification of dynamic properties, Lemos et al. (2012) stress that relating new find-692

ings to past experiences can help connect that information to stakeholder analytical and experi-693

ential processing abilities, as well as foster the usability of the new findings.694

Based on these recommendations, we classify the dynamic properties of the SOWs based695

on how they relate to the historical experience of basin water users. For example, one might be696

interested in investigating the impacts of SOWs under the assumption that the future will be sim-697

ilar to the experienced past. In such a case, conditional criteria can be used to separate the SOWs698

that fall within the bounds of past experiences from the ones that do not. We demonstrate this699

by focusing on what we will be referring to as “historically-informed” SOWs: synthetic SOWs700

that exhibit properties within the range of dry year streamflow average and variance values as they701

appear in 60-year rolling windows of the record of gauged observations, as well as the past drought702

conditions resulting from said observed streamflow. These history-informed synthetic SOWs of703

hydrology reflect the assumption that the future will behave like the observed past and can be used704

to establish plausible stakeholder-relevant impacts that might be unlike those previously expe-705

rienced. Corollary to this classification, we can identify SOWs that do not meet these criteria (e.g.,706

by exhibiting more dry year streamflow variance relative to what has occurred in the available707

observed record) as SOWs reflecting a changing system.708

To identify historically-informed thresholds for the variability and persistence of dry con-709

ditions we utilize the 60-year rolling windows of streamflow, shown in Fig. 4 (a). For each win-710

dow, we estimate its respective 𝜇𝑑 and 𝜎𝑑 and use those estimates to select subsets of our SOW711

ensemble in which 𝜇𝑑 and 𝜎𝑑 fall within the range of values observed across historical 60-year712

windows (Fig. S3). The set of SOWs that exhibit dry-flow variability within the bounds of his-713

tory is therefore defined as:714 𝑉𝑆 = {𝑠𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝑆|0.76 ≤ 𝜎𝑑𝑖 ≤ 1.38}. (6)

Similarly, the set of SOWs that exhibit dry-flow average values within the bounds of history is715

defined as:716 𝑀𝑆 = {𝑠𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝑆|0.99 ≤ 𝜇𝑑 ≤ 1.01} (7)

For a history-informed decadal drought occurrence threshold, we use the same 60-year rolling717

windows and calculate the number of historical decadal drought years using the drought thresh-718

old (𝑇) as defined by the properties of each window (shown in Fig. 4 (b)). Given the varying val-719

ues of these thresholds (5, 540 ≤ 𝑇 ≤ 5, 988), the number of historical hydrologic years out720

of 105 that are classified as decadal drought years could be as low as zero and as high as 30 (Fig.721

S1). Assuming that this range of values reflects the range of historical experience of drought, we722

can use these values as a way to select the SOWs that produce numbers of decadal drought years723

that fall within the historical experience. The variation in decadal drought years from zero to 30724

in this case reflects how drought experience in the basin has historically varied, depending on the725
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different windows of time one may use as reference. To define the set of SOWs exhibiting num-726

bers of decadal drought years within the bounds of historical experience, we therefore use these727

numbers as the bounds:728 𝐷𝑆 = {𝑠𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝑆|𝑑𝑖,𝑗 ≤ 30}. (8)

In other words, by looking at 60-year rolling windows of historical hydrologic observations729

(Fig. 4), we are able to deduce a range of values for these dynamic properties as experienced his-730

torically. Using these ranges we create three sets of SOWs, each exhibiting these historically-bounded731

properties. These three sets therefore represent three different dynamic properties of the ensem-732

ble of SOWs used in this experiment: 𝑉𝑆 contains SOWs that fall within the range of the histor-733

ical variability of dry conditions, 𝑀𝑆 contains SOWs that fall within the range of the historical734

average of dry conditions, and 𝐷𝑆 contains SOWs that fall within the range of drought years ex-735

perienced in history (Fig. 5 Step 4). We note that these classifications are irrespective of the im-736

pacts these SOWs result in (discussed in the following section), and can be used to both uncover737

the dynamic properties that result in consequential impacts, as well as create narrative storylines738

of how said impacts come to be. Furthermore, several of our generated SOWs might meet more739

than one of these conditions. In other words, there exist intersecting sets 𝑉𝑆∩𝑀𝑆: Exhibiting740

the same variability and average annual dry flows; 𝑀𝑆∩𝐷𝑆: Exhibiting the same average an-741

nual dry flow and number of decadal drought years; and 𝑉𝑆 ∩ 𝐷𝑆: Exhibiting the same vari-742

ability in annual dry flows and number of decadal drought years, as shown in Fig. 5 Step 5. These743

are simply sets of SOWs where both respective set conditions are met, and might vary in size (dis-744

cussed in Section 4). All these sets, as well as their intersects, contain SOWs which reflect the745

hypothesis that the future hydroclimate in the region will be like the past 105 years of observed746

streamflow conditions. A set where all conditions are met may also exist, and can be further in-747

vestigated as needed. We do not do so in this current application, largely because the influence748

of the dynamic conditions is sufficiently demonstrated with the three pairs, and to maintain vi-749

sual and narrative simplicity.750

Corollary to the existence of these sets in our full ensemble of SOWs 𝑆, is that for each set751

of SOWs that meet each dynamic condition there exist complement sets 𝑉𝑆′, 𝑀𝑆′, and 𝐷𝑆′ for752

which each respective condition does not hold. Specifically: 𝑉𝑆′ contains SOWs that exhibit dry753

variability that exceeds the historically observed range, 𝑀𝑆′ contains SOWs that exhibit average754

dry values that exceed the historically observed range, and 𝐷𝑆′ contains SOWs with more drought755

years than the historically observed range. As such, these sets contain plausible SOWs which re-756

flect the hypothesis that the future hydroclimate in the region will be different from the observed757

conditions. These SOWs are part of the same ensemble and, even though they exceed historically758

observed conditions, they remain within plausible future ranges as informed by the extended in-759

ternal variability based on paleo reconstructed data and changing future conditions simulated un-760

der CMIP5 projections (see Section 3.3 and Quinn et al. (2020)). As a result, we create equiv-761

alent intersecting sets that capture these plausible, changing dynamic conditions 𝑉𝑆′∩𝑀𝑆′: Chang-762

ing average and variability in annual dry flows; 𝑉𝑆′∩𝐷𝑆′: Changing variability in annual dry763

flows and number of decadal drought years; and 𝑀𝑆′∩𝐷𝑆′: Changing average of annual dry764

flows and number of decadal drought years. It should be noted that the number of decadal drought765

years only increases relative to historical ranges in these sets (since the lower bound using the his-766

torical rolling windows is 0), whereas the average and variability in annual dry flows increases767

in some and decreases in others.768

3.4.2 Classification of impacts769

All synthetically generated 105-year timeseries are simulated through StateMod which al-770

locates water to users in the basin according to their rights allocation, the point of their diversion,771

and the availability of water at each given monthly time step and stream location (CWCB & CDWR,772

2016). StateMod allows us to thus assess how these synthetic conditions affect key impacts across773

all decision-making scales pertinent to the UCRB (Fig. 6). Specifically, the Colorado Basin Roundtable774

is concerned with meeting the UCRB’s obligations for deliveries downstream, as bound by the775

Colorado River Compact, as well as overall deliveries (or shortages) to the water rights’ hold-776
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ers within the basin. Both of these impacts are emphasized as key concerns in Colorado Basin777

Roundtable’s Basin Implementation Plan (CWCB & CDWR, 2022). Within the basin itself, wa-778

ter districts (WDs), are interested in how their own, largely agricultural, users might be affected779

by future hydroclimatic stress, and individual water rights’ holders are primarily concerned with780

impacts to their own supply.781

Figure 6. The multi-scale decision making context of the UCRB. Moving from left to right reflects a
more localized scale, from the broader multi-state Upper Colorado River Basin region, to the individual wa-
ter users in the UCRB. Focusing on smaller regions shifts the decision making context and the key metrics
of concern with regard to hydrologic drought. These key impacts are reflected in the impact classification
scheme (Fig. 7).

We assess these multi-scale impacts by looking at water demands and shortages (undeliv-782

ered water) to 338 users in the basin during the drought periods of each SOW, as well as basin783

deliveries downstream (water leaving the UCRB). Water demands per user are a StateMod out-784

put, defined here as 𝑊(𝑢, 𝑠𝑖,𝑗), the water demand for user 𝑢 during the drought periods of SOW785 𝑠𝑖,𝑗 . Equivalently, water shortage 𝐺(𝑢, 𝑠𝑖,𝑗) is the undelivered water to user 𝑢 during the drought786

periods of SOW 𝑠𝑖,𝑗 (Fig. 7 Step 6). Using this notation, we can calculate the percentage of shorted787

users during the drought period of each SOW 𝑠𝑖,𝑗 as:788 Ψ(𝑠𝑖,𝑗) = 100𝑛𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑠 ∑𝐺(𝑢,𝑠𝑖,𝑗)>0,𝑢∈[1,...,𝑛𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑠] 1 (9)

and the mean shortage across users—during the same drought period—as:789 𝑋(𝑠𝑖,𝑗) = 100 ∑𝑢∈[1,...,𝑛𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑠]
𝐺(𝑢, 𝑠𝑖,𝑗)𝑊(𝑢, 𝑠𝑖,𝑗) (10)

For both equations we use 𝑛𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑠 = 338 for all consumptive use water users in the basin.790

The third key impact metric we are tracking is how delivery obligations to Lake Powell are791

affected. There is a large number of moments, quantiles, or other distributional measurements792

we can track here. We are using the rolling 10-year sum of basin deliveries, consistent with how793

Upper Basin state obligations are typically accounted for (e.g., Bureau of Reclamation (2012);794

Woodhouse et al. (2021)). For each SOW, we calculate this 10-year rolling sum and estimate the795

10th percentile of all values to focus explicitly on the lowest 10-year cumulative deliveries. For-796

mally, we denote 𝑞𝑜𝑚 as the basin outflow in year 𝑚 for each SOW 𝑠𝑖,𝑗 , and 𝐵𝐷𝑖,𝑗 as the sequence797
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Figure 7. Applying stages III and IV of FRNSIC to the UCRB case study. Steps 6-9 calculation and
classification of user- and basin-level impacts (Stage III). Step 10 illustrates the combination of said impacts
with behavioral dynamics to identify narrative drought storylines for the UCRB (Stage IV).

of all cumulative 10-year sums:798 𝐵𝐷𝑖,𝑗 = (𝑏𝑑1, ..., 𝑏𝑑𝑚, ..., 𝑏𝑑95), (11)

where:799 𝑏𝑑𝑚 = 𝑚+10∑𝑚,𝑚∈[1,95] 𝑞𝑜𝑚 (12)
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is the cumulative 10-year sum of deliveries at year 𝑚, and 𝑃10(𝐵𝐷𝑖,𝑗) is the 10th percentile of all800

cumulative sums (Fig. 7 Step 7).801

Based on these metrics, we identify which of the synthetic SOWs are consequential to the802

Colorado Basin Roundtable and its stakeholders by quantifying their effects on water deliveries803

to basin users and downstream. In this manner, the scenarios identified are intrinsically tied to804

the consequential impacts they generate at the basin itself, overcoming the limitation presented805

by the limited set of five driver-defined scenarios used by the state (State of Colorado, 2023). Fur-806

ther, through the use of exploratory modeling, we more rigorously investigate the space of plau-807

sible future conditions, to then, a posteriori, discover the ones that truly matter locally. As overviewed808

earlier, this process of a posteriori scenario classification is formally referred to as scenario dis-809

covery (Bryant & Lempert, 2010; Kwakkel, 2019). Traditionally, scenario discovery is a clas-810

sification process, and categorizes hypothetical scenario conditions as either ‘successes’ or ‘fail-811

ures’ depending on whether they meet a criterion, or a combination of a small number of them.812

Classification in its simplest form is performed through separating the space using orthogonal813

subspaces, typically using algorithms such as the Patient Rule Induction Method (PRIM; Friedman814

and Fisher (1999)) or Classification and Regression Trees (CART; Breiman (1984)). Applying815

these methods to real complex systems has uncovered several challenges in both the criteria used816

to identify the scenarios of interest (i.e., what measure to use to select ‘failed’ SOWs), as well817

as in the computational methods used to do so, also known as rule induction or factor mapping818

(i.e., identifying what factors lead to failures). Respective advancements have been made to tackle819

these challenges. Challenges with regard to rule induction are primarily rooted in the orthogo-820

nality (Kwakkel, 2019), linearity (Pruett & Hester, 2016; Quinn et al., 2018), and convexity (Guivarch821

et al., 2016; Trindade et al., 2019, 2020)—and lack thereof—of the space being separated. We822

refer the reader to these studies for more information about methodological advancements in this823

space. The challenges surrounding identification, particularly with regard to complex multi-actor824

systems with a large number of relevant states, have been broadly articulated in Section 1. Here,825

we discuss how FRNSIC is addressing them for the UCRB case study.826

We utilize three metrics to capture overall impacts to the basin: percentage of shorted users827

(Ψ(𝑠𝑖,𝑗); Eq. 9), mean shortage (𝑋(𝑠𝑖,𝑗); Eq. 10) and the 10th percentile of cumulative basin de-828

liveries (𝑃10(𝐵𝐷𝑖,𝑗); Eq. 11), each relevant to the multi-scale decision making context of the UCRB829

(Fig. 6). As described in Section 2, we utilize a set theory perspective in SOW classification by830

creating conditional sets based on whether the SOWs meet each impact criterion. For multiple831

criteria we can also create multiple such subsets and look at the intersections of the conditional832

sets for combinations of multiple criteria. This mirrors how satisficing metrics are typically used833

in the robustness analysis stage of RDM or MORDM applications, where more than one perfor-834

mance metric might matter to whether a strategy is considered “robust” (McPhail et al., 2018).835

In those cases, multiple metrics are used together to assess robustness (e.g., “𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 ≥ 90%”836

AND “𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 ≤ $100”), but rarely are different subsets and combinations compared. FRNSIC837

presents an alternative approach, where the hierarchical combination of impact metrics allows838

for the discovery of robust strategies across all possible combinations of performance metrics.839

Fig. 7 Step 8 shows an example of this, using three subsets 𝐴, 𝐵, and 𝐶, each corresponding to840

an impact criterion. This partially ordered set is an algebraic structure formally referred to as a841

Boolean lattice, often visualized using a Hasse diagram (Priss, 2021), as shown in Step 8. Start-842

ing at the top of this graphic, 𝑆 denotes the entire set of SOWs in our ensemble, of which 𝐴, 𝐵,843

and 𝐶 are subsets. Moving downward, we combine these sets to their intersections indicating two844

of the conditions being met, with the subset in the very bottom indicating the set where all three845

conditions are met.846

In this application, we establish three criteria based on which conditional SOW sets are cre-847

ated, each using one of the key impact metrics (Fig. 6). Specifically, using the mean shortage ex-848

perienced during each SOW 𝑋(𝑠𝑖,𝑗) (Eq. 10), we can define a conditional subset of SOWs that849

exceed a decision-relevant threshold for water shortage, given by 𝑡ℎ𝜒 , such that:850

𝐴 = {𝑠𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝑆|𝑋(𝑠𝑖,𝑗) >= 𝑡ℎ𝜒}. (13)
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For example, using the nominal value of 𝑡ℎ𝜒 = 10% we select a subset of SOWs 𝐴 where the851

mean user shortage exceeds 10% (Fig. 7 Step 9). We can capture higher or lower degrees of risk852

tolerance in the basin (e.g., a mean shortage of 20% versus 5%) by utilizing shortage thresholds853

at various levels to establish a different set 𝐴 conditioned on the threshold used. For reference,854

the historical average shortage across all years and all basin users is 7%.855

Looking at the downstream basin deliveries in each SOW, we compare whether the 10th
856

percentile of cumulative 10-year streamflows of each SOW (𝑃10(𝐵𝐷𝑖,𝑗); Eq. 11) meets or sub-857

ceeds a critical threshold 𝑡ℎ𝑏𝑑. This second conditional set 𝐵 is given by:858 𝐵 = {𝑠𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝑆|𝑃10(𝐵𝐷𝑖,𝑗) <= 𝑡ℎ𝑏𝑑}. (14)

This set identifies SOWs that have their lowest 10% of cumulative deliveries fall below a criti-859

cal threshold. For instance, using the historical 10th percentile of cumulative deliveries (46,820860

M 𝑚3) as 𝑡ℎ𝑏𝑑, we select SOWs where the basin is delivering less than its historical 10% worst861

years.862

Lastly, using the percentage of shorted users Ψ(𝑠𝑖,𝑗) (Eq. 9), we can identify a conditional863

subset of SOWs that exceed a consequential threshold of shorted users, given by 𝑡ℎ𝜓, such that:864 𝐶 = {𝑠𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝑆|Ψ(𝑠𝑖,𝑗) >= 𝑡ℎ𝜓}. (15)

In the FRNSIC illustration in Fig. 7 Step 9, we create subset 𝐶 by using the nominal value 𝑡ℎ𝜓 =865 50% to select all SOWs where more than 50% of water users are shorted. For reference, histor-866

ically, an average of 30% of water users is shorted at any given year, with some years reaching867

up to 66%.868

We note that sets 𝐴, 𝐵, and 𝐶 are not mutually exclusive and there may exist SOWs in 𝑆869

that meet more than one or all three criteria (Fig. 7 Steps 8-9). By applying each threshold and870

identifying each conditional subset that meets the condition—including their intersections—we871

classify every SOW as belonging in either:872

∙ a set where none of the conditions are met (i.e., (𝐴∪𝐵∪𝐶)′, shown in light yellow ◆),873 ∙ three sets where only one of the conditions is met (i.e., set 𝐴 in light blue ◆ with larger874

shortages, set 𝐵 in yellow ◆ with lower deliveries, and set 𝐶 in lilac ◆ with more shorted875

users),876 ∙ three sets where two conditions are met (i.e., 𝐴∩𝐵 in blue ◆ with both larger shortages877

and lower deliveries, 𝐴∩𝐶 in light purple ◆ with both larger shortages and more shorted878

users, and 𝐵 ∩ 𝐶 in violet ◆ with both lower deliveries and more shorted users,879 ∙ and lastly, one set where all three of the conditions are met (i.e., set 𝐴∩𝐵 ∩𝐶) in dark880

purple ◆.881

These eight sets are all shown with regard to their partially-ordered relationships in Fig. 7 Step882

8 and in how they are applied for impact classification in Step 9. Using these impact sets, we cre-883

ate a hierarchical set-of-sets where impact criteria can be combined to reflect additional stake-884

holder impacts or conditions. As with the classification of dynamic properties, we only utilize885

three criteria here, but the proposed method is amenable to larger numbers. We do stress, how-886

ever, that interpretability and narrative clarity quickly degrade with the addition of more dimen-887

sions.888

3.5 Stage IV - Multi-trait storyline discovery889

The final step in the proposed framework combines the impact classification performed in890

Step 9 (Fig. 7) with the SOW sets identified in Step 5 (Fig. 5) for the creation of narrative sto-891

rylines that capture both key behavioral dynamics of SOWs and consequential impact metrics.892

Fig. 7 Step 10 shows how the SOWs in each overlapping set of dynamic behavior (i.e., 𝑉𝑆∩𝑀𝑆:893

Exhibiting the same variability and average annual dry flows; 𝑀𝑆 ∩ 𝐷𝑆: Exhibiting the same894

average annual dry flow and number of decadal drought years; and 𝑉𝑆 ∩ 𝐷𝑆: Exhibiting the895
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same variability of annual dry flows and number of decadal drought years) can be distributed among896

the eight impact groups. This graphic is an adapted version of a stacked hive plot (Krzywinski897

et al., 2012), and allows us to visualize the resulting high-dimensional dataset in a single-panel898

figure. The three segments of the circle4 each correspond to the overlapping sets for average and899

variability of annual dry flows and number of decadal drought years. The radius of each segment900

(how much it extends from the center point) indicates the total number of SOWs that fall within901

the overlapping set. For example, in the hive plot shown in Fig. 7 Step 10 the top left set (defined902

by having the same average and variability of dry years as history) contains the most SOWs, whereas903

the top right set (defined by having the same dry flow variability and number of decadal drought904

years as history) contains the least. Within each segment, the width of each band indicates the905

number of SOWs from that set that result in one of the eight impact groups identified above. Us-906

ing the same example figure in Step 10, most of the SOWs exhibiting the same variability and907

average of annual dry flows (in the top left segment) are in the violet impact group ◆ (i.e., they908

result in both lower basin deliveries and having more in-basin water users shorted).909

The reader can use this plot for several insights: to compare the relative size for each over-910

lapping set of dynamic properties (e.g., to make inferences about how the dynamic properties of911

the SOWs in the ensemble are distributed); and to compare the relative shift in impact groups when912

moving from one set of dynamics to the other (e.g., starting from the top left segment and mov-913

ing to the bottom one we can see that fewer SOWs exhibit no impacts at all—the light yellow band914

goes away). Presenting everything in a condensed single-panel format allows us to combine this915

with several other panels resulting from other criteria and thresholds combinations, in a “small916

multiples” visualization (Tufte, 1990). Showing many small visualizations simultaneously allows917

the reader to compare the separate panels and look for patterns or outliers in the matrix of visu-918

als, and facilitates presentation and storytelling of large amounts of data in a single figure (van den919

Elzen & van Wĳk, 2013). We note here that even though we are only using three types of dynamic920

sets and three types of impacts, combining them all together means that this single panel figure921

captures 24 properties in a single panel (3 dynamic sets x 23 impact groups). Even though more922

sets of either kind can be used (i.e., a hive plot can be created with more than three axes and more923

than eight color bands) the interpretability of the figure greatly diminishes (Krzywinski et al., 2012).924

We do not consider this a weakness of this specific visual form, as alternative options (e.g., par-925

allel coordinate plots) also struggle from the same limitations, but without the added benefit of926

being able to be used in a small multiples visualization without further simplification.927

In our hypothetical planning context, the Colorado Basin Roundtable can use these plots928

to examine specific narrative scenarios. The impact sets are organized from most severe in dark929

purple (all three impact conditions are true) to least severe in light yellow (none of the impact con-930

ditions is true) going from the center of the plot outward. In this manner, we illuminate the nar-931

rative scenario each SOW can represent, by capturing both the critical impacts it generates and932

the dynamic properties that lead to it. For example, the Colorado Basin Roundtable users can sub-933

select a segment (e.g., “investigate future SOWs that have the same mean and variance as we’ve934

seen in the past”) and then subselect a specific SOW from the impact groups of interest (e.g.,“what935

are the worst impacts we encounter in these futures”). This SOW can then be further investigated936

for its temporal dynamics and the impacts they result in within the Basin, and be used to frame937

future planning and adaptation efforts. Even though we do not perform formal scenario discov-938

ery in the form of factor mapping in this demonstration (e.g., searching for the specific combi-939

nations of 𝜎𝑑 and 𝜇𝑑 values that lead to a mean shortage of more than 10%), one can addition-940

ally be performed as needed. We instead highlight the narrative strength of combining sets of dy-941

namic and impact properties in examining candidate futures for the UCRB.942

4 Geometrically, these are in fact sectors of the circle, but we use the term segment here to avoid later confusion with
terms like “agricultural sector”
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4 Results and Discussion943

4.1 Identifying consequential drought storylines at the basin-level944

Planning to address drought often starts with an investigation of baseline historical drought945

hazards. As illustrated in Fig. 3, plausible historical drought extremes can be well beyond those946

observed in the limited historical streamflow record due to internal variability, even assuming sta-947

tionarity. We first illustrate a basin-level assessment in which a coordinated planning group such948

as the Colorado Basin Roundtable is interested in examining futures that remain statistically sim-949

ilar to the last century of observations. In other words, out of our ensemble of hydrologic SOWs950

(detailed in Section 3.3), they might want to examine ones that exhibit the range of dynamic prop-951

erties exhibited in the historical streamflow observations. Specifically, they apply the conditional952

criteria in Eqs. 6-8 to identify intersecting sets of history-informed SOWs (𝑉𝑆∩𝑀𝑆: Exhibit-953

ing the same average and variability in annual dry flows; 𝑀𝑆∩𝐷𝑆: Exhibiting the same aver-954

age annual dry flow and number of decadal drought years; and 𝑉𝑆∩𝐷𝑆: Exhibiting the same955

variability in annual dry flows and number of decadal drought years), shown in Fig. 8 (a).956

Several insights can be drawn from this figure. First, in terms of dynamic classification,957

100 SOWs exhibit the same average and variability in annual dry flows as in the observed past958

(top left segment), 82 exhibit the same variability in annual dry flows and number of decadal drought959

years as in the observed past (top right segment), and 45 SOWs exhibit the same average annual960

dry flow and number of decadal drought years as in the observed past (bottom segment). The spread961

of each color in each segment denotes the distribution of each impact group across each set of962

SOWs, as determined using the classification described in Section 3.4.2, applied at the basin level.963

Specifically, each SOW is categorized based on whether: (i) it increases the average shortages964

basin-wide to more than 10% (the yellow to blue dimension), (ii) it increases the number of basin965

users that experience shortage to above 50% (the yellow to pink dimension), and (iii) it lowers966

basin deliveries to Lake Powell below the historical 10th percentile (P10) of cumulative 10-year967

deliveries (the light to dark dimension). If an SOW increases both average shortages and the num-968

ber of affected users, it is classified in light purple, and if it also decreases deliveries downstream,969

it is classified in dark purple. Comparing across the segments we see that more SOWs are clas-970

sified as exhibiting the same average and variability in annual dry flows (top left segment) than971

other segments, but the impacts in these worlds are minor to moderate (light to dark yellow). The972

most severe impacts are generated in SOWs that exhibit the same variability in annual dry flows973

and number of decadal drought years criteria (small violet region in the top right), suggesting these974

drought characteristics may be more impactful.975

In further examining these most severe impacts, a group such as the Colorado Basin Roundtable976

can zoom in on one of the SOWs that generated them and investigate its temporal dynamics and977

how they affect the basin as a whole, as well as particular users. For example, Fig. 8 (a) can be978

further examined by specifically focusing on the small number of SOWs in the top right segment979

(i.e., those exhibiting the same variability in annual dry flows and number of decadal drought years980

as observed history) that produce the most extreme impacts. These two SOWs are shown in vi-981

olet ◆ because they increase the average shortage experienced in the basin to above 50% and982

also lower cumulative basin deliveries to below the historical 10th percentile. In Fig. 9, we fur-983

ther investigate the dynamics of one of these SOWs: the one that exhibits the fewest drought years.984

We refer to this drought storyline as “The Unknown Normal”. In this narrative storyline, a drought985

spanning 23 years takes place and affects both the UCRB’s downstream deliveries but also the986

water shortages experienced in the basin. At the basin-wide level, we first compare the basin’s987

10-year cumulative downstream deliveries to their historical 10th percentile (46, 820𝑀𝑚3; top988

left panel in Fig. 9). We see that during the drought period cumulative basin deliveries down-989

stream fall below the historical cumulative 10th percentile for some of the years, down to 80%990

of that historical threshold (37, 184𝑀𝑚3) during one of the years. This shows that even non-extreme991

hydroclimatic changes can have significant impacts in basins like the UCRB and jeopardize their992

ability to meet their inter-state obligations. Examining impacts within the basin, we look at cu-993

mulative basin-wide shortages as they relate to the historical 90th percentile (Fig. 9 top right panel).994

During this same drought period, we see total shortages in the basin accumulate to almost seven995
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Figure 8. Basin-level impact classification for all states of the world (SOWs) as organized by combina-
tions of dynamic properties. (a) Impacts in SOWs that exhibit dynamic properties within the bounds of the
historical context. Starting from the top left: 𝑉𝑆 ∩𝑀𝑆: Exhibiting the same average and variability in annual
dry flows; 𝑉𝑆 ∩ 𝐷𝑆: Exhibiting the same variability in annual dry flows and number of decadal drought
years; and 𝑀𝑆 ∩ 𝐷𝑆: Exhibiting the same average annual dry flow and number of decadal drought years;
(b) Impacts for SOWs that exhibit dynamic properties outside the bounds of the observed past (changing
hydroclimatic context). Starting from the top left: 𝑉𝑆′ ∩ 𝑀𝑆′: Changing average and variability in annual
dry flows; 𝑉𝑆′ ∩ 𝐷𝑆′: Changing variability in annual dry flows and number of decadal drought years; and𝑀𝑆′ ∩ 𝐷𝑆′: Changing average of annual dry flows and number of decadal drought years. All SOWs are
categorized based on whether they affect average shortages basin-wide (the blue dimension), they affect the
number of basin users that experience shortage (the pink dimension), and they lower basin deliveries below
the historical 10th percentile (P10) of cumulative 10-year deliveries (the darkness dimension). Moving from
SOWs within the range of historical conditions to the SOWs with changing conditions, experienced impacts
become more severe.

times the historical threshold condition and start receding when the drought period is over. We996

note that there is also a second period during the last 20 years for this simulated future where com-997

parable impacts are seen, but it is not formally classified as a drought period.998

As elaborated in Section 3.1 the UCRB supports hundreds of individual water users that999

use water for many operations: agriculture, municipal water supply, industrial production, power1000

generation, as well as recreational uses (Fig. 2). In prior work in the basin, we have shown that1001

depending on their priority, demands, and location in the basin these users might individually ex-1002

perience very different water scarcity impacts (Hadjimichael, Quinn, Wilson, et al., 2020). We1003

have also shown that aggregate basin impacts (e.g., the mean shortage metric utilized here) can1004

be highly variable across the basin when spatially disaggregated, even at the WD level (Hadjimichael1005

et al., 2023). We therefore further disaggregate these impacts to the UCRB’s water districts and1006

users, enabled by StateMod, which traces water allocation and shortage to the individual user level.1007

In Fig. 9 we highlight shortage as a percent of demand for three WDs (39, 37, and 51, moving1008

left to right) in the middle panels with purple lines 〰 and four water users in the bottom pan-1009

els with blue lines 〰. The WD- and user-level shortages show the diverse within-basin expe-1010

rience of this drought storyline, with some WDs and users experiencing very severe shortages1011
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Figure 9. The Unknown Normal: impacts and dynamics of a history-informed drought storyline.
The impacts of this state of the world (SOW) are presented for the basin-level at the top, and disaggregated to
water districts (middle panels with purple lines 〰) and to individual water users in the basin (bottom panels
with blue lines 〰).

and others largely unaffected. These findings align with our prior results while providing a more1012

detailed example of how the same sampled SOW dynamics can yield widely varying shortage1013

impacts subject to the specific characteristics of the various users: their right seniority and de-1014

creed allocation, the timing of their demands, and their location in the basin, among others (Hadjimichael,1015

Quinn, Wilson, et al., 2020; Hadjimichael, Quinn, & Reed, 2020; Quinn et al., 2020).1016

Alternatively, planners might choose to focus on SOWs which reflect assumptions about1017

a changing hydroclimate. In this case the focus would be looking at the complement sets and their1018

intersections (i.e., 𝑉𝑆′ ∩ 𝑀𝑆′: Changing average and variability in annual dry flows; 𝑀𝑆′ ∩1019 𝐷𝑆′: Changing average of annual dry flows and number of decadal drought years; and 𝑉𝑆′∩1020 𝐷𝑆′: Changing variability in annual dry flows and number of decadal drought years). These SOWs1021

and their impacts are shown in Fig. 8 (b). Looking at the changing context sets (Fig. 8 (b)), 5701022

SOWs exhibit changing average and variability in annual dry flows, 59 SOWs exhibit changing1023

variability in annual dry flows and number of decadal drought years, and 148 SOWs exhibit a chang-1024

ing average of annual dry flows and (increasing) number of decadal drought years. A lot more1025

SOWs meet these dynamic conditions (as compared to Fig. 8 (a)), which is attributed to two main1026

reasons. First, our ensemble of sampled hydroclimatic changes that shape each SOW takes into1027

account projected climate change in the region and how it will change the distributions of stream-1028

flow, as well as paleo-reconstructed streamflows (Quinn et al., 2020). This means that several SOWs1029

in our ensemble exhibit statistical properties different from those seen in the gauged record and,1030

in fact, go beyond those distributions (see Fig. S2 and also Fig. S3 (a) for the ranges of mean and1031

variance values). Further, due to these changing properties, the number of drought years in each1032

SOW might also change. In fact, many of the SOWs in our ensemble exhibit more decadal drought1033

years than the maximum of 30 years (or three decades) observed historically based on the high-1034

est threshold defined by 60-year rolling windows of streamflow observations (Figs. S1 and S31035
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(b)), or the deterministic estimate of one or two instances of decadal drought per century, esti-1036

mated in paleo record studies of Ault et al. (2014); Woodhouse and Overpeck (1998).1037

This is also related to the second reason we see more SOWs fall outside the historical ranges,1038

especially violating the condition on the number of decadal drought years (Eq. 8). For each sam-1039

pled change in the average and variability in annual dry flows (i.e., changes in 𝜇𝑑 and 𝜎𝑑 values,1040

as shown in Fig. 5 Step 1), we generate 10 streamflow realizations to capture the internal vari-1041

ability of each hypothesized hydroclimatic change (Fig. 5 Step 2). By better exploring this in-1042

ternal variability we see a wider range of decadal drought years emerge, even between SOWs that1043

exhibit the same statistical properties, as expected (Lehner & Deser, 2023). This is exemplified1044

in Fig. 3 for the internal variability of the recent history. Even though only 22 years of drought1045

were observed (Fig. 3 (a)), this deterministic framing does not represent the true frequency of1046

such events, which may be higher, as seen in Fig. 3 (b). The combined effects of a changing cli-1047

mate and internal variability produce SOWs with many more years of decadal drought than 301048

out of 105 (Fig. S2 (b)), classifying them as outside the historical experience of water users in1049

the UCRB under different rolling windows of 60 years (Fig. 4 and S1). These SOWs therefore1050

appear in Fig. 8 (b).1051

Looking at Fig. 8 (b), SOWs in a changing hydroclimatic context produce much more se-1052

vere impacts. Whereas most SOWs in the historical context do not produce impacts in any of the1053

impact categories (i.e., no mean shortages more than 10%, no more than 50% of users affected,1054

and no basin deliveries below the historical 10th percentile), most of the SOWs in the changing1055

context produce impacts in at least two. This is seen in how the large bands of light yellow ◆1056

change to bands of yellow ◆, violet ◆, and dark purple ◆. The changing properties of these1057

SOWs to lower average annual dry flows with greater variability and greater number of decadal1058

drought years, leads to more severe impacts to the UCRB’s water users. This is especially true1059

for the basin’s downstream deliveries: the majority of SOWs are assigned a dark color, indicat-1060

ing basin deliveries falling below the historical 10th percentile of cumulative 10-year deliveries.1061

Out of the SOWs that belong in the changing context sets (Fig. 8 (b)) 116 of them produce1062

impacts across all impact groups (dark purple ◆ band): the average shortage they produce is more1063

than 10%, they affect more than 50% of users, and they reduce basin deliveries below the his-1064

torical 10th percentile of cumulative deliveries. Relating this to past experiences in the basin, the1065

historical average shortage across all years and all basin users is 7% and has reached up to 26%1066

in exceptionally dry years such as 2002 (the exceptionally dry conditions of 2002 can also be seen1067

in Fig. 3 (a)). Basin-wide shortages of 10% of water demand have historically only been observed1068

during drought periods, and the SOWs represented here capture those conditions. Further, with1069

regard to the 50% of affected users, the historical average number of affected users at any given1070

year in the UCRB is 30%, with the maximum percentage being 65%, again during the exception-1071

ally dry conditions of 2002. Therefore, the SOWs that produce conditions affecting 50% of wa-1072

ter users or more reflect plausible impacts of the drought extremes represented in our ensemble.1073

Fig. 10 examines the impacts and dynamics of one of these SOWs in more detail. In par-1074

ticular, we choose to focus on a SOW that produces impacts across all impact groups under the1075

shortest drought duration. This SOW exhibits changing average and variability in annual dry flows1076

(top left segment of Fig. 8 (b)) and has a total of 20 decadal drought years out of 105. We are1077

referring to this drought storyline as “The Unforeseen Struggles”. In the top two panels, we again1078

compare the basin’s 10-year cumulative downstream deliveries to their historical 10th percentile1079

(left panel) and the basin-wide 10-year cumulative shortages (right panel). During this drought1080

storyline, a 20-year drought takes place and has dramatic effects on the UCRB: cumulative de-1081

liveries drop to below 30% of the historical threshold (13, 862𝑀𝑚3) and cumulative shortages1082

climb to 11 times more than the historical 90th percentile of shortages. Unfolding these impacts1083

at the finer scale, we compare WDs 70, 37, and 52 in the middle panels, as well as the same four1084

users in the bottom panels, as analyzed in Fig. 9. We again see that the storyline affects the users1085

differently, with some barely affected. Of note is also the fact that even though this storyline is1086

much more severe in aggregate effects compared to “The Unknown Normal" in Fig. 9, impacts1087

to individual users do not necessarily follow the same trend. For example, the leftmost water user1088
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Figure 10. The Unforeseen Struggles: impacts and dynamics of a drought storyline in a changing
context. The impacts of this state of the world (SOW) are presented for the basin-level at the top, and dis-
aggregated to water districts (middle panels with purple lines 〰) and to individual water users in the basin
(bottom panels with blue lines 〰).

experiences much more severe impacts under “The Unknown Normal" storyline, which falls within1089

the historical bounds. The comparison holds true for other users also, which suggests that the sig-1090

nificant aggregate effects we see in Fig. 10 are the result of a larger number of users being af-1091

fected, not necessarily their larger shortages.1092

4.2 Examining exploratory ensemble impacts at the sub-basin scale1093

Beyond the two storylines illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10, we are also interested in how the1094

entire ensemble disaggregates to the subbasin level. For instance, Colorado Basin Roundtable1095

planners might be interested in the distribution of impacts the SOWs generate for a particular WD1096

(Fig. 6). In Fig. 11, we therefore explore what the aggregate basin impacts shown in Fig. 8, look1097

like for each WD in the basin. To do so, we apply Eqs. 9 and 10 to the specific subset of users1098

that divert water in each WD and utilize the same color scheme used in Fig. 8. In this case, each1099

SOW is categorized based on whether: (i) it increases the average shortages at each WD to more1100

than 10% (the yellow to blue dimension), (ii) it increases the number of WD users that experi-1101

ence shortage to above 50% (the yellow to pink dimension), and (iii) it lowers basin deliveries1102

to Lake Powell below the historical 10th percentile (P10) of cumulative 10-year deliveries (the light1103

to dark dimension). If a SOW both increases average shortages and the number of affected users,1104

it is classified in light purple, and if it also decreases deliveries downstream, it is classified in dark1105

purple. In this case, the basin deliveries calculation remains the same, so we do not expect to see1106

any differences in that dimension of impact categories. By calculating mean shortages and the1107

percentage of users shorted for each WD individually, as opposed to the basin as a whole, we there-1108

fore expect to see shifts from yellow to lilac or blue (or to purple for both) and vice versa, but we1109

should not observe shifts from light colors to dark colors (or vice versa), as the basin delivery cal-1110

culation remains the same as that of the aggregate plots (shown in Fig. 8).1111
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Figure 11. Impact classification for all states of the world (SOWs) as organized by combinations of
dynamic properties and calculated for individual water districts. (a) Impacts for SOWs that exhibit dy-
namic properties within the bounds of the observed past (105 years of gauged streamflow); (b) Impacts for
SOWs that exhibit dynamic properties outside the bounds of the observed past (informed by the paleo record
and future projections). In both cases, water districts might individually exhibit more severe or less severe
impacts than those calculated for the basin in aggregate (shown in Fig. 8.)
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It is not entirely unexpected that the same SOWs might have different impacts on the WDs1112

of the UCRB. For example, for the historically-informed SOWs (Fig. 11 (a)), we see that some1113

WDs (36-39, and 52) see no impacts on their users—all bands in the hive plot are shades of yel-1114

low. This is better than the basin-wide average conditions shown in Fig. 8 (a). At the same time,1115

some WDs (70 and 72) see their users much more significantly impacted than the basin-level av-1116

erage user of the UCRB, with some historically-informed SOWs producing both larger shortages1117

and for more users (bands in dark purple ◆). SOWs that are outside the historical hydroclimatic1118

context (Fig. 11 (b)) further amplify these differences. For example, users in WD 52 are largely1119

unaffected by all the sets of SOWs, whereas the majority of changing-context SOWs affect both1120

the mean shortages and the number of users affected in WD 72 (dark purple bands). In fact, all1121

other WDs either see their users unaffected by most SOWs with changing hydroclimatic condi-1122

tions (e.g., WDs 36-39, and 52, which have yellow ◆ as the largest band color) or see only an1123

increase in the number of users affected but not in the mean water shortage (e.g., WDs 45, 50,1124

51, and 70, which have violet ◆ as the largest band color). This difference in WD experiences1125

is the result of several complex interactions between the number and seniority of rights in each1126

WD, their diversion locations and sources (e.g., the mainstem as opposed to a tributary), and the1127

timing of their demands. These results emphasize that understanding and selecting narrative sto-1128

rylines is critical to capture the natural hydroclimatic drought hazards and their locally conse-1129

quential impacts as manifested through the UCRB’s infrastructure and water governance insti-1130

tutions (i.e., water rights in prior appropriation).1131

Figure 12. Historical distribution of demands and shortages among water districts. (a-b) Treemaps
of (a) the share of water demands as contributed by each water district; and (b) the share of water shortages
as contributed by each water district. The treemaps are organized with the largest contributing parts placed at
the top left moving first downward and then rightward. (c) Change in relative share between the demands and
shortages of each water district.

Specifically, WD 72, which appears to experience the most severe impacts, makes up ap-1132

proximately 33% of all water demands in the UCRB historically, far exceeding the second and1133

third largest demands at 17% by WDs 38 and 51 (Fig. 12 (a)). Compared to the historical data1134

on UCRB shortages (i.e., without any of our sampled hydroclimatic changes imposed on the sys-1135

tem), WD 72 indeed represents the largest volumetric share of water shortages in the UCRB (Fig.1136

12 (b-c)), but their shortages are only 4% of their demands (Fig. 13 (b)), which is below the his-1137

torical 7% average estimated basin-wide. Indeed, total demand does not explain these impacts1138

on its own (i.e., that the biggest shortages are experienced where the biggest demands are). WD1139

70, for example, only makes up 1% of the total demands in the basin, yet also sees impacts for1140

its water users that exceed the average (i.e., more violet and purple bands; Fig. 11 (a)), and in the1141
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historic observations it exhibits the highest relative ratio of shortages to demands (approximately1142

16%; Fig. 13 (b)). The historical data also highlights that in general, higher shortages are not nec-1143

essarily the direct outcome of higher demands (Fig. 12), as some WDs with relatively lower de-1144

mands experience relatively higher shortages than other WDs (e.g., WD 45), and vice versa (e.g.,1145

WD 51). Readers familiar with the region might posit that this difference in impacts can simply1146

be attributed to the number and seniority of rights owned by water users in WD 72; maybe rights1147

in that WD are simply more junior so their demands are not met as much more senior rights in1148

other WDs? Looking at the number of water rights, WD 72 has the same number of actively served1149

consumptive use water rights as WD 38 (296; we note that each water user might own multiple),1150

and its rights are decreed generally larger volumes of water with more senior right ranks on av-1151

erage than WD 38 (Fig. 13 (a)). The differences in impacts can therefore potentially be attributed1152

to the fact that WD 72 (and others) are home to several more junior rights with larger decrees,1153

but it is clear that single factor drivers cannot explain the differences seen.1154

Figure 13. Priority and water allocation per right for each water district. Rights are organized per
water district along the horizontal axis and per priority admin number along the vertical axis. Lower priority
admin number indicates higher right seniority. Larger bubble size indicates larger water allocation.
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4.3 Exploring alternative impact thresholds1155

Lastly, recognizing the diverse interests represented in the UCRB, we examine more closely1156

how the hierarchical basin-level impact classifications in Fig. 8 are shaped by the assumed prob-1157

lem framing and the impact classification thresholds chosen for basin deliveries downstream, per-1158

cent of users shorted, and mean shortage (Eqs. 13 - 15). In other words, we would like to know1159

how the classification of these SOWs might change if different shortage risk tolerances were as-1160

sumed, reflective of the diverse impacts experienced and the different decision-making concerns1161

present in the UCRB (Fig. 6). So in line with the discussion of narrative scenario discovery for1162

multi-actor, multi-sector systems, we repeat the impact classification across different values of1163

each impact threshold (Fig. 14). Specifically, for impact set 𝐴 containing SOWs that exceed a1164

mean shortage threshold 𝑡ℎ𝜒 , we use three values of this threshold (5%, 7%, and 10%) and ap-1165

ply them to Eq. 13 to estimate how many SOWs cause the mean shortages in the basin to be above1166

5%, 7%, and 10% of demand, respectively. Impact set 𝐵 contains SOWs with their 10th percentile1167

of basin deliveries downstream falling below a critical threshold 𝑡ℎ𝑏𝑑. In the prior results, we de-1168

fined 𝑡ℎ𝑏𝑑 using the historical 10th percentile of cumulative deliveries, so 𝐵 contained SOWs where1169

the basin is delivering less than its historical 10% worst years. Switching 𝑡ℎ𝑏𝑑 to the historical1170

5th percentile, then 𝐵 contains SOWs whose low-delivery years are twice as frequent as history.1171

As a result, we are checking if an event that occurred only 5% of the time historically now oc-1172

curs 10% of the time, in essence doubling its occurrence in the SOWs that meet this criterion.1173

Equivalently, if the threshold used is the historical 1st percentile, then the SOWs in set 𝐵 have low-1174

delivery years ten times more frequently than history. The 10th, 5th, and 1st percentiles of cumu-1175

lative 10-year flows are 46,820, 44,896, and 43,776 M 𝑚3, respectively. Lastly, impact set 𝐶 is1176

the set of all SOWs where more than 𝑡ℎ𝜓 of the basin’s users are experiencing a shortage. We1177

vary this threshold to 25%, 50%, and 75% to capture SOWs that affect increasing numbers of wa-1178

ter users in the basin.1179

Fig. 14 shows the resulting hive plots for all three thresholds for all three criteria, for the1180

SOWs in the changing hydroclimatic context. This style of small multiples figure allows us to1181

quickly compare the different plots and look for patterns in the matrix of visuals. The following1182

pattern emerges here. Starting at the top left, the hive plot shows the impact classification of all1183

SOWs using the most lenient performance criteria for each impact group (i.e., low basin deliv-1184

eries occurring as much as history on the vertical axis, mean shortage levels above or equal to1185

5% of demands on the horizontal axis, and 25% or more users experiencing a shortage along the1186

diagonal axis). Given that these are the most lenient thresholds, they are the easiest criteria to1187

meet, and therefore the majority of SOWs do so (shown in dark purple ◆).1188

Moving to the right along the horizontal axis, we are increasing the shortage threshold as1189

a percentage of demand so we expect to see fewer blue and purple bands, as fewer SOWs would1190

be classified as causing the larger shortages to water users. Indeed, what we see is a shift from1191

dark purple to a larger lilac ◆ band in the top right hive plot. Moving from the top down, we ex-1192

pect to see some of the darker shade classifications turn to lighter colors, as the lower basin de-1193

liveries classification is a more extreme condition to meet. Comparing along the three hive plots1194

at the very right, we can indeed see a small number of yellow ◆ SOWs turn to light yellow ◆.1195

Finally, moving along the diagonal axis, we are increasing the number of affected users we con-1196

sider as consequential. In this case, we should expect fewer violet ◆ and purple bands ◆ as we1197

move diagonally to lower right. This is prominently apparent for the three hive plots at the top1198

right of the figure, where using the 25% threshold, most SOWs are classified as having both more1199

users affected and lower basin deliveries (in violet), but using the 75% threshold, the classifica-1200

tions are largely yellow (only lower basin deliveries).1201

Even with the more extreme threshold combinations (bottom right hive plot in Fig. 14) most1202

SOWs in the changing context meet at least one of the criteria. Most meet the lower downstream1203

deliveries criterion (yellow band ◆), that their 10th percentile of cumulative 10-year flows fall1204

below the historical 1st percentile (i.e., that low deliveries are occurring ten times as often in these1205

SOWs). Some other SOWs are shown in blue ◆, so they also increase the mean shortage to the1206

basins users to above 10%. We can also compare this hive plot with the one directly to its upper1207
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Figure 14. Impact classification for all states of the world as calculated for different thresholds for
each impact category. The figure is oriented such the going from the top left to the bottom right, we are
moving from more lenient to increasingly stricter criteria.

left, reflecting a change to the user criterion from 75% to 50%, to see that several of the SOWs1208

considered here do affect more than 50% of users in the UCRB (violet and dark purple bands in1209

upper left hive plot) but not more than 75% (same bands disappear when we look back to the lower1210

right hive plot). This shows that even though there might not be a significant increase in the av-1211

erage shortage compared to history (increase from 7% of users to 10%), there is a significant in-1212

crease in the number of users affected (from 30% historically to above 50%). This further sup-1213

ports the explanation given with regard to the impacts of “The Unforeseen Struggles" storyline1214

(Fig. 10): that they are the result of a larger number of affected users and not necessarily (or only)1215

larger shortages.1216

Exploring alternative threshold combinations aids with providing an informative feedback1217

to Stage I Framing (Section 3.2) of the FRNSIC assessment of the UCRB, allowing us to address1218

several of the challenges generated by complex human-natural systems more broadly. Namely,1219

as discussed in Section 1, using a small set of scenarios that are considered a priori to be “rel-1220

evant” by the analysts might inadvertently create a very narrow view of what the relevant stake-1221

holder concerns are that is not salient with the diverse views that might exist on the system (Groves1222

& Lempert, 2007). Because each alternative threshold illuminates different SOWs, it allows us1223

to switch to alternative sets of consequential scenarios to focus on, depending on the outcomes1224
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they generate. For instance, planners might want to select scenarios from the dark purple SOWs1225

(ones that have impacts across all groups) for further investigation and analysis. The SOWs that1226

fall in these dark purple bands change depending on the thresholds used, so these consequential1227

scenarios can reflect not only varying impact severities, but also different attitudes toward these1228

impacts.1229

This relates to another complication discussed already, that in systems with many actors1230

making decisions at different scales (Fig. 6), it is difficult to capture their differing priorities, goals1231

and risk aversions with a singular impact metric or threshold imposed on it. We know from prior1232

work (Hadjimichael, Quinn, Wilson, et al., 2020; Quinn et al., 2020), historical estimates (Fig.1233

12), and also the results here (Fig. 11) that the same conditions imposed on the system can re-1234

sult in diverse impacts for its users. This means that for an SOW with average shortages of 10%,1235

some users or WDs experience shortages lower or higher than that. It follows that some stake-1236

holders in the basin might be more or less conservative about this threshold choice, and the im-1237

pacts of that change in choice are reflected by moving horizontally in Fig. 14. As a last related1238

point here, in Section 1 we have highlighted recommendations from co-production literature on1239

relating new findings to past experiences as a way to help connect scientific outcomes to stake-1240

holders’ analytical and experiential processing (Lemos et al., 2012). Alternative thresholds, es-1241

pecially for the user-level impacts we explore here, can therefore help produce locally-meaningful1242

narratives as they relate the water shortages users and WDs have experienced in the past.1243

5 Conclusions and Future Work1244

This paper proposes the FRamework for Narrative Scenarios and Impact Classification (FRN-1245

SIC), that enables narrative scenario discovery for multiple states and multiple impacts. The in-1246

troduced framework is designed to overcome common challenges of scenario discovery with re-1247

gard to establishing stakeholder-relevant narratives. FRNSIC combines the classification of dy-1248

namic behavioral properties of each SOW as well as its impact states in a nested scheme to fa-1249

cilitate hierarchical storyline selection, and produce locally-meaningful narratives from high-dimensional1250

exploratory ensembles. We use a hypothetical planning context—examining the UCRB’s poten-1251

tial futures and needing to discover consequential drought storylines to use in planing—and ap-1252

ply FRNSIC to demonstrate its capabilities in a system with multiple actors and institutional com-1253

plexity. We show that FRNSIC can illuminate the critical dynamic pathways that lead to conse-1254

quential impacts, by combining a SOW’s temporal behavioral properties and the aggregated im-1255

pacts it results in. The framework therefore addresses several prominent challenges other state-1256

of-the-art scenario discovery frameworks face when applied to complex human-natural systems,1257

and especially institutionally complex systems with many actors like the UCRB.1258

In applying FRNSIC, several choices must be made on the classification scheme to use (the1259

criteria to use to classify dynamics and impacts, the threshold values to apply, other aggregation1260

choices). This is akin to other scenario discovery applications where consequential or decision-1261

relevant conditions need to be identified, and such choices need to be made transparent from the1262

problem framing stage and throughout the analysis process, as well as reexamined as needed. For1263

example, in the UCRB case study we explore the implications of these choices using gradients1264

of threshold values applied to our criteria. In future work, similar threshold analyses can be ap-1265

plied to the thresholds used to identify the sets of dynamic behaviors exhibited in our ensemble.1266

Changing the criteria through which the dynamics are classified could reflect alternative dynamic1267

behaviors of interest. For example, one could focus on specifically the occurrence of multi-decadal1268

droughts of over 35 years, and this would affect the sizes of the dynamic sets, as well as subse-1269

quent results.1270

The narrative drought storylines produced by FRNSIC can also be utilized in future work1271

in the basin, for example to examine the capacity of adaptive action in modulating the impacts1272

of the drought events seen in each storyline. Specifically, the ensemble of SOWs explored here1273

can be combined with hypothesized policy interventions (e.g., for water conservation) to inves-1274

tigate how said interventions would affect the impacts the basin experiences under each story-1275
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line. Just like narrative scenarios and storylines are used in co-production literature, the drought1276

storylines here can also be used in negotiation or stakeholder solicitation contexts to contrast the1277

impacts that WDs or users may potentially experience in the future.1278

6 Open Research1279

StateMod is freely available on GitHub https://github.com/OpenCDSS. The input files1280

to run StateMod for the UCRB can be found at the CDSS website https://cdss.colorado1281

.gov/modeling-data/surface-water-statemod. All the scripts to replicate the analysis1282

performed in this paper and to regenerate all figures can be found at https://github.com/antonia1283

-had/Hadjimichael-etal_2023_EarthsFuture. All the output data used in this analysis can1284

be found at https://doi.org/10.57931/2205512.1285
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Figure S1. Number of years classified as drought depending on each rolling-window

threshold.
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Figure S2. Distribution of streamflows in the exploratory ensemble used by this

experiment, as it relates to other ‘rival framings’ of plausible future streamflow.

The ensemble used is created by Quinn et al. (2020) and all the data are provided

by that paper and accompanying online repository (https://github.com/julianneq/

UCRB analysis).
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Figure S3. Identification of states of the world (SOWs) within the bounds of

the past. (a) Variability (σd) and persistence (pdd) properties of each SOW in the ensemble.

These properties are determined by fitting the Gaussian Hidden Markov Model to the historical

observations (resulting in the black point) and then sampling changes to these properties to

represent alternative SOWs for the basin, as elaborated in Quinn et al. (2020). Each orange point

represents 10 realizations of streamflow that exhibit the same sampled statistical properties, for a

total of 1000 SOWs. Each grey point represents the variability and persistence properties of one

of the 100 reconstructions of paleo streamflow with added noise, following the same procedure as

Quinn et al. (2020). The mean values of both the variability and persistence properties are used

to select SOWs that fall within the bounds of the past (recent history and paleo reconstructions).

(b) Histogram of drought years occurring in each sampled SOW. The black vertical line represents

the number of droughts that have occurred per century in both the historic and paleo record,

using the threshold-based classification of Ault et al. (2014) and others.
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